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Preface 
The Arthur Paul Afghanistan Collection at the University of Nebraska 
at  Omaha Library was established in 1974 with the donation of the personal 
library of Arthur Paul. Mr. Paul was chief of the Office of Imports for the 
Board of Economic Warfare, executive director of the Foreign Economic 
Administration and assistant to the Secretary of Commerce. He served the 
Asia Foundation as an economic advisor to the Royal Government of 
Afghanistan from 1960-1966. During his service in Afghanistan, Mr. Paul 
accumulated over 400 English language monographs, 450 books, serials and 
other publications in Pushto and Dari, and over 100 European titles on 
Afghanistan. 
Following the receipt of Arthur Paul's collection the UNO Library began 
purposefully organizing it for use by international scholars. The Library has 
adopted a goal of acquiring everything available in print from and about 
Afghanistan. Nearly 70% of the collection is concentrated in the humanities. 
It is a primary resource for Afghanistan scholarship and the most valuable 
resource of its kind in the United States. 
The University Library's goal is to organize and maintain this 
collection, and to enhance its scope to assist scholars who frequently refer to 
UNO for information on Afghanistan. The library continues to acquire 
material for its Afghan collection through publishers, vendors, book dealers 
and private collectors. 
Ms. Shaista Wahab has done extensive work and indexing to bring this 
publication to press. Her hard work will be appreciated by many doing 
research on the past, present and future of Afghanistan. The UNO Library is 
proud to be the home of the Arthur Paul Afghanistan Collection. 
Robert S. Runyon 
Library Director 
vii 
Arthur Paul Afghanistan Collection 
located on the main floor of the Universiby Library. 
viii 
A page from Haft Aurang, a manuscript written 
in Balkh, Afghanistan in 1860. 
A page from Anis, a daily newspaper published in Afghanistan. 
Introduction 
The Arthur Paul Afghanistan Collection Bibliography is based 
on the Afghanistan materials available in the Arthur Paul Afghanistan 
Collection at  the University Library, University of Nebraska at  Omaha 
(UNO). The purpose of this bibliography is to make this unique collection of 
the Afghanistan materials known to scholars and researchers interested in 
the subject area. The importance of the Afghanistan collection became more 
significant after the Russians invaded Afghanistan in December of 1979, and 
as a result of the invasion, information from Afghanistan became difficult to 
obtain. Since then the collection has been used more extensively. Many 
scholars have focused their attention on various issues concerning 
Afghanistan and have used the resources of this collection. 
The UNO Library continues to add to its holdings on Afghanistan. 
Currently the library has six thousands titles on Afghanistan pertaining to 
Afghan life and culture from the prehistoric period to the present, in more 
than twenty different languages. However, the majority of these materials are 
in English, Dari and Pashto. Although history and literature are well 
represented by this collection, other subject areas such as economics, 
education, folklore, law, music, agriculture, architecture, geography, and 
geology, also serve the needs of research scholars from around the world. 
The Bibliography will be completed in two volumes. Volume I of the 
Arthur Paul Afghanistan Collection Bibliography: Push to and Dari 
Titles, includes those titles that had been cataloged by the Library before 
January 1992. Since then the Library has acquired a significant number of 
titles on Afghanistan from various sources. The bibliography will be updated 
or a supplement will be published in order to include those titles that the 
Library has acquired but have not been listed in this volume. The work on 
the volume I1 of the Arthur Paul Afghanistan Collection Bibliography: 
English and Other European Language has been started and will be 
available for publication in 1996. 
The Bibliography is arranged by subject, and within each subject 
alphabeticaIly by the authors' last name andlor title. An item number has 
been assigned to each entry to facilitate locating a specific author or title by 
consulting a combined author and title index. Each entry includes author, 
title, publisher, place and date of publication, and number of pages. Some 
entries include brief annotations for the sake of clarity. If the publisher is not 
found on the piece, it has been indicated that the publisher is not known. If 
the date of the publication is in question, a question mark will appear after 
the date. 
A revision of this bibliography is planned for the future. Any 
suggestions for improvement will be appreciated and may be reflected, along 
with other changes and additions, in the revised edition. 
I would like to thank Ghulam Ali Ayeen, Research Associate, Center for 
Afghanistan Studies, UNO; and the following UNO Library faculty and staff 
members for their help and support: Mae D. McKernan, Georgene E. Fawcett, 
Carole A. Larson, Sally Andersen, Robert Nash, Monica M. Pfeifer, and Dr. 
Melvin M. Bohn. I am especially thankful to Janet Macdonald who was 
available whenever I needed her help and who spent many hours helping me 
with the Bibliography. I also express my appreciation to Ella Jane Bailey, 
Chairperson, Bibliographic Access Services, UNO Library, Janice S. Boyer, 
UNO Library Assistant Director, and Robert S. Runyon, the UNO Library 
Director, for their support and useful suggestions. 
Shaista Wahab 
University Library 
University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Omaha, Nebraska, 68182-0237 
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Periodicals and Newspapers 
1. Adab, 1954- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Kabul University, Faculty of Letters. First published 
quarterly and then bi-monthly Dari literary magazine of the Faculty of 
Letter and Humanities. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Library has: Vol. 1, March 1954, Vol. 18, July 1970. (lacks some issues. ) 
2. A1 Falah: huquqi, qanuni, sharai, ijtimai, 1309- [1930-1 
Kabul: da Afghanistan da Adliye Vizarat. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Contains articles on legal, religious, and social subjects. Published Monthly 
by Ministry of Justice. 
Library has: Mizan (Sept./Oct. ) 1943. 
3. Anis, 1306- C1927-I 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Ministry of Press. 
I 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Published daily by the Government of Afghanistan. Muhayuddin Anis was 
the first editor. It published bi-weekly until 1929, after 1929 it was 
published daily Library has: Vol. 1, January 1927 + (Microfilm) 
4. Aryana, 1942- 
Kabul: Historical Society of Afghanistan. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Quarterly Includes articles on history, geography, archaeology 
philosophy, literature, poetry, fine arts, folklore, and numismatics. 
Library has: Vol. 2, 1944 - v. 39,1982 (lacks some issues). 
5. Badani ruzanah, 1339- [1960-I 
Kabul: da Kabul Pohantun; 1343. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Quarterly publication of the Kabul University on physical education. 
Library has: 1964 (lacks some issues). 
6. Bihkwan va bihdan, 1332- [1953-I 
Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat; 1341. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Monthly publication for semi-literate adults, published by the Primary 
Education Department of the Afghanistan Ministry of Education. 
Library has: Vol. 4, no. 52 (Saratan 1341) JuneIJuly 1962; Vol. 9, no. 57 
(Qaws 1341) Nov./Dec. 1962. 
2 Periodicals and Newspapers 
7. Bulletin ittilaati 
Kabul: People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan, Youth Organization. 
In Persian. 
Irregular publication. On the activities of the Democratic Youth 
Organization of Afghanistan. 
Library has: 1982. 
8. Da Afghan Jihad, 1987- 
Islamabad: Da Afghan da Jihad Saqafati Shura. 
Quarterly. Pushto edition, also published in Dari and English. 
Library has: Vol. 1, 1987 + (lacks some issues). 
9. Da Afghanistan Bank Mujallah, 1336- [1957-] 
Kabul: Da Afghanistan Bank. 
In Persian and pushto. 
Quarterly publication of Da Afghanistan Bank. Reports on banking 
activities in Afghanistan, plus topical articles on financial developments in 
Afghanistan and elsewhere. 
Library has: Vol. 2, no. 7, Sept. 1964. 
10. Da Afghanistan larghun pezhandanah, 1979- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Afghan Institute of Archaeology. 
In English, French, Persian, or Pushto. 
Two issues yearly. Other titles: Afghanistan archaeological review = 
Bastanshinasi-i Afghanistan. 
Library has: Vol. 1-5 (1979-1983). 
11. Da injuno rozil: ilmi, adabi, ijtimai va tarbiyawi, 1339- C1960-I 
Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat; 1339. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
A bi-monthly publication specializing in education of young women. 
Library has: No. 5 (SaratanJAsad, 1343) JulyIAug. 1964. 
12. Da Kabul Pohantun khabarunah, 1328- [1949-1 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Kabul University 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Monthly publication of Kabul University. It covers news and developments 
of the Kabul University. 
Library has: 1960-61 (lacks some issues) 
13. Da Urdu mujallah : Revue Militaire Afghane 
Kabul, Afghanistan: da Harb da Arkano Loy Riyasat. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Library has: Vol. 17, no. 11 (1939), Vol. 44? no. 1 (1964). 
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14. Dihkadah, 1337- [1958-] 
Kabul: da Kliyu Prakhtiya Riyasat. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Monthly publication of the Afghan Royal Development Authority, reporting 
its rural development activities. 
Library has: No. 9 (Sunbula 1342) Aug./Sept/ 1963. 
15. Farhang mardum, 1979?- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Kumitahi Dawlati Kultur, Riyasat Kultur, Arniriyat 
Farhangi Mardum. Other title: Farhang-e-mardom. 
In Persian. 
Library has: Vol. 7, no. 2 tFeb./Mar., 1985) 
16. Herat bastan, 1979- 
Herat: Prozhah Bayn al-Millali Abidat Tarikhi Hernt; 1358. 
In Persian and English. 
A quarterly publication of the International Project of Herat Monuments of 
the Ministry of Information and Culture, to introduce historical arts of 
ancient Herat and efforts sponsored by UNESCO to preserve them. 
Library has: Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jadi-Hut, 1358) [19791. 
17. Hijrat, 1982- 
Peshawq Pakistan: Ittihad Islami Mujahidin Afghanistan. 
In Urdu. 
Monthly 
Library has: Oct. 1982 + (lacks some issues). 
18. Iqtisadi sirane: Majallah sih mahahi Pohanzay Iqtisad, 1310- [1931-1 
Kabul: da Iqtisad Pohanzay; 1341. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Cover title in English: Economic studies. 
Published quarterly by the Faculty of Economics, Kabul University 
Library has: Vol. 2, no. 4 (Snratan-Sunbulah 1341) [July-Sept. 19621. 
19. Islah, 1929- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Ministry of Press. 
In Persian. 
Published dnily. In 1973 Islah and Anis merged and published under the 
title "Islah-Anis." Later it ceased publication. 
Library has: July 28,1929 June 1973. 
20. Ittifaq Islam, 1299- C1920-I 
Herat, Afghanistan. 
In Persian. 
Weekly publication, started in August 1920 in Herat Province. Abdullah 
Khan Qari Heravi was the first editor of this publication. Examines Herat's 
historical and cultural achievements. 
Library has: Jan. 1, 1945 - Dec. 31, 1950. 
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21. Jihad, 1987-? 
Peshawar, Pakistan: Hizb Islami AFghanistan;Monthly. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Issued by: Da Afghanistan Islami Hizb. 
Library has: 1988-1991 (lacking some issues). 
22. Jihad, 1982- 
Peshawar: Ittihad Islami Mujahidin Afghanistan. issue by: Ittihad Islami 
Mujahidin Afghanistan (Mahaz Milli Islami, Jabhai Milli Nijat, Harakat 
Inqilab Islami). 
Library has: 1982-1 984 (lacking some issues). 
23. Kabul, 1954- 
Kabul, Afghanistan Pushto Academy. 
In  Pushto and Persian. 
Library has: 1932-1936, 1952-1970. 
24. b a n ,  1968- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Sabahudding Kushkaki. 
h Persian and Pushto. 
Published daily, except Afghan holidays. Publisher and owner: Sabahudding 
Kushkaki. Editor: 1968- Abdul Haq Valah. 
Library has: 1968-1973. 
25. Khorasan, 1988- 
California, Union City, Afghan Center. 
In  Persian and Pushto. 
Some issues have English subtitle: The Afghan Center's monthly 
magazine[e]. Library has: Vol. 1, 1988 + (lacks some issues). 
26. Khpdwaki, 1985- 
Pakistan: Writers Union of Free Afghanistan. 
In Pushto. 
Library has: Vol. 1, no. 1, 1985 + (lacks some issues). 
27. Malumat tijarat khariji = Foreign trade bulletin, 1978- 
Afghanistan Export Promotion Department. 
I n  Persian. 
Monthly, includes export statistics of Afghanistan. 
Library has: 1984. 
28. Mash'al, 1986- 
Peshawar: Jamiat Islami Afghanistan. Monthly. 
In  Urdu. 
Library has: Vol. 1, 1986-87, Vol. 2, 1987-88. 
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29. Merman: tarbiyati, ijtimai, akhlaqi, adabi, hunari. 1332- [1953-] 
Kabul: Riyasat da Mermano Tolanah. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Quarterly publication of the Afghan Women Organization. 
Library has: Vol. 3, no. 1 (Saratan 1334) [July 19551. 
30. Misaq khun, 1980- 
Peshawar, Pakistan: Kamitah Farhanghi Jamiat Islami Afghanistan. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Published monthly 
Library has: Vol. 1, Jan. 1981 4 (lacking some issues). 
31. Mujallah ilmi Politakhnik, 197-? 
Kabul: Vizarat Tahsilat Ali va Maslaki, Jarnhuriynt Dimukratik 
Afghanistan, Institute Pulitakhnik Kabul. 
In Persian, Pashto, and Russian. 
On technical education in Afghanistan. 
Library has: No. 17, 1983. 
32. Mujallah Iqtisad, 1327- [1948-I 
Kabul: Utaq Tijarati Kabul. 
In Persian and English. Fortnightly economic and financial publication of 
the Chamber of Commerce, Kabul. 
b 
Library has: Vol. 18, no. 332-33 [Nov. 19481. 
33. Mujallah Kabul, 1310- [1931-I 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Anjuman Adabi. 
In Persian. 
Monthly, its scope of interest is general. 
Library has: No. 1 - 6, June-Nov. 1931, No. 10, March 1931. 
34. Mujallah mahanah'i Herat, 1947-? 
Herat, Afghanistan Da Ittifaq Nasharati Muassisah. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
The literary magazine of Ittifaqi Islam, the state controlled publishing 
organization that also issues the daily Ittifaqi Islam. 
Library has: Vol. 17, no. 2-5, 11 (1964651 
35. Nindarah, 1340- [1961-I 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Da Pohanay Nindare. 
In Persian and Pashto. 
The organ of the Afghan Theatrical Institute, containing news and articles 
on art and literature. Published monthly 
Library has: No. 1, (Hamal 1340) [I9621 
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36. Pasto, 1977- 
Kabul, Afghanistan: International Center for Pashto Studies. 
In Pashto, Persian, English, and French. 
Published quarterly. 
Library has: Vol. 1, no. 1, 1977 
37. Payarn haqq, 1331- [1952-1 
Kabul, Afghanistan: da Afkaro da Tanwir Riyasat. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Monthly publication of the Department of Education Public Opinion, 
Ministry of Information and Culture. 
Library has: Vol. 12, no. 5 (Saratan 1343) [July 19641. 
38. Payam zan, 1987- . 
Quetta, Pakistan: Jamiat Inqilabi Zanan Afghanistan. 
In Persian. 
Title also in English on back cover: Payam-Zan. On the participation of 
Afghan women in the liberation effort against the Russians; with special 
reference to the liberation organization Revolutionary Association of the 
Women of Afghanistan (RAWA), operating in Quetta, Pakistan. 
b Library has: Vol. 2, no. 2 [Nov.Pec., 1987 + (lacks some issues) 
39. Pushto, 1957- 
Peshawar, Pakistan, University of Peshawar. 
In Pushto. 
Covers the Pashto language, literature, history, art, culture and relevant 
fields. Some volumes also have English cover title : Pashto; journal of the 
Pashto Academy, University of Peshawar. 
Library has: Vol. 1, 1957 - Vol. 10, 1967. 
40. Pushto, (1969)- 
Pushto=Pashto: journal of the Pashto Academy, University of Peshawar. 
Peshawar, Pakistan: University of Peshawar. 
In Pushto. 
Deals with the Pashto language, literature, history, arts, culture and 
relevant fields. 
Library has: Vol. 7, 1975176 - Vol. 12, 1980. 
41. Pushtun zhagh, 1307- [1928-I 
Kabul: Radio Afghanistan. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Monthly publication of Radio Afghanistan, contains articles on art, 
literature, music and Radio Afghanistan's programs. 
Library has: No. 3, 1964, No. 5, 1965. 
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42. Qalam, 1986- 
Da Afghanistan da Jihad Serano Markaz. Peshawar, Pakistan: Da 
Afghanistan da Jihad Serano Markaz. 
In  Pushto, some articles in Arabic and English. 
Library has: Vol. 1, no. 1 April, 1986 + (lacks some issues). 
43. Qiyam haq, 1982- 
Peshawar: Ittihad Islami Mujahidin Afghanistan, Kumitahi Farhangi. 
In  Persian and Pushto. 
Published monthly 
Library has: Vol. 1, no. 1 + (lacks some issues). 
44. Sapaydi, 1984- 
Peshawar: Cultural Association of Afghanistan. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Bimonthly 
Library has: Vol. 1, JulyIAug. 1984 + (lacks some issues). 
45. Saroosh, 1981?-. 
Islamabad, Pakistan: Idarahi Matbuati Pakistan. 
In Persian. 
Published monthly. 
Library has: Sept. 1981 + (lacks some issues). 
46. Sayins, 1343- [1964-] 
Kabul: da Ulumo Pohanzay, da Kabul Pohantun. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
The monthly scientific journal of Kabul University, College of Science. 
Library has: Vol. 3, no. 1-2 1966. 
47. Shahid paygham, 1982- 
Peshawar: Ittihad Islami Mujahidin Afghanistan. Issued by: Islamic Unity 
of Afghan Mujahidin, Cultural Committee. 
In  Pushto and Persian. 
Library has: Vol. 1, 1982 + (lacks some issues). 
48. Siraj al-Akhbar, 1911- 
Kabul: Matbaah'i Mashin Khana-i Dar al-Saltana'i Kabul. 
In Persian. 
Also called in some sources: The Lamp of News. Editors: Mahmud Tarzi 
and Ali Ahmad. 
Library has: Oct. 1911-July 1917., 
49. Talim va Tarbiyah, 1949-? 
Kabul: Kabul University, Muassisah Talim va Tarbiyah. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
The official monthly publication of the Institute of Education. Library has: 
Vol. 15, no. 12 (hut, 1341) [1963]. 
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50. Watah, 1333- [1954-I 
Kabul: da Malye Vizarat. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Monthly publication of the Ministry of Finance, includes news of the 
Ministry. First published weekly. 
Library has: Sunbulah 1343 [Sept. 19641. 
I 51. Wazhma, 1336- [1957-1 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Kabul Pohantun, Da Adabiyato Pohanzay 
I n  Pushto. 
Published bi-monthly. Scientific, literary, social and historical publication of 
kabul University, Faculty of Letters and Humanities. 
Library has: Vol. 4, no. 1 & 4; Vol. 10, no. 5 & 6. 
52. Wisa, 195-? 
Kabul: Pushtanay Tijarati Bank. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
OEcial publication of the Pashtanay Tijarati Bank. 
Library has: MizanIAqrab, 1343 [19641. 
53. Zhuwandun, 1327- 11948-I 
Kabul, Afghanistan: Vizarat Ittilaat va Kultur. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
A weekly publication containing articles on political, economic, literary, and 
artistic developments. 
Library has: July 1973 - Jan. 1979. (lacks some issues) 
Dictionaries, Encyclopedias, Almanacs and Atlases 
54. Afghani Nawis, Abdullah. 
Afghan qamus, Farsi pah Pushto. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1335. 3 vols. 
Farsi-Pashto dictionary, includes origin of words. 
ion of 
55. Afghani Nawis, Abdullah 
Lughat amiyanah Farsi Afghanistan. Ta'lif Abdullah Afghani Nawis; ba 
takmilah-yi as Husayn Rxrmand; muhtarnim Muhammed Sarvar Pakfar. 
2nd ed. Kabul: Akadmi Ulumi J. D. A., Markaz Zabanha va Adabiyat, 
Department Zaban va Adab Dari; 1985. 13,592,4, 180 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title: A dictionary of Afghan-Persian slang. 
56. Amar saIiyanah rudkhana hayi Iran 1948-Tehran: Bungahi Mustaqil 
Abyari. 
In Persian and English. 
This yearbook deals with the closed basins of central Afghanistan and 
eastern Iran. Includes some maps. 
57. Anjuman Aryana Dirat al-Ma'arif 
Qamus ilami jughrafiyayi Afghanistan. Kabul: h juman Aryana Dirat 
al-Ma'arif; 1327. 168 p. 
In Persian. 
Dictionary of geographical names of Afghanistan. 
58. Anjuman Dirat al-Ma'arif 
Afghanistan Dairat al-maarif. Kabul, Afghanistan: Anjuman Dairat 
al-Ma'arif Afghanistan; 1328. 
In Persian. 
Library has Vol. 1-4. 
Contents: v. 1. A-Abd al-Tayib; v. 2. Abual-Tayib Masab-Asp; v. 3. Aspi yan; 
v. 4. Ultimatum-James William. 
A general information encyclopedia, largely based on translations from 
western sources. 
59. Atlas kudakan 
Kabul: Idarah Markazi Ihsaiyah, Jurnhuri Dimokritik Afghanistan; 1983. 
[431 p. 
English and Persian. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Child atlas. 
60. Atlas qariyahayi Afghanistan = A provisional gazetteer of Afghanistan. 
Kabul: Afghan Demographic Studies; 1975.3 Vols. 
In English, Persian and Pushto. 
Added title page: Atlas-i qaryahhayi Afghanistan. 
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61. Ayazi, Muhammad h a m  
10000 Pushto lughatunah. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1320. 792 p. 
Pushto and Dari. 
Pushto language dictionary. 
62. Azad, Asrar Ahmad 
Jebi siyasi dairat al-maarif Asrar Ahmad Azad; translated from Urdu by 
Ghaws Shahamat. Kabul: Da Ittila'ato aw Kultur Vizarat, da Pushto da 
Inkishaf aw Taqwiyi Arniriyat; 1352. 8, 6, 186 p. 
- - 
In Pushto. 
Title on Q. r41 of cover: A short political encyclopedia in Pashto. 
- -  
I Dictionary of political terminolo-gy 
63. Badakshi, Shah Abd Allah 
Da Afghanistan da zino zhubo aw lahjo qamus. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah, 
1339. 225 Q. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: A dictionary of some languages and dialects of Afghanistan. 
Words are listed in Pashto, providing translations in to six other languages 
of Afghanistan. 
64. Da Afghanistan kalanay 
Kabul: da Ittilato aw Kultur Vizarat; 1333. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Library has: Vol. 25, 1957 + (lacks some years). 
A publication of the Ministry of Information and Culture, covers 
government activities, new projects, economic development and important 
events relating to Afghanistan. Also includes brief information about the 
political situation and leaders of foreign countries. 
65. English-Pushto dictionary 
Kabul: Pushto Academy; 1975.820 p, Added title page in Pushto. 
First English-Pushto dictionary, entries do not include pronunciations. 
66. Fakhri, Mir Jamaluddin 
Farhang istilahat askari shamil vazhahha va istilahat sunufi mukhtalif 
quvayi musallah ba tarjamah Rusi. Kabul: Nasharat Vizarat Difai Jumhuri 
Dimukratik Afghanistan; 1363. 
In Persian and Russian. 
Dictionary of technical terms used by the Afghan Armed Forces. 
I 67. Gardezi, Abdul Ghaffar English-Dari technical dictionary = Farhangi istilahat takhniki : vasayat trans~orti havi 5000 istilah. 1st ed. Kabul: Matbaah Dawlati: 1362. 




68. Hamidi Rabbani, Asghar 
Farhang-i Farsi bih Farsi Sadi. Tehran: Intisharat Sadi; 1345. 16,656 p. 
In Persian. 
69. Hanley, Barbara 
English-Pushtu dictionary = Da Inglisi aw Pushto qamus; edited by 
Barbara Hanley. Kabul: Da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw Tarjume Riyasat; 
1349. 
iii, 259 p. 
70. Hilali, Abdul Hakim 
Pushto qarnus likanah. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1354. 125 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title in English: Pashtu lexicography. 
71. Idarah Markazi Ihsaiyah, Prozhah-i Mutalaati Demografi 
A provisional gazetteer of Afghanistan. Kabul: Afghan Demographic 
Studies; 1975. 3 v. 
In English, Persian and Pushto. 
Added title page: Atlas-i qaryah'hayi Afghanistan. 
72. Kiseleva, L. N. 
Dari-russkii slovar : 21 000 slov. By L. N. Kiseleva, Vladimir Isoifovich 
Wkolaichik, L. N. Kiselevoi. Moskva: Russkii iazyk; 1978. 744 p. 
At head of title: Akaderniia nauk SSSR. Institut vostokovedeniia. 
73. Kitab sal-i h i s  
Kabul: Anis, 1345. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Issued by the daily newspaper Anis. It gives a sketch of almost every 
subject including world politics and government activities. 
Library has 1966 yearbook. 
74. Lebedev, Konstantin Aleksandrovich 
Russko-Afghanskii slovar (Pashto) Okolo 32 slov. Sostavili K. A. Lebedev, L. 
C. Iatsevich, and Z. M. Kalinina. Moscow Sovetskaia Ensiklopediia, 1973. 
872 p. Russian-Pushto dictionary. 
75. Lodin, Dawlat Muhammad 
Da ninanay Pushto zhube ihsaiyawi qamus. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1353. 
217 p. In Pushto. 
Cover title in English: Statistical dictionary of the Pushto language. 
76. Muallim, Murtaza 
Farhang kamil jadid Farsi-Faransa. 3rd edition. Tehran: Mu'assasah 
Intisharat Amir Kabir; 1362. 2 V, (6,2866 p. ) Added title page: Nouveau 
dictionnaire persan-francais, par Morteza Moallem. 
Farsi-French dictionary. 
12 Dictionaries, Encyclopedias, Almanacs and Atlases 
77. Muhmand, Muhammad Gul 
Da Musawwide pah dawul lumray Pushto Sind = awalin qamus Afghani 
batariq musavvidah. Kabul: Vizarat Maarif; 1316. 2 volumes in 1. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
First draft. 
78. Nahiz, Muhammad Hakim 
Qamus jughrafiyayi Afghanistan. Muhtamim, Muhammad Hakim Naiz. 
Kabul: Anjuman Aqyana Dirat al-Ma'arif; 1335. 4 v. 
In Persian. 
Geographical dictionary of Afghanistan. 
79. Pushto qamus. Compiled by Abdul Khaliq Akhlas, Sayyid Masoud and 
Muhammad Gul Noori. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1330. 2 Vols. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Volume 2 has cover title: Paxto Karnus. 
Pushto-Dari dictionary, containing almost 40,000 terms. 
80. Rashad, Abdul Shakur and Muhammad Hotak 
Da Pate khazane farhang. Kabul: Da Zhabo aw Adabityato Pohanzi, Kabul 
Pohantun; 1362. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: "Da Amir Kror Sun 1250 tlin." Dictionary of Patah khazanah, 
biographical anthology of eminent Pushto poets of the past, by Muhammad 
Hotak, 18th century 
81. Salnamah Mujalah Kabul 
Kabul: Anjuman Adabi. 
In Persian. 
Other titles: Annuaire de la revue de Kaboul; and Almanach de Kaboul 
Contains general information about Afghanistan. 
Library has: 1313 (1935); 1314 (1936); 1315 (1937). 
82. Sarhang, Payindah Muhammad 
Atlas tarikhi. Muratib, Payindah Muhammad Sarhang; Muhibullah 
Rahmati; S. Hindriksan. Kabul: Muassisah Talim va Tarbjrah Pohantun 
Kabul; 1344. 66 p. 
In Persian. 
83. Sayar, Ahmad 
Qamus mukhtasar fraziyuluzhi Dari ba tarjamah Pushto va Uzbeki. Kabul: 
Kamitah Dawlati Taba va Nashr, J. D. A, 1362. 216 p. 
In Persian, Pushto, and Uzbek. 
Title on added title page: A brief dictionary of Dari phraseology; with 
Pashto and Uzbeki translation. 
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84. Steingass, Francis Joseph 
Farhang-e Steingass, Farsi-Englisi: shamel-e lughat va ebrat-e Arabi keh 
dar adabiyat-e Farsi bekar rafteh ast. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul; 
1977. 
viii, 1539 p. 
"First edition 1892; sixth impression 1977." 
Added title page: Persian-English dictionary, 
85. Yamin, Muhammad Husayn 
Farhang talaffuz lughat ba bayani ma'ani an, mushtarnil bar alfazi 
mutadavil diruzi va imruzi zaban Dari. 1st ed. Kabul: MaLba'ah Dawlati; 
1362. 251 p. 
In Persian. 
On the phonetics of Old and Modern Persian (Dari) of Afghanistan; in 
dictionary form. 
86. Ziyar, Mujawar Ahmad 
Dari-Pushto farhang. Kabul: Kabul Pohantun, da Zhabo aw Adabiyato 
Pohanzi, Pushto sangah; 1363. 182 p. 
Persian and Pushto. 
Persian-Pushto dictionary. 
Bibliographies 
87. Ghaymt, Abdul Bari 
Asar chapi dar muazilah Afghanistan. Pakistan: 1982. 80 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
It is an annotated bibliography of titles dealing with the Soviet invasion of 
Afghanistan. 
88. Ghayrat, Abdul Bari 
Asar chapi dar muazilah Afghanistan. Pakistan: 1362 [1983]. 248 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Part of this publication was published earlier by the Area Study Center, 
University of Peshawar. 
89. Hnywadmal, Zalmai 
Da Hind da kitabkhano Pushto khatti nuskhe, ya da Hind da zayno 
kitabkhano da Pushto khatti nuskho fihrist. Kabul: Da Afghanistan da 
Ulumo Akademi, da  Zhabo aw Adabiyato Markaz, Pushto Tolanah, 1984. 
24, 4, 308 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Title on cover: Catalogue of Pushto manuscripts in Indian libraries. 
90. Mayil Haravi 
Marifiyi ruznamah ha, jarayid, va mujallat Afghanistan. Kabul: da Jawaizo 
aw Kitab Chapawulo Sangah, de Matbuaato Mustaqil Riyasat, 1341. 
7, 144 p. 
In Persian. 
91, Nijrabi, Abdullah 
Fihrist asnad tarikhi Arshifi Milli Afghanistan. Kabul: Kumitah Dawlati 
- 
Tabs' va Nashr J. D. A. , 1985-. 
In Persian. 
It is a bibliography of historical documents kept in the National Archives oE 
Afghanistan. 
92. Rafi, Habibullah 
Pushto pangah: da punzoso (500) tuko Pushto kitabuno pezhandgalway 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah, 1354- [1975-I. 
In Pushto. 




93. Sutudah, Muhammad Ibrahim 
National bibliography of Afghanistan: Pushto books, Kabul University 
professors' works, student papers. Compiled by M. Ibrahim Stwodah with 
the collaboration of Abdul Rahman, M. Hakim Joya and A. Ahmad 
Mahmood. Kabul: Kabul University Library, 1975. 
In Persian, Pushto and English. 
This bibliography includes books and pamphlets published by the KabuI 
University professors and students. I t  has two parts. Part one contains 
entries in their original language, part two is the translation of the part 
one entries into English. It includes the Library of Congress calI numbers. 
94. Sutudah, Muhammad Ibrahim 
Da Pushto 108 qalami nuskho landah pezhandanah. Tahiyah kawunlce aw 
samawunke: Muhammad Ibrahim Sutudah aw Abdul Rahman. Kabul: Da 
Kabul Pohantun Kitabkhanay, 1354 [1975]. 73,39 p. 
In  Pushto and German. 
The bibliography lists 108 manuscripts. 
95. Sutudah, Muhammad Ibrahim 
Firhrist stsari ilmi ustadan va monograf hayi muhassilan Pohantun. Edited 
by Muhammad Ibrahim Sutudah ba harnkari Abdul Rahman. Kabul: 
Kitabkhanah Pohantun Kabul, 1353 [19741. 
In Persian. 
96. Waysh, Raz Muhammad 
Pushto kitabunah. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah, 1337 [19581. 236 p. 
In Pushto. 
Title on cover: Pasto Kitabune. 
Biographies 
97. Bin Fazlan, Ahmad 
Safarnamah az Ahmad bin Fazlan bin al-Abbas bin Rashid bin Hammad. 
Tarjumah Abu al-Fazl Tabatabai. Tehran: Bunyad Farhang Iran, 1345. 
18, 175 p. 
In Persian. 
98. Binava, Abdul Raouf 
Osanay likwal. Kabul: Da Matbuato Mustaqil Riyasat, 1340. 2 Vols. 
In Pushto. 
99. Binava, Abdul Raouf 
Pashtane memane. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah, 1373. 6,256 p. 
I 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: Les femmes Afghannes par Abdul Raouf Binava. 
100. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Amir Kror va dudmani o, ba trajamahhayi Pushto va Inglisi. Kabul: I Akadmi Ulum Afehanistan, Markaz Tihsiqat Zabanha va Adabiyat, [I3611 
- - - .  
[I982 or 19831. 3;, 40, 23 p. 
In Persian; with English and Pushto translation. 
Covers the life and ancestry of Amir Kror, d. 734 or 5, ruler and Pushto 
I poet of Afghanistan. 
101. Hasan, Hadi 
Qasim Kahi, 868-988 A. H. Kabul: Pohanzay Adabiyat va Ulum Bashari 
Pohantun Kabul, 1354. p. 81-165. 
In Persian. 
Extracted from the third issue, 23rd year of Adab Magazine published by 
the Faculty of Letters and Humanities, Kabul University, Kabul, Oct. 1975. 
102. Huda, Husayn 
Chand tan az zanan barguzidahi tarikh. Kabul: Intisharat da Mirmano 
Tolanah, 1351. 2, 172 p. 
In Persian. 
Title on cover: Zanan barquzidah tarikh. Includes biographical sketches of 







103. Kabul University 
Da Ghulam Muhay &Din Afghan afkar aw mar. Kabul: Kabul Pohantun, 
da Zhabo aw Adabiyato Pohanzi, 1360.4, 96 p. 
In Pushto. 
Da Ghulam Muhay al-Din Afghan shpetam tlin. Collection of articles on 
the life and works of the Pushto poet Ghulam Muhay al-Din Afghan, 
1862?-1920?, including examples of his poetry. 
(Microfiche). 
104. Khadim, Qiyamuddin 
Bayazid Roshan. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah, 11323, 19441. 7, 164, 3 p. Az 
nasharat Pushto Tolana, number 105. 
2 In Pushto. 
105. Khastah, Khal Muhammad 
Maasirin sukhanvar. Kabul: Anis Muassisah, 1339. 11, 363, 6 p. Az 
nasharat muassisa'hi Anis. 
In Persian. 
106. Khastah, Khal Muhammad 
Yadi az raftagan: mushatmil bar bayografiyi adahi az shuaray kishvar, 
Kabul: Da Matbuato Vizarat, da Aflraro da Tanwir Riyasat, 1344. 170 p. 
In Persian. 
107. Lari, Raziuddin Abdul Ghafur 
Takrnilah havashiyi nafahat al-uns: sharh hal Mawlana Jami Quddisah. . . 
Raziuddin Abdul Ghafur; Abi Abdul Rahman; Bashir Hiravi. Kabul: 
Anjuman Jami, Riyasat Tanvir Afkar, Vizarat Matbuat, 1343.98, 5 p. 
In Persian. 
Published on the occasion of 550th anniversary of the birth of Mawlana 
Nuruddin Abdul Rahman Jami Hiravi. Nafahat al-Uns is a collection of 
biographies of sufies and holy men. The original version was authored in 
Arabic by Abdul Rahman. Ansari translated it into Persian, added to it, 
and renamed it "Tabaqat al-Sufiyan." Jami also added to, elaborated on it, 
and renamed it "Nafahat al-Uns." His disciple Lar wrote marginal notes on 
it and added a biography of his master. This present volume further 
supplements Lari's work with explanatory notes. 
108. Mayil Haravi 
Sahrh ha1 va asar mar Husayn Ghuri Hiravi, mutavaffa 718. Kabul: 
Mudiriyat Umumi Tashviq Asar va Hunar, 1344. 6, 124, 2 p. 
In Persian. 
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109. Mayil Haravi 
Sharh ha1 va zindagi va munazirat Imam Fakhr al-Din Razi mutavaffa 606 
dar Herat. Kabul: da Afkaro da Tanwir Riyasat, da Matbuato Vizarat; 
1343. 6, 373, 4 p. 
In Persian. 
Biography and work of Imam Fakhruddin Razi. 
110. Ministry of Information and Culture 
Ashnayi ba Wya Faqirullah Jalalabadi. Kabul: Vizarat Ittilaat va Kultur, 
Riyasat Kultur va Hunar, 1981. 2, 50, 10 p. 
In Persian, Pushto, and English. 
Title on cover: Main Faqir Allah Jalal-Abadi, d. 1781: his life nnd works: a 
collection of articles by Afghan scholars. 
111. Ministry of Information and Culture 
Shaykh Bustan Baris da dah da marenay da salorswumi kalizay da 
nmanzane pah wiyar pah Pushto, Dari, Uzbiki, Balosi, Inglisi, aw 
Faransavi zhabo da maqalo majmuah. Kabul: Da Ittilaato aw Kaltur 
Vizarat, da Kultur aw Hunar Riyasat, 1982. 2, 128, 12 p. 
In Pushto, Persian, Baluchi, English, French and Uzbeki. 
Title on cover: Articles on Shaikh Bustan Barets. 
Collection of articles on the life and works of the noted Sufi poet, Bustan 
Baris. 
112. Muhammad Hotak 
Patah khazanah. 2nd ed. Kabul: Da Pohane Vizarat, da Dar al-Talif 
Riyasat; 1339. 4, 302 p. 
Pushto and Dari translations appear on opposite pages. 
Added title page in English: Patakhazana or hidden treasure. 
113. Muhammad Hotak 
Patah khazanah. tazkirat al-shuara. Editor: Abdul Hayy Habibi. 3rd ed. 
Kabul: Da Pushto da Taqwiye aw Inkishaf Arniriyat; 1354.297 p. 
In  Pushto and Persian. 
Cover title: Pota khazana or (hidden treasure). 
114. Muhammad Hotak 
Patah khazanah; translated by Nizarnuddin Sulayrnankhel. Kabul: Da 
Afghanistan da Dimokratik Jamhuriyat, da Ulumo Akademi, da Pushto 
Serano Bayn al-milal-i Markaz; 1985. xi, 205 p. 
In  Pushto and German. 
Title on p. [41 of cover in German: Das Pata Xazana. 
"Da Pushto Serano da Bayn al-Milal-i Markaz da seano parlah pase lamber, 
24.". 
Biographies of early Pushto poets; includes samples from their works. 
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115. Pushto Tolanah 
Da Amir Kror Sun  dawlassawah pinzosam talin seminar da Amir Kror Yad. 
[Kabul]: Da Afghanistan da Ulumo Akademi, da Zhabo aw Adabiyato 
Markaz, Pushto Tolanah; 1985. 10, 706 p. 
In Pushto. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Collection of articles, international seminar 
commemorating the 1250th anniversary of the death of Amir Kror Suri. 
116. Pushto Tolanah 
Da Pushto Serano da bayn al-milali seminar da Amir Kror yad. [Kabul]: Da 
Afghanistan da Ulumo Akademi, da Zhabo aw Adabiyato Markaz, Pushto 
Tolanah; 1985. 10, 706 p., [I1 leaf of plate. 
Pushto and Persian. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Collection of articles, international seminar 
commemorating the 1250th anniversary of the death of Amir Kror Suri. 
On the life and works of Amir Kror, d. 734 or 5, ruler and Pushto poet of 
Afghanistan. 
117. Rahmani, Magah 
Pardah nashinan sukhanguy. Pbbul]: Anjuman Tarikh; 1331.4,94 p. 
In Persian. 
Biographical sketches of early Muslim women poets: includes samples of 
their works. 
118. Sarnim, Muhammad Asif 
Marayi mah bulay zhwanday day Peshawar: Da Afghanistan da Jihadi 
Sirano Markaz; 1366. 
In  Pushto. 
A brief biographical data of Afghan freedom fighters killed during the 
Soviet invasion. 
119. Sharafat, Muhammad Yaqub 
So nangyalay: lumray barkhah. Muratib Muhammad Yaqub Sharafat. 
Publisher unknown: Da Afghanistan da Islam Hizb da nasharato sikhah; 
1359. 3, 39 p. 
In Pushto. 
120. Siyal, M. 
Emal Khan. Kabul: Da Afkaro da Tanwir Riyasat; da Matbuato Vizarat; 
1343. [2], 113, [21 p. 
In Pushto. 
121. Toryalay 
Qahraman shahid Azizulrahman Ulfat. Publisher not known; 1362. 32 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
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122. Zalmay, Muhammad Wali 
Mujahid Afghan: Mawlana Haji Abdul Raziq. Kabul: Da Pushto da Tarnim 
aw Indishaf sangah; 1346 [19671. 240. 
In Pushto. 
Economics 
123. Abavi, Yahya Amir 
Problum'hayi inkishafi planguzari va role dawlat dar iqtisad Afghanistan. 
Kabul: Matbaah Pohantun; 1351. 192 p. 
In Persian. 
Bihsilsalah kutab darsi Pohantun, no. 2. 
Problems, techniques and methods involved in planning for national 
development, and the scope of involvement 'by public sector. 
124. Afghan Bimah Sahami Shirkat 
Bima va Afghanistan. Kabul: Afghan Bimah Saharni Shirkat; [196-?I. 36 p. 
In Persian. 
Examines the establishment and advantages of insurance in 
Afghanistan. 
125. Amin, Hamidullah 
Nazari bih tijarat kharijiyi Afghanistan. Kabul: Pohmtun Kabul; 1350. 
215 p. 
In Persian. 
Added t. p. : Afghanistan's foreign trade. 
126. Amin, Hamidullah 
Nazari bih jughrafiyayi ziraati Afghanistan. Kabul: University of Kabul, 
Faculty of Letters and Humanities; 1974. 4, 184, 2 p. 
In Persian. 
Added t. p. : Agricultural geography of Afghanistan. 
127. Clifton, James H. 
Program taksir tukhm ghallahjat baray Afghanistan. Tawasut James H. 
Clifton; Muhammad Sherzai. Kabul; 1347. 66 leaves in various foliation. 
In Persian. 
Cover title: Prugrami sanati tukhum ghalahjat baray Afghanistan. 
This work also appeared in English in 1969, same authors. 
128. Ghawsi, Muhammad Arif 
Iqtisad ziraati. Kabul: Pohanzi Iqtisad Pohantun Kabul; 1969. 168 p. 
In Persian. 
Title on added t. p. : Agricultural economics. 
129. Haqayiq tarikhi va arqam ihsaivi dar barah Kabul. 
Kabul: Matbaah Dawlati; 1362. 102 p. 
In Persian. 
Statistical information on Kabul, Afghanistan. Includes statistical tables. 
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130. Hikrnati, Jalat Khan 
Da Pushtano tolaniz iqtisadi jorasht da Sawr tar inqilabah. Kabul: Da 
Afghanistan da Ulumo Akadmi, da Pushto Serano Bayn al-mlali Markaz; 
1984. vi, 4, 6, 290, 3 p. 
In Pushto. 
Title on added t. p. : Socio-economic structure of the Pashtuns, till Saur 
revolution. 
131. Hirche, Herbert 
Majmu swalat mahasabah sunati barayi muassasat Afghanistan. Kabul: 
Institute Idarah Sunaat; 1346.214 p. 
In Persian. 
Questionnaire written for the use of trainees in industrial accounting in 
Afghanistan. 
132. Hirche, Herbert 
Muhasabah va sanjish rnasarif dar muassasat sunati Afghanistan: In 
rasalah jihhat tadris dar makatibi iqtisadi Afghanistan tadvin gardidah. 
Kabul: Institute Idarahi Sunat; 1348. 136 p. 
In Persian. 
Calculation and expenditure in Afghanistan industrial firms. 
133. Idarah Markazi Ihsaiyah 
Malumat ihsaiyavi Afghanistan (Marbut salhayi 1350-1352). Kabul: Idarah 
Markazi Ihsaiyah Afghanistan; 1353.263 p. 
In Persian. 
134. Idarah Markazi Ihsaiyah 
Malumat ihsaiyavi Afghanistan (1351-53). Kabul: Idarah Markazi Ihsaiyah 
Afghanistan; 1354. 147 p. 
In Persian. 
135. Idarah Markazi Ihsaiyah 
Malumati ihsaiyavi Afghanistan = Statistical information of Afghanistan. 
In Persian. 
Title from cover. Volumes for 1975-1976 have also English cover. 
136. Ministry of Agriculture 
Rapur saliyanah company 1973-1352. Kabul: Vizarat Ziraat va Abyari; 
1352. 119 leaves. 
In Persian and some French Report by French agricultural mission to 
Afghanistan on efforts to increase production in some northern provinces. 
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137. Ministry of Commerce, Statistical Department 
Exports of merchandise from Afghanistan = Da Afghanistan da bandanay 
sadirati ihsaiyah. Kabul: Royal Government of Afghanistan, Ministry of 
Commerce, Statistical Department, 1962-. 
In English and Persian. 
Includes the export statistics on d l  shipments of merchandise which have 
cleared Afghan customs on route to foreign countries. 
138. Ministry of Commerce, Statistical Department 
Foreign trade statistics = Ihsaiyah tijarat khariji. 
In English and Persian. 
Volumes for 1336 [I9571581 have title in Pushto: Da Afghanistan da 
bandanay tijarat. Annual publication of the Ministry of Commerce; includes 
statistical information of Afghanistan's foreign trade. 
Library has 1951-1959. 
139. Ministry of Commerce, Statistical Department 
Imports of merchandise into Afghanistan = da Afghanistan da bandanay 
waradati ihsaiyah, Kabul: Royal Government of Afghanistan, Ministry of 
Commerce, Statistical Department, 1959?-. 
In English and Persian. 
Covers all imports which have entered Afghanistan through legal channels. 
The commodity classification used in these statistics had been established 
in accordance with the Standard International Trade Classification (SITD) 
codes furnished by the United Nations Library has 1959-1972. 
140. Ministry of Finance 
Talimatnamah budijah. Kabul: Vizarat Maliyah Hukumat Sl~ahi 
Afghanistan; 1344. 123 p. 
In Persian. 
Financial and legal regulations which governed the preparation and 
implementation of the budget of the Royal Government of Afghanistan. 
listan. 141. Ministry of Planning 
Plan haft salah inkishaf, iqtisadi va ijtimai Afghanistan (1355-1361). Kabul: 
Vizarat Plan; 1355. 2 volumes. 
In Persian. 
Vol. 2 is appendix to the Plan. 
ari; 
142. Ministry of Planning 
to Plan salanah inkishaf iqtisadi va ijtimai Afghanistan 1353. Kabul: Vizarat 
~ s i n w .  Plan; 1353. 100 p. 19 leaves of tables. 
In Persian. 
143. Ministry of Planning, Riyasat Ihsaiyah 
Majrnuah ihsaiyavi sal 1350. Kabul: Riyasat Ihsaiyah, Vizarat Plan; 1350. 
20, 208 p. 
In Persian. 
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144. Ministry of Planning, Riyasat Ihsaiyah 
Pishraft plan va tahlil awza iqtisadi sal 1349. Kabul: Riyasat Ihsaiyah 
Vizarat Plan; 1350. 1 vol. various paging. 
In Persian. 
Progress of the plan and analysis of the economic situation for the year 
1970/71. 
145. Ministry of Planning, Riyasat Ihsaiyah 
Pishraft Plan va tahlil awza iqtisadiyi sal 1350. Kabul: Vizarat Plan, 
Riyasat Ihsaiyah; 1351. 106 p. 
In Persian. 
A report on the progress of the third five-year plan and an analysis of 
economic conditions during the year 1972. 
146. Ministry of Planning, Riyasat Ihsaiyah 
Tasviri az vaz'-i quvayi bashari dar kishvar, Kabul: Vizarat Plan, Riyasat 
Ihsaiyah; 1352.30 leaves. 
In Persian. 
Report and analysis of the state of manpower in Afghanistan in 1973. 
147. Ministry of Planning, Riyasat Plan 
Musavadah plan panjsalah charum inkishaf iqtisadi va ijtimai Afghanistan 
(1351-55). Kabul: Vizarat Plan, Riyasat Plan; 1351. 9, 253 p. 
In Persian. 
I Detailed draft of the 4th five-year plan for economic and social achievement in Afghanislan, and the rationale for policies and projects adopted. 
148. Niru, Dad Ali 
Mahiyat kumakhayi ampiryalizm bih kishvarhayi dar ha1 rushd. [Kabul.]: 
Riyasat Nasharat, Kumitahi Dawlati, J. D. A; 1364. 12, 371 p. 
In Persian. 
Critical study of the economic aid offered by the super powers to 
underdeveloped countries. 
149. Organhayi mahalli qudrat dawlati va idarahi vasilahi muhimm rushd 
paruzhahi inqilabi dar J. D. A darsnamahi arnuzishi barayi azayi asli va 
azmayishi va gruphayi alaqahmandan H. D. Kh. A. Kabul: [s. n. 1; 1363.3,29 
Pa 
In Persian. 
On the economic growth of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan after 
the Russian invasion in 1978. 
150. Paktiyaval, Mihrabuddin 
Mukhtasar sayri bar tarikh ilmi maliyah dar jahan va Afghanistan. Kabul: 
Matbaah Dawlati; 1364. 8, 146 p. 
In Persian. 
On the realization of revenues, with special reference to Afghanistan; 
historical study 
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151. Spinzar. 2nd. edition. Kabul: Da Pohane Matbaah; 1339. 22 p. 
In Persian. 







152. Ansari, Mir Najmuddin 
Fizik baray sinf hashtum. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw Tarjume 
Rivasat; 1345. 
1n"~ersian. 
Official text for physics instruction in the eighth year of Afghan secondary 
schools. 
163. Ansari, Mir Najmuddin 
Rzik baray sinf nuhum. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw Tarjume 
Riyasat; 1349. 116 p. 
In Persian. 
Physics textbook taught in ninth year of Afghan secondary schools. 
154. Ansari, Mir Najmuddin 
Kimiya baray sinf hashtum. 2nd ed. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw, 
Tarjume Riyasat; 1345. 109 p. 
In Persian. 
Oficial text for chemistry instruction for eight grades in Afghan secondary 
schools. 
155. Ansari, Mir Najmuddin 
Kimiya baray sinf nuhum. Kabul: Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw Tarjume 
Riyasat; 1348. 102 p. 
In Persian. 
Chemistry textbook for ninth grade in Afghan secondary schools. 
156. Azim, Muhammad Yasin 
Biyuluzhi baray sinf nuhum. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Darultalif 
Riyasat; 1343. 83 p. 
In Persian. 
Biology textbook for ninth grade in Afghan secondary schools. 
157. Burhan, M. Esmad 
Dari for foreigners: Book 1. By M. Esmael Burhan, and Thomas G. 
Gouttierre. Omaha, Nebraska: Center for Afghanistan Studies, University 
of Nebraska at Omaha; 1983. 260 leaves. "Second draft." 
In English and Persian. 
158. Da Afghanistan da Mujahidino Islami Ittihad, Da Talim aw Tarbiay 
Riyasat 
Dinyat, da duwahum tolgay liparah. Peshawar? Da Afghanistan da 
Mujahidino Islami Ittihad, da Talim aw Tarbiay Riyasat; 1362. 11, 46 p. 
In Pushto and Arabic. 
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,159. Da Afghanistan da Mujahidino Islami Ittihad, Da Talim aw Tarbiay 
Riyasat 
Hisab da duwahum tolgay liparah. Peshawar? Da Afghanistan da 
Mujahidino Islami Ittihad, da Talk  aw Tarbiay Riyasat; 1361. 8,59 p. 
In Pushto. 
160. Dinyat baray sinf awal. Peshawar? 198-? 14 p. 
In Persian and Arabic. 
161. Dinyat baray sinf duvum. Peshawar? 198-? 31 p. 
In Persian and Arabic. 
162. Dinyat baray sinf suvum. Peshawar? 198-? 23 p. 
In Persian. 
163. Dinyat, da dreyum tolgay Peshawar? 198-? 28 p. 
In Pushto and Arabic. 
dif  aw, 
164. Dinyat, da duwahum tolgay Peshawar? 198-? 31 p. 
In Pushto and Arabic. 
ondary 
165. Dinyat, da lumray tolgay Peshawar? 198-? 18 p. 
In Pushto and Arabic. 
166. Elham, Muharnmed Rahim 
Dari for foreigners: book 2. By Muhammed Rahim Elham, Muharnmed 
Esmael Burhan, and Thomas E. Gouttierre. Omaha, Nebraska: Center for 
Afghanistan Studies, University of Nebraska at Omaha 1978.1 v. (various 
paging). 
In Persian. 
"Second draft." Title in Persian: Dari baray kharijiha. Teaching Dari to 
non-Dari speakers. 
167. Fikri, Ali 
Ijtimai rozanah. Muallif Ali Fikri; Pushto kawunke Aziz al-Rahman Sayfi. 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1334. 239 p. 
In Pushto. 
venity Cover title: Ijtemaai Rozana translated by Azizurrahman (Saifi). 
This is the Pushto version of an Egyptian work published in 
Arabic in 1923. The theme centers on the realization of social 
responsibilities and the habits and etiquette which render them possible. 
168. Ghuriyani, Muhammad Abubakr Masrur 
Fizik barav sinf vazdahum, Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw Taqjume 
46 p. Riyasat; 1i48. 4i4 p. 
In Persian. 
Physics textbook for eleventh year of Afghan secondary schools. 
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169. Greenspan, Donald 
Kalculas kurs duvum: barayi sinf suvum fizik va riyaziyat. Mutarjim, 
Muhammad .brahim Munir. Kabul: Pohanzay Talim va Tarbiyah; 1352. 
195 p. 
In Persian. 
A n  adapted Dari version of Donald Greenspan's "Introduction to Calculus," 
which was used as a textbook in a course in the College of Education at 
Kabul University. 
170. Greenspan, Donald 
Kalkulas kurs awal: baray sinf suvum fizik va riyaziyat. Mutarjim 
Muhammad Ibrahim Munir. Kabul: Pohanzay Talim va Tarbiyah, 1352. 
157 D. 
In ~ i r s i an .  
Adapted Dari version of Donald Greenspan's "Introduction to Calculus: 
First Course," used as a textbook in the College of Education, Kabul 
- 
University. 
I 171. Haqqi, Ismail llmi tarbiyah; translated by Hashim Shayiq. Kabul: Pohanzay Adabiyat; 1330. 265, 5 p. 
In Persian. 
This is a Dari version of an authorized Turkish version which inspired by 
the American educational school of thought was pioneered by John Dewey. 
172. Hisab da dreyum tolgay liparah. [Peshawar? publisher 
not known; 1978. 129 p. 
In Pushto. 
173. Hisab da duvhum tolgay liparah. Peshawar? publisher 
not known; 1978. 55 p. 
In Pushto. 
174. Hisab da lumray tolgay liparah. Peshawar? publisher 
not known; 1978. 34 p. 
In Pushto. 
175. Humarn, Sayyid Sultan Shah 
Tatabu va nigarish. Kabul: Pohantun Kabul; 1347. 18,18, 23 p. 
In Persian. 
Title at the beginning of text "Bahsi mukhtasar dar barah-i zaban va 
zabanshinaasi. 
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176. Idarah Milli Mubarazah ba Bisivadi 
Da siwad bayn al-millali wuraz, da wazhi 17, 1353 = International Literacy 
Day, September 8, 1974. Kabul: Idarah Milli Mubarazah ba Bisivadi; 1353. 32. 95, 2, 31 p. 
Articles; in Pushto, Persian and English. 
5 f 1 1 ~ ~ , ' '  Special publication of the National Directorate for Adult Education and 
at Functional Literacy on the occasion of International Literacy Day 
52. 
us: 
177. Kabul University 
Da Kabul Pohantun naway wudanay pranitalah kezhi. Kabul: da Darsi 
Mawado Markaz, Kabul Pohantun; 1343. 9, 29,7 p. 
In Persian and English. 
Cover title in English: The new Kabul University. 
Published on the occasion of the inauguration of newly constructed 
premises of the University 
178. Kabul University 
Kitalog Pohantun Kabul, 1345. Kabul: Pohantun Kabul; 1345.288 p. 
In Persian. 
Kabul University catalog for 1966. 
179. Kabul University 
Rahnumayi nigarish pishnihad va rapur tahqiq. Kabul: Pohantun Kabul; 
1355. 26 leaves. 
In Persian. 
Cover title: Guide for writing research proposal and report. 
180. Kabul University, Muassisah Talim va Tarbiyah 
Biyuluzhi baray sinf duvazdahum. 2nd ed. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da 
Talif aw Tarjarne Riyasat; 1349. 364 p. 
In Persian. 
Biology textbook for twelfth grade in Afghan high schools. 
181. Kabul University, Muassisah Talim va Tarbiyah 
Biyuluzhi baray sinf yazdahum. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw 
Tarjame Riyasat; 1348. 354 p. 
In Persian. 
Biology textbook for eleventh grade, Afghan secondary schools. 
182. Kabul University, Mudiriyat Umumi Nasharat Pohantun 
hhnayi  ba Pohantun Kabul. Kabul: Mudiriyat Umumi Nasharat 
Pohantun; 1349.5,89 p. 
In Persian. 
General information on Kabul University and its colleges. 
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183. Karimzadah Mahmud 
Aljabr baray sinf nuhum. By Mahmud Karimzadah, and Abdulahad Naim. 
Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw Tarjame Riyasat; 1345. 311 p. 
In Persian. 
Algebra textbook for the ninth year of Afghan secondary 
schools. 
184. Luwast aw lik, da lumray tolgay liparah. Peshawar? Publisher not 
known; 1978.36 p. 
I In Pushto. 
185. Mnftun, Muhammad Yaqub 
Biyulozhi baray sinf haftum. Muallif Muhammad Yaqub Maftun. Kabul: da 
Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw Tarjame Riyasat; 1347. 
In Persian. 
Biology textbook for seventh grade in Afghan secondary schools. 
186. Mayil Haravi 
Qiraat Dari baray sinf duvum ibtidai. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif 
aw Tarjame Riyasat; 1349. 51 p. 
I In Persian. 
187. Mayil Haravi 
Qiraat Dari baray sinf suvum ibtidai. Moharnmad Asif Mayil. Kabul: da 
Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw Tarjame Riyasat; 1350. 62 p. 
In Persian. 
188. Ministry of Education 
Kitab awal baray taliln kalansalan. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw 
Tarjarne Riyasat; 1349. 49 p. 
In Persian. 
Textbook for teaching adults, based on Dr. Laubach's methods. Published 
by the Afghan Ministry of Education. 
189. Ministry of Education 
Kitab maharathayi lisan Dari sinfi duvum. Kabul: Da Pohane Vizarat, da 
Talif aw Tarjumah Riyasat; 1354.206 p. 
In Persian. 
190. Ministry of Education 
Reform ma'arif. Kabul: Vizarat Ma'arif; [197-?I. 1 v. various paging. 
In Persian. 
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191. Ministry of Education, Da Plan Riyasat 
Musavvidah Plan haftsalah inkishafi ma'arif. Kabul: Da Pohane Vizarat, da 
Plan Riyasat; 1354. 60 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
A draft of the seven-year plan for the development of Afghanistan's 
educational system following the 1973 coup. 
192. Ministry of Education, Komitah Quvay Bashari, Kamisiyun Ghawr 
bar Umur Tarbiyati va Inkishafi Ma'arif 
Talim va tarbiyah va quvayi bashari dar Afghanistan: Rapur Komitahi 
Quvayi Bashari. Kabul: Riyasat Plan, Vizarat Maarif; 1348. 99, 4 p. 
In Persian. 
An analysis of manpower needs in Afghanistan, with some 
recommendations. 
(mimeographed) 
193. Ministry of Education, Riyasat Darultalif 
Handasah baray sinf duvazdahum. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Darultalif 
Riyasat ; 1344. 
In Persian. 
Library has part 1. 
194. Ministry of Education, Riyasat Plan 
Idarah va tashkilat maarif Kabul: Vizarat Maarif, Riyasat Plan; 1348. 125 p. 
In Persian. 
195. Ministry of Education, Riyasat Plan 
rhsaiyah rnaarif Afghanistan. Kabul: Riyasat Plan Vizarat Maarif; 1345. 1 v. 
In Persian. 
(Mimeographed). 
Library has the educational statistics for 1966, 1967, 1969, 1971, and 1972. 
196. Ministry of Education, Riyasat Talif va Tarjamh 
Fizik baray sinf dahum. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif wa Tarjame 
Riyasat; 1348. 448 p. 
In Persian. 
Physics textbook for tenth grade in Afghan high schools. 
197. Munir, Muhammad Ibrahim 
Asasat va nazariyat asasi riyaziyat. Kabul: Pohanzay Talim va Tarbiyah; 
1352.81 p. 
In Persian. 
198. Naim, Abdul Ahad 
Handasah baray sinf hashtum. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw 
Tarjame Riyasat; 1347. 208 p. 
In Persian. 
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199. Naqid, Habibulrahman 
Aqa'id, da saluram tolgay liparah. 1st ed. Peshawar? Da Afghanistan da 
Mujahidino Islami Ittihad; 1404. 10, 66 p. 
In Pushto. 
200. Plan va pmgram; durus siyasi va arnuzishi hizb mansuban urduy J. 
D. A. baray sal talimi 1363-1364. Kabul: Matbaah Difa J. D. A., 1363 
r19841. 47 p. 
In Persian. 
Military training program for the Afghan forces, 1984-95. 
(Microfiche) 
201. Rauf, Ataullah 
Rahnarnayi sakhtan imtihan. Translated by Abdul Mahmud. Kabul: 
Pohantun Kabul, Pohanzay Adabiyat va Ulum Bashari; 1356. 6, 260 p. 
In Persian. 
A guide to preparation of tests in Afghan higher education. 
202. Rawshanzamir, Muhammad Akbar, editor 
Da irfan aw pohane fawq al-adah: bih munasabat barguzari va tajlil ruz 
mualIim dar Afghanistan. Kabul: Vizarat Maarif. 64 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
A special issue of the monthly organ of the Afghan Ministry of Education. 
203. Riyasat Darultalif 
Duwahum kitab da kiliwali shuwunzayo liparah. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, 
da Darultalif Riyasat; 1343. 177 p. 
In Pushto. 
Official text for Pashto instruction in the second year of Afghan village 
schools. 
204. Riyazi baray sinfi awal. Peshawar? 198-? 34 p. 
In Persian. 
205. Riyazi baray sinfi duvum. Peshawar? 198-? 60 p. 
In Persian. 
206. Riyazi baray sinfi suvum. Peshawar? 198-? 87 p. 
In Persian. 
207. Ruhi, Muhammad Siddiq 
Da sirane larshod. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1354. 168 p. 
In Pushto. 
208. Saljuqi, Muhammad Siddiq Rashid 
Talirn va tarbiyah dini, baray sinf haftum. [Peshawar?]: Shurai Saqafati 









209. Shiva, Ghulam Muhiyuddin 
Jughrafiyah baray sinf chaharum ibtidai. Kabul: Da Pohane Vizarat, da 




In Persian. i 
Official textbook for geography instruction in the third 
year of Afghan primary schools. i I 
I 
210. Sunach, Tawfiq Halil 
Dars hayi tashrihi marazi (Pathology). Tabi awal. Kabul: Fakultah Tib 
Kabul; 1319. 182 p. 
In Persian. 
Textbook for pathology course. 
211. Ubaydullah 
Biyuluzhi baray sinf hashtum. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw 
Tarjame Riyasat; 1348. 115 p. 
In Persian. 
Biology textbook for eighth grade in Afghan secondary schools. 
212. Yunus Nagrarni Nadvi, Muhammad 
Handasah da shpazhum tolgay liparah. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif 
aw Tarjarne Riyasat; 1345. 145 p. 
In Pushto. 
213. Yunus Nagrami Nadvi, Muhammad 
Hisab da penzum tolgay da parah. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw 
Tarjame Riyasat; 1345. 174 p. 
In Pushto. 
214. Zahir, Payindah Muhammad 
Da Afghanistan da maarif tarikh. Muallif: Payindah Muhammad Zahir, aw 
Sayyed Muhammad Yusuf Ilmi. Kabul: da Darultalif Riyasat, da Pohane 
Vizarat; 1339. 6, 177, 184 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Cover title in English: History of education in Afghanistan. 
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215. Abdul Ghani 
Ahval va asar Mirzn Abdul Qadir Bidil. Talif Abdul Ghani; tarjumah'i Mir 
Mohammad Asif Ansari. Kabul: Pohanzay Adabiyat va Ulumi Bashari; 
1351. 441, 6 p. 
In Persian. 
216. Abidin, Mahmoud 
Insha'i maqalat. By Mahmoud Abidin, Mustafa al-Saqqa wa Ali al-Sabaie; 
tarjumah'i Abdul Haq Baitab. Kabul: Vizarat Maliya; 1335 [1957]. 82 p. 
In Persian. 
Guide for composition of articles in Persian. 
217. Adnbiyat. Kabul; 1963. 187 p. 
In Persian. 
Title on p. 2: Adabiyati Farsi. 
Biographical anthology of early Persian. ( (h4icrofiche) 
218. Adamiyat, Muhammad Husayn Ruknzada 
Arkan sukhan. 1st ed. Tehran: Muassasah Matbuati Sharq; 1347. 381 p. 
In Persian. 
A study of modern Persian language. 
219. Ahmad Shah Durrani, Afghan Emperor 
Divan Ahmad Shah Abdali. TarLib aw tadwin: Qazi Hidayatullah. 
Peshawar: Peshawar University, Pushto Academy; 1963. 20, 236 p. 
In Pushto. 
Ahamd Shah Abdali, an 18th century Afghan ruler was a popular poet. 
Qazi Hidayatullah compiled his poems in this volume. 
220. Ahmad Shah Durrani, Afghan Emperor 
Shahnamah Ahmad Shah Abdali. Lah Hafiz, tartib wa tadwin Mushtaq 
Ahmad Mushtaq. Peshawar: Public Art; 1965. [371, 216 p. 
In  Pushto. 
221. Amir Ali Shir Nawa'i "Fani." Compiled by Mohammad Yaqub 
Wahidy Juzjani. Kabul: Historical Society of Afghanistan; 1967. 163 p. 
In  Persian. 
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222. Amir Khusraw Dihlavi 
Guzidahi asar Arnir Khusraw Balkhi (maruf bih Dihlavi). Kabul: 
Muassasah Bihaqi; 1353. 3 v. 
In  Persian. 
Published on the occasion of seventh century since the beginning of the 
poetic career of Amir Khusraw and six and a half centuries since his death. 
Umumi nambar 56-58, khususi nambar 5. 
Added title in English: Selected wol.ks. 
223. Ansari, Mirza Khan 
Da Mirza Khan Ansari divan. Sarizah samun aw lmane de saranmal Dost. 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1354. 6,262 p. 
In Pushto. 
"On the occasion of International Seminar on International Center for 
Pashto studies." 
Cover title: Dewan of Mirza Khan Ansari. 
Collected poems. 
224. Asar, Abdul Halim 
Ter her shairan. Peshawar: Pushto Academy Peshawar University; 1342, 
[1963]. 284 p. 
In Pushto. 
225. Aslanov, Martiros Grigorevich 
Da Afghanistan milli zhubah aw adab. Likunke Aslanof aw Grasimova. 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1347. 6, 79 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: The national language of Afghanistan. Historical account of the 
development Pashto language in Afghanistan, translated from Russian. 
226. Asmati, Masuma 
Khwushhal Khatak kist? Muallifa: Masuma Asmati; muhtarnim: 
Muhammad Din Zhwak. Kabul: Mudiriyat Umumi Nashriyat; 1334. 7,158, 
6 P. 
In Persian. 
Khwushhal Khatat's biography and samples of his poems. 
227. Ayazi, Muhammad ham 
Qavaid Pushto. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1318. 6, 226 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Pashto language grammar for Dari speakers. 
228. h a d ,  Muhammad Hussain 
Sukhandan Fars. Tarjumh'i Qari Abdul Khan Malik al-Shu'ara. Kabul: 
Anjuman Adabi Kabul; 1315. 2,263 p. 
In Persian. 
Philosophy and history of Persian language. 
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229. Bahai Jan 
Da Bahai Jan, kulliyat. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1332. 134, 3 p. 
In Pushto. 
Title on added t. p. : De Bahaijan kolliat. 
Collected poems. 
(Microfiche). 
230. Bakhtani, Abdullah 
Pushtanah da Iqbal pah nazar kshe. Likunke Abdullah Bakhtani; 
musahhih aw muhtamim Raz Muhammad Waysh. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 
1335. 68 p. 
In Pushto; some quotations in Persian. 
231. Bakhtani, Abudllah 
Raz. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah, 1343 [1963]. 184 p. 
In Pushto. 
Selections from contemporary Pashto poetry. 
232. Bakhtani, Abdullah 
Shir aw adab.'Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1333. 2, 171,4 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: Sher au adab. 
Pushto poetry and literature. 
233. Bakhtani, Abdullah 
Tor bresh ya milli harnasi sandare. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1347. 148 p. 
In Pushto. 
Collected Pushtun epics. 
234. Bariq Shaf'i 
Sitak. Kabul: da Jawaizo aw Kitabo da Khparawulo Mudiriyat; 1342. 96 p. 
In Persian. 
235. Bayazid Ansari, Pir Roshan 
Intikhab da khayr al-bayan aw makhzan nah: (Da Zor Nasr Namune). 
Peshawar: Pushto Academy Peshawar University; [1962?]. 48 p. 
In Pushto. 
Selections of prose from two important works of Bayazid Ansari, a 17th 
century Pashtun poet and sufi. 
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236. Bayiqara, Husayn (Sultan) 
Divan Sultan Husayn Mirza Bayiqara. Edited by M. Yaqub Wahidy Juzjani. 
1st. edition. Kabul: Book Publication Deparlment; 1968. 6, 74, 240 p. 
In Turkish. 
Sultan Bayiqara ruled for 39 years (873-911 H. ) During his region Herat 
was the cultural and literary center of Afghanistan. Great poets and artists 
such as Amir Ali Shir Nawayi, Jami and Behzad lived during his time. 
Sultan Husain Bayiqara was a great poet and writer. This book is a 
collection of his work. 
237. Bayrang Kohdamani 
Dar ishraq vazhahha majmuahyi naqd va bar rasi. Kabul: Matbaah 
Dawlati, Karnitah Tab' va Nashr; 1363. 361 p. 
In Persian. 
Critical articles on Persian literature. 
(Microfiche). 
238. Bedil, Abdul Qadir 
Kulliyat Abu al-Maan Mirza Abdul Qadir Bedil. Kabul: Da Pohani Vizarat, 
Da Darultalif Riyasat; 1341. 4 v. 
In Persian. 
Collected Doems of Abdul Qadir Bedil. 
239. Bihsudi, Abdul Haq 
Mash'al aiman; nashir Muhammad Asrar Allah Hamimi: Publisher not 
known; 1982.62 p. 
In Persian. 
First published in 1343 [I9691 in Nangarhar, a province of Afghanistan. 
This is a reproduction from calligraphy by Abdul Halim Safi. 
240. Binava, Abdul Raouf 
Adabi funun: maani, bayan, badi', qafiyah, aruz, khatabah, da likanay usul. 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1326. 106 p. 
In Pushto. 
Pushto grammar and writing. 
241. Binava, Abdul Raouf 
Da zarah khwalah. Likunke Abdul Rauf Binava; muhtamim, Mia Jan Iqrar. 
Kabul: Kitab Chapawalo Muassisah; 1345. 61  p. 
In Pushto. 
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242. Binava, Abdul Raouf 
Khwushhal Khattak sah wayi? Kabul: Umumi Matbaah; 1329. 2, 158 p., [I] 
leaf of plates. 
In Pushto. 
"Umum-i lambar, 98"-p. [4] of cover. 
On the epic poetry of Khwushhal Khan, 17th century, Pushto poet. 
243. Binava, Abdul Raouf 
Pushto-Parsi-Asyayi wrani. Kabul: Da Afghanistan da Ulmo Akademi, da 
Zhabo aw Adabyato Markaz, Pushto Tolanah; 1362.32, 40 leaves. 
In Pushto. 
On the development of poetry in Afghanistan in Persian, Pushto, and 
Sanskrit languages; includes samples of poems, some translated into 
Pushto from Sanskrit. (Microfiche) 
244. Boxer, E. H. S. 
One thousand Pashto idioms and sentences for the use of candidates for 
the Iower and higher standards. Nowshera: S. B. A. Bhakhary, Military 
Press; 1899. 
57 p. 
In English and Pushto. 
The sentences were compiled from those set at the examination held in 
Peshawar by the Higher Standard Pashto. English and Pashto versions 
appear on opposite coIumns of the same page. 
245. Chand rubaiyi quzidah. Edited by Muhammad Sadiq; H. 
Sikandarzada. Kabul: da Kitab Chapawulo aw Jawayizo Mudiriyat, da 
Ittilaato aw Kultur Vizarat; 1345. 5, [251 p. 
In Persian. 
Selected poems. 
246. Charbaydiha: makhaz, Lalahzar va nasharat rasmi. 




247. Darmesteter, James 
Tarikh talaffuz va sarf Pushto. Asar Darmesteter, Gaiger, Morgenstierne, 
Benveniste; tarjumah'i Ravan Farhadi. Kabul: Matba'ai Dawlati; 1356. 
258-318, 13, 4 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title in English: An etymological grammar of Pashto. Adab review, 
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248. Dost, Dost Mohammad 
Da Afghanistan zhabu aw tukarnunah. Kabul: Pashto Tolana; 1354 [19751. 
482 p. 
The author lists all the languages used in Afghanistan and discusses the 
historical background of each language. 
249. Falalu, Shirvani, Muhammad 
Divan. Edited by Hadi Hasan. London: The Royal Asiatic society; 1929. 83 
p. (James G. Forlong fund). 
In Persian and English. 
At head of title: Falaki-i-Shirwani. 
Photographic reproduction of manuscript copy. 
250. Farani, Mahmud 
Akhirin sitarah. Kabul: da Jawaizo aw Kitabo da Khparawulo Mudiriyat, 
da Matbuato Vizarat; 1342. 68 p. 
In Persian. 
Collection of poems represents the impact of the new poetry on Dari 
literature. 
251. Farani, Mahmud 




252. Farhang lughat va ta'birat Masnavi: jild Panjum (ray-seen). Gird 
avarandah Sayyid Sadiq Gawharin. Tehran: Intisharat Danishgah Tehran; 
1347. 392 p. 
In Persian. 
253. Fayyaz 
Shahzadah Bahram aw Gul Andamah. Peshawar: Pushto Academy, 
Peshawar University; 1919. 64 p. 
In Pushto. 
Poems. 
254. Fikrat, Muhammad Asif 
Lughat zaban guftariy Herat. Kabul: Bihaqi Kitab Khparawulo Muassisah; 
1355. 7, 181 p. 
In Persian. 
Published on the occasion of the celebration of the millenium of the birth 
of Ansari. List of other publications on cover. 
Added title page in English: A vocabulary of spoken Herati. 
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255. Ghamkhor, Abdullah 
Loyah hangamah. Peshawar? Anjuman Navisandagan Mujahid 
Af~l~anistan: 1363. 156 p. 
1n-pushto. ' 
Cover title in English: Loya Hangama, poem in Pashto on Afghan 
resistance. 
256. Gharwal, Muhammad Arif 
Da winu fawaray. Pakistan: publisher not known; 1362. 
108 p. 
In Pushto. 
Calligraphy by Shah Muhammad Patang. 
257. Ghayrat, Abdul Bari 
Adabi ushkay Pakistan: publisher not known; 1363. 
4,26 p. 
In Pushto. 
258. Ghayrat, Abdul Bari 
Shkali ashar. Peshawar: Publisher not known; 1363. 
t In Pushto. 
259. Ghazanfar, Abdul Qasim 
Nazar mukhtasari bar adabiyat jahani gharb. Kabul: Muassisah Talim va 
Tarbiyah; 1343. 92 p. 
In Persian. 
Mimeographed copy. 
260. Ghularni, Muhammad Ghulam 
Jangnamah: dar vasf mujahidat-i Mir Masjidi Khan Ghazi va sa'ir 
mujahidin rashid milli alayhi mutajavizin ajnabi dar salhayi 1839-42 A. D. 
Kabul: hljuman Tarikh Afghanistan; 1336. 3,210 p. 
In Persian. 
Description of the first Anglo-Afghan war by a poet who was a warrior in 
his own right. 
261. Gibran, Khalil 
Haghah wuwel. Likunke Gibran Khalil; pah Urdu tarjumah kawunke Qzai 
Abd al-Ghafar; Pushto tarjumah kawunke Aziz al-Rahman Sayfi. Kabul: da 
Pashto Tolane da Kabul Mujille likhwa; 1336. 
6, 101, 2 p. 
In Pushto. 
Pashto translation of Gibran Khalil Gibran. 
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262. Gorky, Maksim 
Da Maksim Gorky adabi likunah. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1339. 46 p, 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: Gorky's letters on literature. 
Pashto translation from an English version of a portion of Maksim 
Gkorky's literary works. 
263. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Da Pushto da adabiyato tarikh. Kabul: da Adabiyato aw Bashari Lllumo 
Pohanzay; 1325. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title in English: A history of Pashtu literature. 
The first volume covers the history of Pashto literature 
from the earlier period to the coming of Islam in Afghanistan. 
Library has v, 1. 
264. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Da Pushto da adabiyato tarikh. 2nd ed. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 134? - 196? 
In Pushto 
Title in English: History of Pashto literature. 
Library has v. 2. 
265. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Da Pushto da adabiyato tarikh. 3rd. ed. Kabul: Kabul University, Faculty of 
Letters and Humanities; 1354-C19461. 
In Pushto. 
Emphasizes the importance of Pashto language in Afghanistan and 
compares it with Sanskrit language. I t  also includes a comparative study of 
the languages used by Aryans. 
Library has v. 1. 
266. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Nigahi bih Salman va Absal Jami va savabiq an. Kabul: Anjuman Jami, 
Vizarat Matbuat; 1343. 53, 32 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title in English: A glance at Salman and Absal of Jami and its 
antecedents. 
267. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Pah awsani Pushto shir ke da zhwand sapay Kabul: Da Afghanistan da 
Ulumo Akadimi, da Zhabo aw Adabiyato Ilmi aw Tahqiqi Markaz, Pushto 
Tolanah: 1982. 40 P. 
In pushto. 
Previously appeared in the monthly Kabul mujallah. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Waves of life in contemporary Pashto literature. Da 
Shaykh Bustan Baris da marenay da salorswam kalizay pah munasibat. 
(Microfiche) 
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268. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Pushtana Shuara. Likunke aw tolwunke: Abdul Hayy Habibi, aw da 
Pushto Tolane nor ghare. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1320. In Pushto. 
Library has v. 1-2. 
269. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Pushto va Loyakani Ghaznah: yak Tahqiq jadid dar tarikh Adabiyat Pushto 
tarikh Ghaznah. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh; 1341. 108, 16 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
According to the author, an historical inscription recently discovered in 
northern Afghanistan affords evidence of the antecedents of the Pashto 
language. This volume analyzes the evidence in the light of the linguistic 
structure of Pushto and other similar languages. 
270. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Tarikh guyi bah tarniyah dar ashar qadimi Dari. Kabul: Akadmi Ulum 
Afghanistan, Markaz Ilmi va Tahqiqi Zabanha va Adabiyat, Department 
Dari; 1360. 34, 3 p. 
. - 
In ~brsian.  ( Title on o. 141 of cover: Poetical riddles to indicate chronolom. 
~ a r ~ i r f t t h  shudah az shurnarah hayi 3 va 4, s d  1, ~ujal1ahKhurasa.n. 
Study of poetic chronograms; includes examples. 
(Microfiche) 
271. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Zaban du hazar sal qabl Afghanistan ya madar zaban Dari. Tahlil katibahi 
Surkhkutal Baghlan. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh Afghanistan; 1342. 140 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title: The mother of Dari language: the two thousand years old 
language of Afghanistan. 
Traces the origin of Dari language. Presents an analysis of historical 
inscriptions discovered a t  Surkh Kotal (Baghlan). 
272. Hafiz 
Divan Khvajah Shamsuddin Muhammad Hafiz Shirazi. Bah ihtimam 
Muhammad Qazvini va Qasim Ghani. [Washington, D. C. I: Bunyad 
Mutalaat Iran [Foundation for Iranian Studies; 19821. 132, 400 p. 
In Persian. 
Selected poems. 
273. Hair, Sayyid Ihsanullah 
Ranzur. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1346. 171 p. 
In Pushto. 
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274. Hajikhil, Imtiyaz Ali Arshi 
Urdu min Pushto ka hissah. Peshawar: Pushto Academy, Peshawar 
University. 164 p. 
In Urdu. 
275. Halum, Tawfiq 
Ta'adul pah zhuwand aw adab kshe. Muallif Tawfiq al-Hakim; mutarjim 
Abdul Hadi Hidayat. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1340 [1961]. 4, 3, 140 p. 
In Pushto. 
Philosophy of life as depicted by Hakim, and the balance in life and 
literature. 
276. Hakim Ziyai, Abdul Hakim 
Muntakhab sirishkhayi javani va gulhayi sirishk. Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; 




277. Hali, Kkvajah Altaf Husain 
Musaddas Hali. Khvajah Altaf Hali; translated by Ghulam Muhammad 
Popalzai. 1st ed. Peshawar: Pushto Academy, Peshawar University; 1340 
[19611. 132 p. 
In Pushto. 
278. Harnidi, Abdul Habib 
Dastur zabani Dari. Kabul: Vizarat Maarif, Riyasat Talif va Tarjuma; 1347 
[19681. 141 p. 
In Persian. 
Dari language grammaer, and the influence of other languages on Dari. 
279. Hamzah Shinwari, Amir Hamzah 
Da Khaybar wazhme: ya da Harnzah Salorize. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 
1347.178 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: De Khyber Wazhmey (a collection of quatrains). 
280. Hanan Barakzay 
Da Hanan Barakzay Divan. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1336. 
4, 244, 4 p. 
In Pushto. 
Collected poems. 
281. Haqqshinas, Mi Muhammad 
Avashinasi. Tehran: Intisharat Agah; 2536. 189 p. 
In Persian. 
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282. Hasan, Hadi 
Qasim Kahi, 868-988 A. H. Bargardananda bih Dari; Mohammad 
Osman Sidqi. Kabul: Kabul University, Faculty of Letters and Humanities; 
1975. D. 81-165. 
In ~e&ian.  
The life and poems of Qasim Kahi Babuli, an Afghan poet living in India in 
the late 15th and early 16th centuries. Extracted from the third issue, 23rd 
year of Adab magazine. Published by the Faculty of Letter and Humanities, 
Kabul University. 
283. Hashangharay, Asi 
Tawdah winah; edited by Habibullah Rafi. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1354. 
190 p. 
In Pushto. 
Collection of poems devoted to the national integrity of Pushtunistan. 
Representative of modern Pashto poetry 
284. Hemingway, Ernest 
, Zor saray aw sind. Translated by Sa'uddin Shpoon. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 
In ~ u s h t i .  
Cover title: The old man and the sea. 
Pushto translation of Herningway's '(The old man and the sea," by 
Sa'uddin Shpoon. 
285. Himmat, Muhammad Musa 
Paymanah: dastanhai az navisindagan maasir. Kabul: Mudiriyat Chap va 
Nashr Kutub Vizarat Matbua'at; 1342. 
212 p. 
In Persian. 
Collection of short stories. 
286. Humai, Jalaluddin 
Tafsir Masnavi Mawlavi dastan qalah Zat al-Suvar ya diz hushruba. 
Tehran; (Intisharat Agah) 1349.66,254 p. 
In Persian. 
At head of title: Bih yadigar nukhustin kungirah Iranshinasi, Danishgah 
Tehran, 11-16 shahrivar mah 1349. 
Interpretation of Rumi's rhymes "The Fable of the Mystifying Fort." 
287. Humayra Malikyar Saljuqi 
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288. Ilahi Bakhsh Fayzabadi 
Tanqih Abu Said, sharhi Miat arnil, tawzih karnil, afadat Saidiyah. 
Qandahar, Afghanistan: Haji Muhammad Nabiva Abdul Hayy; [198-?I. 128 p. 
Text in Arabic, commentary and marginal notes in Persian. 
Reprint; originally published: Kanpur: Matba'i Nizami, 1873. Commentary 
on Miat arnil, a work on Arabic syntax by Abdul Qahir ibn Abdul Rahman 
al-Jurjani. 
I 
289. Ilham, Muhammad Rahim 
Ravishi jadid dar tahqiqi dasturi zabani Dari. Kabul: Da Pohani Matbaah; 
1349. 168 p. 
In Persian. 
New method of research in Dari language grammar. 
290. Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir 
Annaghan Hijaz. Translated by Amir Hamzah Shinwari. Karachi: Iqbal 
Academy; 1964. [Il l ,  280 p. 
In Pushto. 
291. Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir 
Asar Urdu Iqbal; Abdul Hadi Davi. I:Kabull: Muassasahi Intisharati 
Bayhaqi; 1355. 2 Vols. 
In Persian 
At head of title: Vizarat Ittilaat va Kultur. 
Poems. 
Includes a critical appreciation of the works of Sir Muhammed Iqbal, 
1877-1938, poet phiiosopher of South Asia. (Microfiche). 
292. Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir 
Bal jabrail. Translated by Abdul Halim Asar. Karachi: Iqbal Academy; 
1967. 9, 224 p. 
In Pushto. 
293. Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir 
Bang dara. Translated by Rahatullah Rahat Zakheli. 1st edition. Peshawaru.: 
Pushto Academy, Peshawar University (Iqbal Akidime Karachi pah 
wisatat); [1343, 19631. 
4, 27, 336 p. 
In Pushto. 
294. Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir 
Javid narnah. Translated by Amir Hamzah Shinwar, Mawlana Abdul Qadir. 
Karachi: Iqbal Academy; 1967. 4,62, 246 p. 
In Pushto. 
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295. Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir 
Masnavi musafir av Pas chih bayad kard. Translated by Sayyid 
Taqwimulhaq Kaka Khil. Peshawar: Pushto Academy, Peshawar 
University; 1969. 
iii, 44, 71 p. 
Pushto title of second park Ay da Mashriq qawrnuno os sah ukro. Cover 
title: Masnavi pas chih bayad kard mai musafir. 
296. Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir 
Muntakhab kulyat Iqbal. Compiled by Muhammad Baqir. Lahore: Iqbal 
Academy; 1981.55 p. 
In Persian. 
297. Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir 
Payarn mashriq. Translated by Sher Muhammad Mainush. Karachi: Iqbal 
Academy; 1963. 14, [14], 264 p. 
In Pushto. 
Collection of poems. 
298. Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir 
Zaburi ajam. Translated by Taqwimulhaq Kaka Khel. Peshawar: Peshawar 
University; 1961. 11, 8, 3, 208 p. 
In Pushto. 
Poems. 
299. Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir. 
Zarb Kalim. Translated by Sayyid Muhammad Taqwimulhaq Kaka Khil, 
Mawlana Abdul Qadir. Karachi: Iqbal Academy. 8, 26, 182 p. 
In Pushto. 
300. Isfahani, Hatif 
Divan Hatif Isfahani: bihinzimam ashar Rashhah dukhtar Hatif; tashih 
ustad sukhm marhum Wahid Dastgardi; ba mugaddamah'i Abbad 
Ashtiyani. Chap shashum. 
Tehran: Kitabfirushi Furughi; 1349. 194 p. 
In Persian. 
Collected poems. 
301. Jalali, Abdul Rahim 
Fashurdah az tajavuzat ajanib dar Afghanistan: mubarazat azadi khwahi 
va milli mardum Afghan. Peshawar: publisher not known; 1363. 95 p. 
In Persian. 
This is a reproduction from calligraphy. 
302. Jalali, Abdul Rahim 
Makinan Krimlin ya jinayatkaran qarn bistum. Publisher not known; 1363. 
93 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
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303. Jalali, Ghulam Jailani 
Da Pushto zantani adab aw mawsiqi. Kabul: Da Afghanistan da Ulumo 
Akadaymi, da Zhabo aw Adabiyato Ilmi aw Tahqiqi Markaz, Pushto 
Tolanah; 1360. 2, 101 p. 
In Pushto. 
On Pashto folk literature, with special reference to folk songs. 
(Microfiche) 
304. Jalaluddin Rumi, Mawlana 
Masnavi Mawlavi Manavi. Edited by Mawlavi Ilahi Bakhsh. Seventh 
edition. Lahore: Matbah Lahore; 1285. 636 p. 
In Persian. 
Collection of rhymes is judged to be unparalleled both in term of the 
quality of the literature and the moral value and efficacy of the parables 
and fables. 
305. Jalaluddin Rumi, Mawlana 
Masnavi = The Mathnawi of Jalaluddin Rumi. By Jalaluddin Rumi and 
Reynold Alleyne Nicholson [Cambridge, Cambridgeshire]: Published and 
distributed by the Trustees of the "E. J. W; Gibb Memorial;" 1982. 6 Vols. 
(E. J. W. Gibb Memorial series; v. new ser., 4). 
Persian text in vols. 1, 3 and 5; English text in vols. 2, 4 and 6. 
306. Jami 
Arbain: tarjamah manzum chihil hadis. Nuruddin Abdul Rahman Jami; bi 
khatt Husayn Vafa Saljuqi; muqaddamah dar ilm hadis az Muhammad 
Shah Irshad; rnuarrifi asar Jami az Mayil Haravi. Kabul: Anjuman Jami, 
Riyasat Tanvir Afkar, Vizarat Matbuat; 1343. 22, 41 p. 
In Persian. 
On the occasion of the 550th anniversary of the birth of Jami Heravi. 
Poems. 
307. Jami 
Divan kamil Jami: shamil qasidahha, tarjiha, tarkibha, masnaviha, qitaha, 
rubaiyiha muammaha. Wirastah, Hashim Razi. Tehran: Chapkhanahi 
Piruz; 1341. 1 v. (various paging). 
In Persian. 
Complete collection of Jami's poems. 
308. Jami 
Haft aurang [Manuscript]. Balkh: 1239. 879 p. 
In Persian. 
No title page or cover title. 
Title taken from the 1st. page, naming the seven books of Haft Aurang. 
First page of each book illustrated in gold and lapis. Original. Handwritten 
in Balkh (Afghanistan). 
Cover of book genuine leather; jacket of black velvet. 
Poems. 
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309. Jami 
Muntakhab ghazaliyat. Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; [19-?I. 2,50 p. 
In Persian. 
Title in English: Selected lyrics. 
310. Jumah Barakzay 
Da Haji Jumah Barakzay divan. By Jumah Barakzay and Abdul Shakur 
Rashad. Kabul: Da Afghanistan da Ulumo Akadaymi, da Zhabo aw 
Adabiyato illmi aw Tahqiqi Markaz Pushto Tolanah; 1981.1 v. (various 
paging). 
In Pushto. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Collection of poetical works of Hqji Juma Barakzai. 
(Microfiche) 
3 11. Kakar, Shamsuddin 
Da Shamsuddin Kakar divan. By Shamsuddin Kakar and Hafizullah. 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1333. 169 p. 
In Pushto. 1 Cover title: De Shamsudden Kakar Divan. 
Collected poems. 
312. Kamal, Muhammad Kamal 
Da Afghanistan da Islami, milli inqilnb da shuru ashar : da jihad da ajaib 
av gharaib. Compiled by Muhammad Karnal Kamal and Ghulamullah 
Aiman. Peshawar: publisher not known; 1982.176 p. 
In Pushto. 
313. Karimdad 
Divan %rimdad. Edited by Azim Shah. 1st ed. Peshawar: Pushto Academy, 
Peshawar University, 1343 [19641. 99 p. 
In Pushto. 
Collected poems. 
314. Katibi, Husaynquli 
Adab va adabiyat. 1st ed. Tehran: Intisharat Aban; 2536. 455 p. 
In Persian. 
Historical review of Persian language and literature. 
3 15. Khadim, Qiyamuddin 
Khiyali Dunya. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1339.4, 94 p. 
In Pushto 
Cover title: Khiali Dunia. 
3 16. Khadim, Qiyamuddin 
Naway rana: ijtimai afkar. Kabul: Hiwad; 1343. 524 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: Nevy rana. 
Discusses social issues. 
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3 17. Khadim, Qiyamuddin 
Naway zhowand. Kabul: Pushto Academy; 1320. 186 p. 
In Pushto. 
3 18. Khadim, Qiyamuddin 
Sarwan: da Qiyamuddin Khadim da asharo naway geday. Kabul: Da Kitab 
Chapawulo Muassisah; 1346. 200 p. 
In Pushto. I 
Cover title: Tsarwan. 
Collection of poems. 
319. Khalil, Muhammad Ibrahim 
Ikhtisari muntakhabi az asari Muhammad Ibrahim Khalil. Gilani Risht: 
Chap Risht; 1331. 32 p. 
In Persian. 
Collection of poems. 
320. Khalil, Muhammad Ibrahim 
Sharh mukhtasar ahval va mar Arnir Khusraw. Kabul: da Jawaizo aw 
Kitabo da Khparawuno Mudiriyat, da Matbuato Mustaqill Riyasat; 1340. 4, 
98, 5 P. 1 
1n'~eisian.  
321. Khalili, Khalilullah 
Az Balkh ta  Quniyah. Kabul: Vixarat Ittilaat va Kaltur; 1346. 12 p. 11 
In Persian. I 
322. Khalili, Khalilullah 
Az subadah t a  shamsher. Safiullah Sabat, Muhammad Harun Durzadah, 
Compiler and calligrapher. Islamabad: publisher not known; 1363. 14 p. 
In Persian. 
Added cover title in English: From temple to sword. 
323. Khalili, Khalilullah 
Bihishti kah dar atish sof i t .  New Jersey: publisher not known; 1363.20 p. 
In Persian 
Calligraphy by Muhammad Harun Durzada. 
324. Khalili, Khalilullah 
MajmuaJi ashar Khalilullah Khalili. Iran: Bunyad Farhang; 19-? 260 p. 
In Persian. 
Poems of Khalil Allah Khalili, collected by Muhammad Aqil Berang 
Kohdarnani . 
325. Khalili, Khalilullah. 
Matarnsara. Peshawnr? Society of Afghan Resistant Writers; 1982. 164 p. 
In Persian. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Poems on Afghan resistance. 
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326. Khalili, Khalilullah 
Nahid va dulchtarani qahrarnan Kabul. Islamabad? publisher not known; 
1404. 8 a. 
In per scan. 
Cover title in English: Naheed and Kabul heroic girls. 
327. Khalili, Khalilullah 
Rubaiyat Khalil Allah Khalili. Baghdad: Matbaat al-Maarif; 1975. 80 p. 
In Persian, Arabic and English. 
Cover title in English: Quatrains of Khalilulla Khalili. 
328. Khalili, Khalilullah 
Rubaiyat quatrains of Khalilullah Khalili. London: Octagon Press; 1981. 82 
P - 
English and Persian. 
Title on added title page in Persian: Rubaiyat. 
Quatrains. 
329. Khalili, Khalilullah 
Shab hayi avaragi. Pakistan: Shorayi Saqafati Jihad Afghanistan; 1365. 
6, 411 p. 
In Persian. 
Collection of poems by Khalilullah Khalili. 
Calligraphy by Abdullah Hanif Jarnshidi. 
330. Khalili, Khalilullah 
Zarrin uqab: uqab aw da haghah da tashbihato aw Istiarato pah barah ke 
tahqiqi sharh. Kabul: da Ittilaato aw Kultur Vizarat; [1353, 19741. 17 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Eagle's place in Dari poetry is discussed. 
331. Khan, Muhammad Usman 
Pushto shawunki, ya, muddarisi Afghani. Kabul: Anjuman Pushto; 1316. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Pushto grammar for Persian speakers. 
(Microfiche) 
332. Khan, Salih Muhammad 
Pushto zhabah. Kabul: Umumi Matbaah; 1316. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Pushto grammar; primer for Pushto and Persian speakers. 
(Microfiche) 
333. Khaqani, Afzaluddin Shirvani 
Kulliyat Khaqani. Handwritten manuscript, place and date unknown. 328 p. 
In Persian. 
Collected poems of Khaqani (1126-1198). 
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334. Khattak, Sadr Khan 
Adam Durkhanay: yawah sranah. Edited by Muhammad Nawaz Tahir. 
Peshawar: Pushto Academy, Peshawar University; 1981. 5, 123 p. 
In Pushto. 
Some comparisons between this title and Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet 
are drawn. 
335. Khattak, Sadr Khan 
Dilah aw shah'i. 1st. edition. Peshawar: Pashto Academy, Peshawar 
University, 19-? 132 p. 
In Pushto. 
The story of Dilay and Shahi. 
336. Khattak, Sadr Khan 
Masnawi da Adam Durkhanay. Edited by Muhammad Nawaz Tahir; Khiyal 
Bukhari. Peshawar: Pushto Academy, Peshawar University; 1959. 182 p. 
In Pushto. 
A Pashto love story in rhyme. 
337. Khattak, Sadr Khan 
Masnawi da Adam Durkhanay. Edited by Yasarnin Parwez Ahmad Khan. 
2nd ed. Peshawar: Pushto Academy, Peshawar University; 1981. 216 p. 
In Pushto. 
This edition has been edited by Yasamin Parwez Ahmad Khan. First 
published in 1959, edited by Khiyal Bukhari. 
338. Khpul zuwan mujahid zuay tah da yaway Pushtanay mur paigham. 
Kabul: Da Afghanistan Ittilaati markaz; 1982. 
32 p. 
In Pushto. 
This is a reproduction from calligraphy 
339. Khuzhiyani, Abdul Rauf Qatil 
Arman. Kabul: da Ittilaat aw Kultur Vizarat, da Asaro aw Hunar da 
Tashwiq Loy Mudiriyat; 1344 [1964]. 5, 112, 2 p. 
In Pushto. 
Collection of Pashto fables and stories. 
340. Khmshhal Khan Khatak 
Baznamah. Edited by Siddiqullah =shtim. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1332. 
67 p. In Pushto. 
Hunting with, training of, and other facts about falcons in poetry. 
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341. Khwushhal Khan Khatak 
Da Khwushhal Khan Khatak kulliyat. Edited by Abdul Hayy Habibi. 1st 
ed. Qandahar: Da Qandahar Matbaah; 1317. 
1128 p. 
In Pushto. 
An index of rare words used in the book: p. 1115-1128. 
Complete collected poems. 
342. Khwushhal Khan Khatak 
Da Khwushhal rubaiyat. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1349. 299 p. In Pushto. 
Cover title: Khushal's rubaiiat. 
Collected quatrains. 
343. Khwushhal Khan Khatak 
Dastarnamah. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1345. 154 p. 
In Pushto. 
On the occasion of the 286th anniversary of Khwushhal's demise. Includes 
many Persian verses. 
Cover title: Destaar naama de Khoshhal Khan Khatak. 
344. Khwushhal Khan Khatak 
Dastarnamah. Translated by Khatir Ghaznavi. Peshawar: Pushto Academy 
Peshawar University; 1980. 243 p. 
In Urdu. 
345, Khwushhal Khan Khatak 
Kulliyat Khwushhal Khan Khattak. 2nd ed. Peshawar: Adarah Ashaat 
Sarhad Peshawar shahr; 1960.48,968 p. 
In Pushto. 
Poems. 
346. Khwushhal Khan Khatak 
Muntakhabat: Khwushhd Khan Khatak, mai Urdu tarjumah. Peshawar: 
Pushto Academy, Peshawar University; 1956. 
641, 14 p. 
In Pushto and Urdu. 
Urdu translation by Sayyid Anwarulhaq. 
Poems. 
347. Khwshhal Khan Khatak 
The poems of Khuwshhal Khan Khatak; with English verse translations by 
Evelyn Howell and Olaf Caros, and an introduction by Maulana Abdul 
Qadir. Peshawar: distributed by the Oxford University Press for the Pashto 
Academy, University of Peshawar; 1963, xiv, 98 p. 
In Pushto and English. 
Collection of poems. 
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348. King, Clifford 
;t Mahpari. Translated by Amin Barin. Kabul: Kitab Chapawulo Muassisah; 
1345.244 p. 
In Persian. 
King's "Moonlike fairy" translated in Pashto. 
349. Kiyanush, Mahmud 
Barrasi shir va nasr Farsi maasir: dar asari az Jdalali Ahmad, Sadiq 
Chubak. 4th ed. Tehran: Intisharat Raz; 2535. 200 p. 
;o. In Persian. 
Modern trends in Persian verse and prose. 
tdes 
.emy 
350. Layiq, Sulayman 
Chunghar: da Sulayman Laiq so shirunah. Kabul: Da Matbuato Mustaqil 
Riyasat, da Koranayo Khparawulo Loy Mudiriyat; 1341. 166 p. 
In Pushto. 
Collection of poems. 
351. Layiq, Sulayman 
Da Abasin sapedi. Kabul: Da Afghanistan da Ulumo Akadimi, da Pushto 
Serano Baynulmilali Markaz; 1362. 8, 166 p. 
In Pushto. 
Short stories. 
"Parlah pase ganah, 22" : p. [41 of cover. 
(Microfiche) 
352. Lwani, Dawlat 
Da Dawlat Lwani Divan. Edited by Abdul Shukur Rishad; Azizullah; 
Muhammad Aref Gharwal. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1353. 279 p. 
In Pushto. 
"On the occasion of the International seminar on Bayazid Roshan." 
Cover title: Dewan of Daulat Lwani. 
Collected poems. 
353. Majruh, Sayyed Burhanuddin 
Azdahayi khudi: daftar chaharum, rahguzar nilnah shab dar justujuyi sar 
manzil azadi. Peshawar: Anjuman Navisandagani Mujahid Afghanistan; 
1972- 
In Persian. 
Added title page in English: Ego-monster, book N; a traveler in search of 
the homland of liberty, 
Ego monster is written in a classical, rhythmic Dari prose. Book I and Book 
I1 were published in 1972, in Afghanistan. Book I11 was never published 
and the manuscript was lost. In book N the traveller joins his countrymen 
in exile, they exchange ideas and narratives from the ancient thrives, in the 
light of reason, logic, science and psychoanalysis. 
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354. Majruh, Sayyid Shamsuddin 
Muntakhab shirunah. Calligrapher Aref Qandahari. 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1337. 49 p. 
In  Pushto. 
Selected poems. 
355. Malang Jan, Amin Jan 
Da marhum Malang Jan khozhe naghme. Editor: Abdullah Bakhtani. 




356. Marwat, Abdul Rahim Majzub 
Da marwato kasrunah. Peshawar: Pushto Academy Peshawar University; 
[19-?]. 128 p. 
In  Pushto. 
357. Mayil Haravi 
Amvaj Hariva. Kabul: da Jawaizo aw Kitabo da Khparawulo Mudiriyat, da 
Matbuato Vizarat. 13, 186 p. 
In Persian. 1 Includes introduction on social functions of poetry by Esmael Muballigh. 
Collected poems, representative of modern Dari poetry. 
358. Mayil Haravi 
Sharh rubaiyat Jami (817-898 H). Kabul: Anjuman Jami, Vizarat Matbuat; 
1343. 97 p. 
In Persian. 
Selected poems of Jami. 
359. Mazhari, Kubra 




360. Ministry of Information and Culture 
Majlis Mawlanayi Balkhi: majmuah bayanat va maqalat siminar tahqiq va 
tahlil asar va maqam irfaniy Mawlana Jalal al-Din Balkhi mnnaqadah 
ekabul Mizan 1353. Kabul: Vizarat Ittilaat va Kultur; 1353. 248 p. 
In Persian. 
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361. Mir Haravi, Sayyid 
Muntakhab shari Sayyid mir Haravi. Mayil Haravi. Kabul: Da matbuato 
Vizarat, Mudiriyat Umumi Tashviq Asar va Hunar; 1344, 2, 8, 63 p. , [I] 
leaf of plate. 




Selections Mirabai versions, by Robert Bly; illustrated by Ellen Lanyon. 
New York: Red Ozier Press; 1980. 14 p. 
"Two hundred & twenty copies were handmade, ten copies are hand 
colored by the artist." 
363. Misaq, Karim 
Rah sabz: majmuahi dastanha. Kabul: Matbaah Dawlati; 1357. 
7, 306 p. , [ll leaf of plate. 
In  Persian. 
Short stories. 
(Microfiche) 
364. Miskub, Shahrukh 
Milliyat va zaban: naqshi divan, din va irfan dar nasr Farsi. Tehran? 
Intisharat Firdawsi; 1360? 217 p. 
In Persian. 
buat; 
365. Momand, Hamid 
Da Hamid Nayrangi ishq. Kabul: Pashto Tolana; 1970. 
6, 236 p. 
In Pushto. 
Collected poems. 
366. Muballigh, Muhammad Ismail 
Jami va Ibn Arabi. Kabul: Anjuman Jami; 1343.128 p. 
I n  Persian. 
On the theory of knowledge and the place of theology, mysticism, 
rationalism and empiricism, from Jarni and Tbn al-Arabi points of view. 
Published on the occasion of the 55th anniversary of Nurruddin Abdul 
Rahman Jami. 
367. Muhammad, Salih 
Pushto zhabah. Kabul: Pashto Tolana; 1316 [1937]. 
In  Pushto. 
Pashto language reader. 
Library has v. 1-2. 
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368. Muhmand, Muizz Allah Khan 
Divan Muizz Allah Khan Muhmand musama bih "Ainah-i Mananama." 
Peshawar: Pushto Academy, Peshawar University, 1958. 176 p. 
In Pushto. 
369. Mustaghni, Abdul Ali 




Library has volume 1. 
370. Mustaghni, Abdul Ali 
Gulzari ashar shamil tarkib band, mukhamasat, tarjiband, qasidah, 
rubaiyat va fardiyat, vaghayrah. Kabul: Da Milli Difa Matbaah; 1353. 




371. Mustaghni, Abdul Ali 
Qasaidi ustad sukhan marhum. Kabul: Matbaah Difa; 1342.80, 263, 10 p. 
In Persian. 
Poems. 
Odes; includes introduction (78 p. ) to the poet by Abd al-Karim 
Mustaghni. (Microfiche) 
372. Mutamad Shinwari, Muhammad Akbar 
Zhwand aw adab. Kabul: Da Difa Vizarat, da .Nashrato Riyasat; 1984. 4, 
120 p. In Pushto. 
"Da Amir Kror Suri da bayn al-rnilali seminar pah wiyar." 
Short history of Pushto language and literature. 
(Microfiche) 
373. Nadiri, Rawnaq 
Khun dil: majmuah duvvurn az ashar Sayyid Nur al-Din Rawnaq Nadiri. 
Kabul: Matbaah Dawlati; 1342. 213 p. 
In  Persian. 
Collection of poems. 
374. Nangarhari, M. 
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375. Nangyalay, Shuhrat 
Khabaray. publisher not known; 1363. 9, 20 p. 
In Pushto. 
376. Nasib, Muhammad Nasir 
Muntakhab ashar "Nasib". Kabul: Vizarat Ittilaat va Kultur, Mudiriyat 
Umumi Tablighat;, Mudiriyat Tab Kutub va Javayiz; 1966. 81 p. 
In Persian. 
Selection of poems. 
377. Naway shirunah = ashar naw: shamil ashar nawi Pushto va Farsi 
dar du bakhsh. Kabul: Da Kitab Chapawulo Mudiriyat; 1341. 137 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
First part in Pushto, second part in Persian. 
Selected poems of certain contemporary Afghan poets in two part. 
The first part presents Pashto poems and the second part Persian. 
378. Nighat Saidi, Nasim 
Dastanha az navisindagan buzurg jahan. Kabul: da Jawaizo aw Kitabo 
Chapawulo Sangah, da Matbuato Mustaqill Riyasat; 1340. 154 p. 
In Persian. 
379. Nizami Ganjavi 
Afsanahhayi haft gunbad. '~rnad Shamilu, narrator. 2nd ed. 
Tehran: Intisharat Neal; [19-?I. 325 p. 
In  Persian. 
380. Paiz Hanifi 
1, Nida. Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; [1962?1. 12, 74 p. 
In Persian. 
Poems. (Microfiche) 
381. Pasinay, M. 
Da watan wir. Peshawar: publisher not known; 1981. 102 p. 
In  Pushto. 
ri. 
382. Patwal, Muhammad Mumin 
Pushtunistan: da Pushtunistan worazay pah munasibat da Pashto 
mushairat. 
Kabul: da Kabul Mujallay; 1341 119621. 
104 p. 
In  Pushto. 
Collection of poems by different authors on the occasion of Pushtunistan 
Day. 
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383. Pazhwak, Abdul Rahman 
Gulhayi andishah. Kabul: Gh. Hazrat Koshan; 1965? 
73, 159 p. 
In Persian. 
Poems. 
Includes an introduction (p. 15-69) to the poet by Ghulam Hazrat Koshan. 
(Microfiche) 
384. Pazhwak, Abdul Rahman 
Kalimahdarah rupay. Abdul Rahman Pazhwak; Abdul Rauf Akif, khatat. 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1337. 64 p. 
In Pushto. 
385. Pir Muhammad Kakar 
Da Pir Muhammad Kakar divan. Editor: Abdul Raouf Binava Kabul: 
Pushto Tolanah; 1325. 140 p. 
In Pushto. 
386. Pushtanay rumanunah. Tasnif, Muhammad h a m  h a m ;  nazar sani, 
Pareshan Khattak, Sayyid Muhammad Taqwim al-Haq Kaka Khil. 
Peshawar: Pushto Academy Peshawar University; 1980.41 p. 
In Pushto. 
387. Pushto grammar. Publisher not known; 1920? 144 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Pashto grammar for Persian speakers. 
Library's copy lacks the first six pages, including the title page. Author, 
publisher and date of publication is unknown. Most probably written in the 
1920s. 
388. Pushto Tolanah 
Nangiyalay Pashtun. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah) 1345. 331 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: Nangyalay Pashtoon. 
Published on the occasion of the 286th anniversary of 
Khushhal Khatak. 
389. Pushto Tolanah 
Pushtanay sandare. Kabul: Pashto Tolana, da Adabiyato da Sange; 1334-35 
C1955-561. 2 vols. 
In Pushto. 
Collected songs. 
390. Pushto Tolanah 
Pushto kili. 2nd. edition. Kabul: Pushto Tolana; 1327? 
In Pushto. 
Fourth reader for learning Pashto language. 
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391. Pushto Tolanah 
Pushto kili. 2nd ed. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1351. 
In Pushto. 
First reader for learning Pashto language. The Pashto Academy appointed 
a committee for Pashto scholars to revise and publish the second edition of 
the Pashto reader. The reader includes fifty lessons. At the end of the text 
all new words used in the text are listed, with their Dari equivalents 
Library has volume one. 
392. Pushto Tolanah 
Toriyalay Pushtun. Da Muhammad Shirin Khozhiyanay pah ihtimam chap 
shu. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1350. 3, 288 p. 
In Pushto. 
Published on the occasion of the 290th anniversary of Khwushhal Khatak's 
demise. 
Cover title: Toryalai Pashtoon. 
393. Pushto Tolane, da Tarikh aw Adabiyato da Sange 
LQi> Pushtanah shuara. Duwahumah tab'. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1342. In Pushto. 
Vol. 1 1951 ed. , of this work done by Abdul Hayy Habibi. 
Cover title: Pashtana shuaara. I 
394. Qari, Abdullah 
Fanni maani. Kabul: Ruznamah Anis; 1319. 106 p. 
4 
In Persian. 
This is an authoritative source for good style in poetry and prose writing in 
1 the Persian. I 
395. Qarizadah, Zia 
Muntakhab ashar Zia Qarizadah. Kabul: da Kitab Chapawulo Muassisah; 
1346.60 p. 
In  Persian. 
Selected poems of Zia Qarizada. 
396. Rafi, Habibullah 
Anjam. Publisher not known; 1983? 3,48 p. 
In Pushto. 
397. Rafi, Habibullah 
Da sharnal lahkhwa shamal day. Publisher not known; 1363. 
32 p. 
In  Pushto. 
398. Raf3, Habibullah 
Da winu bahir. Publisher not known; 1363. 26 p. 
In  Pushto. 
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399. Rafi, Habibullah 
Taswir. Peshawar? publisher not known; 1363. 
30 p. 
In Pushto. 
400. Rafi, Habibullah 
Urunah av wirunah. Pakistan? Aman Kitab; 1363. 
204 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
401. Rafi, Habibullah 
Zindan. Pakistan? publisher not known; 1363. 
34 p. 
In Pushto. 
402. Rahman, Abdul Rahman 
Divan Abdul Rahman ma manzum Urdu tarjamah. Translated by Amir 
Harnzah Shinwari. Peshawar: Pushto Academy, University of Peshawar; 
1963. 8, 33, 285 p. 
Urdu translation and Pushto original on opposite pages numbered in 
duplicate. 
Collected poems. 
403. Rashid, Talib 
Gul aw Sinawbar. By Talib Rashid and Mir Sharif Wazir. Peshawar: Pushto 
Academy, Peshawar University; 19-? 
132 p. 
In Pushto. 
404. Ravan Farhadi 
Da Amir Khusraw Dihlavi zhuwand aw asar. Kabul: da Ittilaat aw Kultur 
Vizarat; 1354. ,77 p. 
In Pushto. 
405. Ravan Farhadi 
Zaban Tajiki Mavara al-Nahr bahsi mujmal-i zabanshanasi, bamuqayisah bi 
zaban adabi va zaban bar talaffkz, sarf, nahv ba muntakhab ibarat zaban 
guftri lughat. Kabul: Akadmi Ulum Afghanistan, Markaz Ilmi va Tahq 
Zabanha va Adabiyat, Department Dari; 1360. 124 p. 
In Persian. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: The Tajiki of Transoxiana [sic]. Grammar and 
etymology of the Tajiki language of Afghanistan, includes comparative 
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406. Raverty, Henry George 
Gulshan roh. Henry George Raverty and Abdul Shakur Rashad. 3rd ed. 
[Kabul]: Da Ittilaato aw Kultur Vizarat, da Pushto da Piyawartinah aw 
Parmakhtiya Amriyal;; 1356. 1 v. 
In Pushto; preface in English and Pushto. 
Title on added title page: The Gulshan-i Roh, being selections, prose & 
poetical, in the Pushto or Afghan language. 
Originally published: London: Longman, Green, Longrnan, and Roberts, 
1860. 
Includes a reproduction of the original title page. Includes an introduction 
(192 p. ) to the history of Pushto. 
(Microfiche) 
407. Raza, Afial 
Da Pushto ghazl. Compiled by AEzal Raza. Peshawar: Pushto Academy 
Peshawar University; 1978. 387 p. 
In Pushto. 
408. Rishtin, Siddiqullah 
Pushto grammar. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1327. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Cover title: Graimer [sic] of Pashtu. 
Pashto grammar. 
Library has pt. 1. 
409. Roshani, Wasil 
Da Wasil Roshani so shirunah. By Wasil Roshani and Abdul Shakur 
Rashad. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1353 Jan. 48 p. 
In Pushto. 
On the occasion of the International Seminar on Bayazid Roshan. Cover 
title in English: A few poems from Wasel Roashani. 
410. Ruqayyah Abu Bakr 
Gulhayi khvudru. Kabul: Mudiriyat Nasharat Riyasat Mustaqill Matbuat; 
1335.86 p. 
In Persian. 
411. Ruyin, Raziq 
Az Firdawsi biyamuzim. Kabul: Pohanzi Zaban va Adabiyat, Department 
Dari; 1361. 106 p. 
In ~ersian. 
Memorial volume honoring Firdawsi, Persian poet; includes a selection of 
his poems, topically arranged. 
(Microfiche) 
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412. Sadi 
Bustan Sadi. Edited by Noorullah Iranparast. Chap duvum. Tehran: 




Guldastah. Translated by Abdul Qadir Khattak. Peshawar: Da Pushto 
Academy, Peshawar University; 1961. 4, 282 p. 
In Pushto. 
Selected poems from Gulistan. 
414. Sadi 
Guldastah. Translated by Abdul Qadir Khan Khattak. Peshawar: Da 
Pushto Academy, Peshawar University; 1981. 
292 p. 
In  Pushto. 
Series note on cover reads: "Da Pushto Akidime da Matbuato silsilah 
nambar 272. 
4 15. Safi, Ghularnullah Aiman 
Ishqi, milli, sofiyanah ashar. Publisher not known; 1359. 208 p. 
This is a reproduction from calligraphy 
416. Sa'i, Ibrahim Zaki 
Da  mine hindarah. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1334. 
6, 46 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: Da mini hindara. 
417. Saljuqi, Salahuddin 
Naqd Bidil. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da DarultaliP Riyasat; 1343. 571 p. 
In Persian. 
A classical work of its kind, analyses poems of Bidil. 
418. Sanai Ghaznavi, Abu a1 -Majd Majdud ibn Adam 
Muntakhab ashar. Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; 1346. 64 p. 
In Persian. 
419. Sarshar Sharnali 
Nalah. Kabul: da Kitab Chapawulo Mudiriyat; 1346 [19671. 
78 p. 
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420. Sayyed Ihsanullah 
Ranzur. Da Sayyed Ihsanullah da lando luse lumary barkhah. Kabul: 
Pushto Tolana; 1346 [1967]. 64 p. 
In Pushto. 
This is part one of the short stories written by the author. 
421. Sayyid, Mir Said Muhammad Karukhi 
Divan Mir Said Muhammad Karukhi mutakhallis bih Sayyid. Edited by 




422. Schiller, Friedrich 
Wilhelm Tell. Translated by Muhammad Alim Utman. Kabul: Pushto 
Tolanah; 1340. 192 p. 
In Pushto 
Cover title: Wilhelm Tell. 
Drama in German by Schiller, celebrated playwright. This is the Pashto 
version translated from Persian. 
423. Shafiq, Muhammad Musa 
Abqariyan va afsanahhayi digar. Kabul: da Kitab Chapawulo Muassisah; 
1346.46 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
424. Shahid Abru, Ghularn Husayn 




425. Shaida, Kazem Khan 
Da Kazim Khan Shayda divan. Mudawin, musahhih aw muqabilah 
kawunke Abdul Rauf Binava. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1331. 
21, 221,4 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: De Kazem Shaida Divan. 
Collected poems of Kazim Shaida. 
426. Sharaf, Miya 
Da Pushto aruz. Muallif, Miya Sharaf, de Rishtin pah Katinah aw sparinah. 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1344. 
38, 34 p. 
In Pushto. 
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427. Shibli Numani, Muhammad 
Shir al-ajam. Asari Shibali Numani; tarjumah'i Burhanuddin Kushkaki va 
tasvib Fayz Muhammad Vazir. Tab'i 1. Lahore: Riyasat Darultalif Adabiyat, 
Vizarat Maarif; 1306?- [1927?-. 5 Vols. 
In Persian. 
An analysis of the nature of poetry. A general history of Persian Poetry, the 
impact of civilization and other factors upon it. A critique of Persian 
poetry; translated from Arabic into Persian. 
Library has volume 4. 
428. Shinwaray, Dost 
Salgay. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1346. 141 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: Salgai. 
429. Shkule shirunah. Kabul: Pushtun Zhagh; 1340. 
92 p. 
In Pushto. 
Selected Persian and Pashto poems. 
430. Sidqi, Muhammad Osman 
Sayr adab dar Afghanistan: ijmal tatavvuri Adabi dar asr hazir. Kabul: 
Anis; 1340. 44 p. 
In Persian. 
This volume provides a synopsis of the state of poetry and prose writing in 
contemporary Afghanistan. 
431. Sidqi, Muhammad Osman 




432. Siraj, Mahbuba 
Mawlanayi Balkhe va Pidarash: Tasir ma'arif bar rnasnaviyi Manavi. 
Kabul: da Jawaizo aw Kitabo da Khparawulo Mudiriyat; 1340. [221, 142, 
C171 p. 
In Persian. 
433. Stanizay, Muhammad Nasim 
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434. Tagore, Rabindranath 
Gitanjali. Da Rabindranath Tagor; da Abdul Rauf Binava Pushto zhbarah. 
Kabul: Da Adabiyato da Pohanzay Pushto Sangah; 1354. 112 p. 
In Pushto. 
This title was published in I975 in lieu of the second issue of Wazhmah", 
magazine of the Faculty of Letters and Humanities, Kabul University 
Translated from Urdu language. 
Cover title: Gitanjali. 
435. Tagore, Rabindranath 
Surud niyayish (Gitanjali). Asar Rabindranath Tagore; tarjumah ~nanzum 
bamarajiah bih matn Bengali ba sharh ashar va sih muqaddamah az Abdul 
Ghafur Ravan Farhadi. Kabul: Puhanzay Adabiyat va Ulum Bashari; 1354. 
198 p. 
In Persian. 
Published in lieu of second issue, v. 23 of "Adab", magazine of the college 
of Letters and Humanities of Kabul University A literary master piece, a 
collection of one hundred and three pieces of poetry by Tagore. 
436. Tagore, Rabindranath 
Taj. Da Rabindranath Tagore; da Muhammad Ala~n Basarkay Pushto 
zhbarah. Kabul: Da Adabiyato Pohanzay da Pushto Sange; 1354. 2, 6,49 p. 
In Pushto. 
On back cover: Mukat (title in Urdu). 
The story of the magnanimity of Isa Khan, a Pashto ruler of Begal in the 
second hdf of the 16th century. Dramatized in 1908, and translated into 
Pashto in 1975. 
437. Tajlili panjsadu-pinjahumin s d  tavallud Nur al-Din Abdul Rahman 
Jami: sharnili payamha va bayaniyahha. Kabul: Vizarat Ittilaat va Kultur; 
1344. 148 p. 
In Persian. 
A collection of papers on Nooruddin Abdul Rahman Jami on the occasion of 
550th anniversary of the birth of Jami. 
438. Taliqani, Sayyid Kamal 
Usul dastur zaban Farsi: shamil sarfva nahv, tajziyah va tarkib, mufradat, 
tist. 12th ed. Isfahan: Muassasah Intisharat Mashal; 1345. 304 p. 
In Persian. 
Persian grammar, including etymology, syntax, and analysis. 
439. Tarzi, Abdul Wahab Mahmud 
Nasir Khusraw Balkhi. Kabul: Bihaqi Kitab Klibarawulo Muassisah, da 
Ittilaato aw Kultur Wizamt; 1355. 152 [61. 
In Persian. 
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440. Tarzi, Ghulam Muhammad 
Divan Tarzi. Edited by Muhammad Anwar. Kabul: Matba' Fayz 
Muhammadi; 1310. 710 p. 
In Persian. 
Collected poems of Mahrnud Tarzi. 
441. Tarzi, Mahmud 
Maqalat Mahmud Tarzi. Tadwin va muqaddamah az Ravan Fmhadi. 
Kabul: Muassissah'i Intisharat Bihaqi; 1355 [1977]. 898 p. 
In Persian. 
Author furnishes general samples of pioneering thoughts as an Afghan 
nationals, social reformer, and a diplomat. 
442. Tarzi, Mahmud 
Paraganda: majmuah'i ashar Mahumud Tarzi. Kabul: Matbaah Inayat; 
1333. 160 p. 
In Persian. 
Collected poems. 
443. Tarzi, Mahmud 
Rawzahi Hakam. Kabul: Matbaah Inayat; 1291. 
158 p. 
In Persian. 
444. Tasnimulhaq Kakakhel 
Ruh adab. Peshawar: Pushto Academy, Peshawar University; [1337, 19571. 
136 p. 
In Pushto. 
445. Tawfiq, Abdul Husayn 
Jaraqqahha. Kabul: Kitab Chapawulo Muassisah; 1345. 
56 p. 
In  Persian. 
446. Twain, Mark 
Tom Sayar. Translated by Dawlat Muhammad Lodin. Kabul: Pushto 
Tolanah; 1343. 6, 332 p. 
In  Pushto. 
Cover title: Tomsawyer. 
447. Tzhay, Habibullah 
Nawe zhub pohanah aw zhubanay masail. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1345. 
128 p. 
In  Pushto. 
Cover title: Modern linguistics and linguistic problems. Language 
composition and linguistic problems. 
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448. Ulfat, Azizulrahman 
Ghuwarah dastanunah. Tolawunke aw mutarjim: Azizulrahman Llfat. 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1340. 190 p. 
In Pushto. 
449. Ulfat, Gul Pacha 
Da zrah wayna: da Gul Pacha Ulfat ashar, Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1341. 
122 p. 
In Pushto. 
Collection of Pashto poems. This book studies the history and development 
of Pashto poetry from 960 to 1921. A brief biography and a list of the 
author's other works appear on pp. 118-122. 
450. Ulfat, Gul Pacha 
Likwale: imla aw inasha. Duwahum ed. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah, 1339. 
220, 17 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: A few notes on the orthography and composition of Pashto 
language. 
Orthography and composition in the Pashto language. 
451. Ulfat, Gul Pacha 
Milli qahrarnan: Khwushhal Khan Khatak. Kabul: Da Qabailo da Mustaqill 
Riyasat; 1344. 114 p. 
In Pushto. 
19571. Cover title: National hero: Khosh-hall Khan Khatak. 
452. Ulfat, Gul Pacha 
Pushto sandari. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1325. 128 p. 
In Pushto. 
Added title page and cover title in English: A rexiew [sic] of the Pashto 
poetry. 
Review of Pashto poetry. 
453. Utas, Bo 
to Tariq ut-tahqiq: a Sufi mathnavi ascribed to Hakim Sanai of Ghazna and probably composed by Ahmad b. al-Hasan b. Muhammad an-Naxcavani. 
[Lund]: Studentlitteratur Akademisk avhandling-Uppsala; C19731. 245, 
[551 P. 
454. Vasil 
; 1349. Ashari Vasil. Edited by Talib Qandahari. Kabul: Anis Ltd; [19-?I. 10, 130 p. 
1 n ' ~ e r s i k .  
Poetry. 
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455. Verne, Jules 
Jazirah penhan: kitab awal, qza zadagani balun. Tarjumah'i Mahmud 
Tarzi. Kabul: Daralsaltanhi Kabul, Matbaah Enayat; 1332. 479 p. 
In Persian. 
456. Verne, Jules 
Siyahat dar javvi hava. Tarjumah'i Mahmud Tarzi. Kabul: Matbaah Inayat; 
1331. 219 p. 
In Persian. 
The Turkish version of a science fiction work written by the French writer 
Jules Verne; translated into Persian. 
457. Wqjdi, Najiba 
Da watan yad. Publisher not known; 1362. 30 p. 
In Pushto. 
Calligraphy by Shah Mahmud Patang. 
458. Wasiq, Walajan 
Da Rusano makr aw da ghayuro Afghani musulmanano mujahidah 
waghazh. Publisher not known; 1359. 110 p. 
In Pushto. 
459. Yaqub Charkhi 
Naynamah, yani, risalahi naiyah. Yaqub Charkhi, Jami, Khalilullah Khalili. 
Kabul: Matba'ahi Dawlati; 1336. 
116, 70 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title. "Numrah-gi musalsal 9"- p. 141 of cover. 
Sufi poetry by eminent Persian poets, Yaqub Charkhi, d. 1447, and Jami, 
1414-1492 
(Microfiche) 
460. Zadran, Gulzarak 
Da haqq chighah. Publisher not known; 1363. 4, 7, 288 p. 
- 
In ~ u s h i o .  
Cover title in English: The voice of right. 
461. Zamani, Muhammad Hashim 
Da azadi arman. Calligrapher: Sayyed Ahmad Fazli. Publisher not known; 
1361. 3, 177 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title in English: Freedom desire. 
Calligrapher: Sayyid Ahmad FazIi. 
Language and Literature 
462. Zamani, Muhammad Hashim 
Qutbi khirs. Publisher not known; 1980. 
2, 121 p. 
In Pushto. 
Compilation and calligraphy by Sayyid Ahmad Fazli. 
cover title in English: Polar bear. 
yat; 
463. Zarnani, Muhammad Hashim 
Rosi shamar. Publisher not known; 1360. 6, 147 p. 
i ter In Pushto. 




Arts, Music, and Folklore 
464. Attar, Muhammad Ali 
Narnunah khututi Muhammad Ali Attar: ganjinah khutut dar Afghanistan. 
Dibacha va sharh ha1 az Mayil Haravi. Kabul: Da Aamo Kitabkhano 
Riyasat; 1346. 44 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title: Samples of various calligraphy named "Ganjinah-E Khotoot" 
(Treasure of calligraphies) 
Published on the occasion of the Seminar on Manuscripts in Kabul, 
Afghanistan. 
465. Attar, Muhammad Ali 
Numunah hayi khatt. Kabul: bayhaqi Kitab Khparawalo Muassasah; 1975. 
56 leaves. Arabic and Persian. 
Title on p. 4 of cover: Specimens [sic] of calligraphy 
(Microfiche) 
466. Bakhtani, Abdullah 
Pushtani khoyunah. Kabul: Da Nashriyato Loy Mudiriyat; 1334. 79 p. 
In Pushto. 
467. Binava, Abdul Raouf 
Chand ahang milli. Kabul: Radio Afghanistan; 1919. 36 p. 
In Pushto. 
Farrakh furnished musical notation for the songs. 
Two lectures in Persian elucidate the songs. 
468. Dughan, Payghambargul 
Durdanahhayi Turkmani = zarb al-masalhayi Turkmani. By 
Payghambargul Dughan and Muhammad Gildi Dardli. Kabul: Akadmi 
Ulum Afghanistan, Markaz Bayn al-Milali, Tahqiqat Pushto; 1362. 
16, 195, 2 p. 
Text in Turkmen: translation in Persian and Pushto. 
Title on added t. p. : Turkmen durdanah lar-i. 
Cover title: Turkrnen-i Marghalare. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Turkrnen proverbs. 
Collection of popular Turkemen proverbs with Persian and Pushto 
translations. 
(Microfiche) 
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469, Gharwal, Muhammad Arif 
Gharni sandare da Paktiya zayni ulasi sandare. Kabul: Da Afghanistan da 
Ulumo Academy, da Zhabo aw Adabiyato Institute, Pushto Tolmah; 1981. 
2, 200 p. 
In Pushto. 
Title on p. [41 of cover: Folk songs. 
On Pushto folk-songs ; includes examples of the folk songs sung in the 
Paktia Valley of Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
470. Kulmani, Muhammad Zarnan 
Pashahyi-Pushto matalunah. Kabul : Da Afghanistan da Ulumo Academy, 
da Pushto Serano Bayn al-Milali Markaz; 1985. 
6, 115 p. 
In Pashayi and Pushto. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Pashayi-Pashto proverbs. 
(Microfiche) 
471. Milli Surud: da Afghanistan da Jamhuri Dawlat milli surud. Kabul: 
Vizarat-i Ittilaat va Kultur; 1353. 3 leaves. 
Khususi larnbar 2, umumi larnbar 29. 
In Pushto, English and Pushto transliteration. 
472. Ministry of Information and Culture, dn Asaro da Umumi Mudiriyat 
Afghani notunah. Kabul: Dawlati Matbah; 1344. [501 p. 
Text in Pushto and Persian. 
Cover title in English: Afghan songs and melodies. 
473. Muhammad, Ghulam 
Da Pashtano dodunah. Likunke Ghulam Muhammad. Kabul: Da Foklor aw 
Adab Arniriyat; 1353.234 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: Customs of the Pashtoons. 
474. Navabi, Ghulam Habib 




475. Nazrul Islam, Kazi 
Bangalay sandare: da Qazi Nazr al-Islam; translated by Muhammad Nawaz 
Khan. Tab' 1. Peshawar: Pushto Academy, Peshawar University; 1343, 
[19641. 210 p. 
In Pushto. 
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476. Pareshan Khatak 
Matalunah. By Pareshan Khatak, Taqwimulhaqq, Mohammad Nawaz 
Khan Tahir. Peshawar? Pushto Academy, Peshawar University; 1980. 
40 p., [4] leaves of plates. 
In Pushto. 
477. Pushto Tolanah, da Adabiyato da Sangah 
Pushtani dodunah. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1336. 8, 201, 3 p. 
In Pushto. 
478. Pushto Tolanah, da Adabiyato da Sangah 
Pushtanay sandare. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1334. 2 v. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title, v. 1: Paxtanisandari. Paxtotolana. 
479. Saljuqi, Fikri 
Zikr barkhi az khoushnivisan va hunarmandan. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh va 
Adab, Afghanistan Academy; 1970. 3,136, 34 p. 
In  Persian. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Annotations on biography of a number of 
calligraphists and artists. 
(Microfiche) 
480. Seminar Hunar Khatt dar du qarn akhiri Afghanistan, 
Nulrhustin Siminar Hunar Khatt dar du qarn akhir Afghanistan. Kabul: 
Komitah Dawlati Kultur, 1985. 97 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
"Shumarah-i 94" - Cover, 
Papers read at the seminar held on Nov. 6-7, 1985. Title on p. [4] of cover: 
Special issue [on] the oc[c]assion of the First Seminar on Calligraphy in the 
Two Last Centuries in Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
48 1. Shahrani, Inayatullah 
Hunar dar Afghanistan. Kabul: da Pohane Vizarat, da Talif aw Tarjame 
Riyasat; 1350. 8, 123 p. 
In Persian. 
482. Shuur, Asadullah 
Tranahhayi Kuhsar. Kabul: Arniriyat Fulklur va Adab, Vizarat Ittilaat va 
Kaltur; 1353. 
In Persian. 
483. Sobman, Ali Muhammad 
Foklori giday Edited by Ali Muhammad Sobman and Muhammad Shirin 
Sangari. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1355. 200 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: A collection of Afghan folklore. 
Arts, Music, and Folklore 
er: I 
the 
484. Tahir, Moharnmad Nawaz Khan 
Kali wale sandare. Tasnif Muhammad Nawaz Tair; nazar sani, Preshan 
Khatak, Sayyed Muhammad Taqwimulhaq Kakakhil. Peshawar: Pushto 
Academy Peshawar, University; 1980. 
40 p., [61 leaves of plates. 
In Pushto. 
485. Ufuq, M. Zahir 
Hunar aw shkala pezhandanah. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah, 1354. 
90 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title in English: Arts and aesthetics. 
486. Vakili, Azizuddin 
Hunar khatt dar Afghanistan dar du qarn akhir: sharnili qitaat khatt 
ustadan qadim va bazi narnunahhayi khatti maasirin. Kabul: Anjuman 
Tarikh Afghanistan; 1342.219 p. 
In Persian. 
487. Valah, Abdul Haq 
Radio. Kabul: Mudiriyat Nasharat Dakhili; date of publication not known. 
68 p. 
In Persian. 
488. Zarb al-masalhayi arniyanah. Kabul: Idarahi Nashrati S. D. 
J. A, 1364. 60 p. 
Popular Persian and Pushto proverbs. 
(Microfiche) 
489. Zhwak, Muhammad Din 
Da Pushto matalunah. Muhtarnim: Muhammad Din Zhwak; Hafizullah. 




Asasi ganun (1980) usul asasi Jumhuri Dimakratik Afghanistan. 
Kablul: Matbaah Hizbi; 1980.37 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title: Constitution of Afghanistan. 
491. Afghanistan 
Da Fitwa aw Taqnin da Idare Qanun = Qanun Idarah Fitwa va Taqnin. 
Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah, 1342 [1964]. 3 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Law regulating the functions of the office of legal interpretation and law 
making. 
492. Afghanistan 
Da Mudafi'ino da Charo Qanun. Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; 1343. 12 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
J Laws pertaining to defending attorneys, their rights and responsibilities. Published in the "Official Gazetteer" on November 17, 1964. 
493. Afghanistan 
Da Qazai Salahiyat aw Tashkilato Qanun. Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; 1343. 
23 p. In Pushto and Persian. 
Laws governing the organization and authority of the judiciary. 
494. Afghanistan 
Da Saranwale da Charo da Samasht Qanun. Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; 1343. 
5 P. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Laws governing the functions of the prosecution office. Published in 
"Official Gazetteer" on December 19, 1964. 
495. Afghanistan 
Da Tijarati Mahakamato da Usul Qanun = Qanun usul rnuhakamat 
Tijarati. Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; 1343. 110 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
496. Afghanistan 
Da Walayato da Idari Tolano Qanun = Qanun Majalis Idari Valayat. Kabul: 
Dawlati Matbaah; 1343. 3 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Duwahumah ganah qanun, 1343 H. S. kal. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Laws 75 
497. Afghanistan 
Da Zmako da Ihsaiye aw Sarwe Qanun = Qanun Sarvi va Ihsaiyah Arazi. 
Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; 1344. 38 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Laws governing surveys and statistics of agricultural land. 
498. Afghanistan 
List qvanin va usulnamahhay nafizah Afghanistan. Kabul? unpublished; 
1975. [25] leaves. 
In Persian. Text title taken from the beginning of text. 
Typescript. 
List of laws and legal codes practiced in Afghanistan. 
499. Afghanistan 
Nizamnamah Tashkilat Asasiyahi Afghanistan. (Afghanistan Constitution). 
2nd ed. Kabul: Shirkati Rafiq, 1305 [19261. 108, 7 p. 
Title from cover. 
In Persian. 
A collection of laws that were in effect during the reign of King Amanullah 
Khan, 1919-1929. 
500. Afghanistan 
Qanun Idarahi Qazayayi Hukumat. Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; 1343. 3 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
The Law of administration of civil claims against the government. 
Covers the democratic attitude which began to prevail during the 
"Constitutional Period" in Afghanistan. 
50 1. Afghanistan 
Qanun intikhabat jargahhayi (shurahayi) mahalli namayandagan mardum 
J. D. A. : tarikh infaz 18/4/64. Kabul: publisher not known; 1364. 22 p. 
In Persian. 
Photocopy 
Laws for election of local groups of parliamentary representative of the 
people of Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
502. Afghanistan 
Usulnamah iflas va varshikast = Da iflas aw lastangay usulnamah. 
2nd ed. Kabul: Matbaah Umumi; 1321. 52 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Describes bankruptcy laws in Afghanistan. 
Library copy lacks undetermined number of pages. 
76 Laws 
503. Afghanistan. 
Usulnamah Haziri va Rukhsatiyi Mamurin Afghanistan. 3rd ed. Kabul: da 
Kabul Umumi Matbaah; 1329. 17, [I61 p. 
In  Persian and Pushto. 
Two sheets of add ends inserted. 
Covers rights, privileges and obligations of civil servants vs. the sate a s  the 
employer, in a situation where the right to strike is not granted. 
It covers attendance and leave of absence of employees. 
504. Afghanistan 
Usulnamah Passport Afghanistan. Kabul: Mudiriyat Umumi Matabi; 1319. 
12 p. 
In  Persian and Pushto. 
505. Afghanistan 
Usulnamahi Riyasat Umumi Taftish Umuri Idari Hukumat da 
Afghanistan. 2nd edition. Kabul: Riyasat Shurayi Milli; 1327 [19481. 6. p. 
In  Persian and Pushto. 
Regulations of the general inspectorate of administrative affairs of Afghan 
- government . 
b 
506. Afghanistan Army 
Usulnamah khidmat dakhilah urdu. Kabul; 1319. 12,415, 7 p. 
In  Persian. 
Laws and regulations pertaining to the army in Afghanistan. 
Responsibilities of each individual in the army is clarified. 
507. Afghanistan Bank 
Asasnamah da Afghanistan Bank. Kabul: Da Afghanistan Bank; [19-?I. 37 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Constitution of Da Afghanistan Bank. 
508. Ilmi, Muhammad Salim 
Da simah yirah [sic] argnono da intikhabato da qawanno Islarni arzasht. 
Kabul: Nasharat Shuray Markazi, Jabhah Pidari Watan, J. D. A; 1985? 
48 p. 
In  Pushto. 
"Da Plar Watani Milli Jabhahi da pinzame kalizi pah wiyar." 
In support of labor and farmer's laws promulgated by the pro Russian 
government in Afghanistan; by a Muslim religious scholar. 
(Microfiche) 
509. Tabibi, Abdul Hakim 
Huquq bayn al-duval bahr va munasibat an ba mamalik mahat ba 
khushkah. Kabul: Mudiriyat Nasharat Dakhili; 1337. 60 p. 
I n  Persian. 
The evolution of international law of the sea by n lawyer who represented 




5 10. Taraki, Muhammad Qadir 
Masayil ilmi va qabil mutalaah va tahqiq dar falsafahi qanun. Kabul: 
Ruznamah Islah; 1325. 50 p. 
In Persian. 
I A treatise on the nature and source of law and the means and 
requirements of law-making in an emerging country. 
I 511. Wardak, Zirgul 
Musawadah talimatnamah mahasabah tasaddihayi dawlati va tasaddihayi 
% 
mukhtalif Afghanistan. Tartiv kunandagan: Zir Gul Wardak wa Fatah 
Zaynuddinov; mutarjim: Varzh Parsadaniyan. Kabul: Vizarat Maliyah, 
1 Riyasat Mahasibat; 1350 [1971]. 77 p. In Persian. 
I 
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512. Abbas Khan Sarvani 
Sher Shahi tarikh. Da Abbas Sarvani ta'lif; da Dawlat Muhammad 
tarjamah; muhtamim Abdul Rahim Wahid. Kabul: Pushto Tolana; 1354. 
291 p. 
In Pushto. 
Published on the occasion of the seminar on good relations between India 
and Afghanistan in 1975. 
Cover title: The history of Sher Shah. 
History of Sher Shah's kingdom in India in the 16th century. 
513. Abdul Rahim 
Ma'ahadati bayn al-miIali. Kabul: Riyasat Nnshrat , Vizarat Ittilaat va 
Kultur; 1360. 84 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title: The international treaties. 
On the significance and utility of international treaties. 
(Microfiche) 
I 514. Abdul Rahman Khan, Amir Risalah najiyah. Kabul: Darulsaltanah; 1307. 64, 40 p. 
1 In  Persian. 
On the significance of Jihad (holy war) in Islamic traditions. 
(Microfiche) 
I 515. Abdul Rahman Khan, Amir Taj al-tavarikh: savanih umriyi Alahazrat Amir Abdul Rahman Khan wdi  mamlakat khuda dad Afghanistan, bih ahtimam Muhammad Jafar Mawla, wa Aqa Muhammad Husayn Lari. Bombay: Matba Gulzar Husna; 1283. 2 v. In  Persian. Autobiography of Amir Abdul Rahman Khan, Afghan ruler. 
516. Afghan 
Milli mutaraqqi lar. Kabul: Da Afghanistan Milli aw Mutaraqqi Gund; 
1358. 102 p. 
In Pushto. 
On back cover: "Afghan Mellat", "Afghan Social Democratic Party." 
Nationalist plea for the unity of the Afghan nation. 
517. Afghan, Khalili 
Asar Herat. Talif Khdili Afghan; bih ihtimam Abdul Alim. Herat: Abdul 
Rahim, Naib al-Hukumahi Herat; 1309. 3 v. 
In Persian. 
Includes the geography and history of Herat; particularIy its cultural, 
I religious and architectural aspects. 
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i 518. Afshar Yazdi, Mahmud 
Afghan namah. Tehran: Intisharat Bunyad Mawqufat Mahmud Afshar; 
! 1980. 
I 
I 3 v. 
I 
5 519. Ahmad, Sayyed Mawlana 
I Tarikh futuhat Islarniyah; tarjuma-i ulama-i Dar al-Nasrat Herat; bih 
i ihtimam mulla Fakruddin Saljuqi. Herat, Afghanistan: Matba'ah-i 
i 
f 
Charbagh Herat; 1309. 
i In Persian. 1 Translated from Arabic; includes Islamic wars and the conquest of Afghanistan. 
I 520. Ahmad bin Fazlan I Safarnarna az Ahmad bin Fazlan bin al-Abbas bin Rashid bin Hammad; tarjuma Abul Fazl Tabatabai. Tehran: Bunyadi Iran; 1345. 18, 175 p. 
t In Persian. j Description of travels of Ahmad bin Fazlan to Bulgaria via Transaxinia and Russia. 
I 
I 521. Ahmad Shah Durrani, Afghan Emperor 
1 Namahi Ahmad Shah Baba bihnam Sultan Mustafa Salis Usmani kih as 
1 ruyi nuskhah vahid khatti arshif saltanati Istanbul tartib shudah ast. Taliq 
I va tahshiyah'-i Ghulam Jaylani Jalali. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh 




j Published on the occasion of the seminar on manuscripts held in Kabul in 
! 1346 H (1967). Cover title in English: Ahmad Shah the Great's letter to 
I Sultan Mustafa 111 Usmani. Ahmad Shah's letters contain important 
1 
i historical facts. (Microfiche) 5 
522. Ahmadzai, Musa Khan Akbarzad 
Andakht. Tahiyah va tartib az Musa Khan Akbarzad Ahmadzai. Pakistan? 
1362. 4, 364 p. 
In Persian. 
I 523. Ahmadzai, Musa Khan Akbarzad I 
i Aslihah. Muhammad Humayun Fazli, calligrapher. Pakistan? unpublished; 
1 1403. 3, 160 p. 
i In Persian. 
I 
I Hand written by Muhammad Humayun Fazli then reproduced. 
i I 524. Ali, Najib I 
k Muzakarati zhinave sazishi tarikhi ya khatayi tarikhi. Pakistan? publisher I 
I not known; 1362. 54 p. 
i In Persian. 
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525. Anha bah mihan khvud vafadar budand shahidani rah haqq. Kabul: 
Shuun Islami; 1361. 39 p. 
In Persian. 
Biographical sketches of Afghan nationalists killed during the Soviet 
invasion of Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
526. Anjuman Aryana Dirat al-Maarif 
Afghanistan. Kabul: Aryana Dirat al-Maarif; 1334 [1955]. 398, 2 p. 
In Persian. 
Published earlier in v. 3, parts 13 and 14 of Aryana Dirat al-Maarif 
Collection of articles written by Afghanistan's prominent scholars on 
geography, climatology, administrative system, history and education. 
527. Arez, Ghulam Jaylani 
Iqlim Afghanistan. Kabul: Kabul University, Faculty of Letters and 
Humanities, Institute of Geography; 1969. 95 p. 
In Persian. 
i Cover title in English: The climate of Afghanistan. 
528. Arez, Ghulam Jaylani 
Iqlim hayati Afghanistan: rabitayi ekolojiki nabatat va manatiq iqlimi. 
Kabul: Kabul University, Faculty of Letter and Humanities; 1351. 127 p. 
In Persian. 
The ecological relation of fauna and flora to climatic zones. 
529. Argyll, George Douglas Campbell 
Masalah'i Afghan az 1841 ta 1878. Mutarjim Mir Mohammad Siddiq 
Farhang. Kabul: Dawlati Matba'a; 1337. 6, 210 p. 
In Persian. 
"The Afghan question" os a translation of a part of a book entitled "The 
Eastern Question." It concerns the British policy in Afghanistan and the 
second Anglo-Afghan War. Translated from English by Mir Mohammad 
Siddiq Farhang. 
530. Ashraf Ali, Mir 
Tarikh Afghanistan. Karachi: Indus Publication; 1982. 340 p. 
In Urdu. 
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531. Asiluddin Abdullah ibn Abdul Rahman al-Husayni 
Risalahi mazarat Herat. Kabul: Pub. Institute; 1967. 
10, 192, 196, 21 p., [671 leaves of plates. 
In Persian. 
Title on p. [41 of cover: Mazarat-e-Hirat. 
Historical study of monuments and shrines in sketches of eminent Muslim 
personalities buried therein. 
(Microfiche) 
532. Aslanov, Martiros Grigorevich 
Da Roshaniyano milli nahzat, da Bayazid Roshan da bayn al-millali 
seminar pah wiyar, Habib Allah Rafi editor, Akbar Mu'tamid translator. 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1353.30,36 p. 
In Pushto. 
"On the occasion of the International seminar of the Bnyazid Roashan." 
Cover title in English: The National awakening of the Roashans. 
533. Asnad va mavad pilinum Shurnyi Markazi Dimukratik Afghanistan. 
Kabul: 1982? 
In Persian. 
Description based on: 2nd session, 1361 [1982]. 
Speeches delivered at various sessions of the Jabhahi Milli Pidar Vatan. 
(Microfiche) 
534. Ataullah Khan, Qazi 
Da Pushtano tarikh. Talif da Qazi Ataullah Khan; Fazl Wadud. 1st ed. 
Peshawar: Press Peshawar; 1326. 
In Pushto. 
A history of Pashtuns covering a span of more than two centuries. Volume 
one covers 1622 to 1838; volume two covers 1838 to 1842. 
Library has v. 1-2. 
535. Ataullah Khan, Qazi 
Da Pushtano tarikh. 2d ed. Peshawar: Idarah Ishaat Sarhad, Qissah 
Khwani Bazari Peshawar; 1338.4 v. 
In Pushto. 
History of Pushtuns covering the first and second Anglo-Afghan wars, and 
Afghans reactions, and the military expeditions and political struggles 
which climaxed in the Amir's ascendancy to power. Volume four is a Pushto 
translation of an English version of the autobiography of Amir Abdul 
Rahman Khan. 
Library has v. 2-4. 
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536. Atayee, M. Ibrahim 
Da jirgo watan. Kabul: Da Tablighato aw Nashriyyato Riyasat; 1361. 397 p. 
In Pushto. 
At head of title: Da Aawmuno aw Qabayilo da Charo Vizarat. 
Socio-political history of Afghanistan; includes a collection of speeches by 
Afghan officials. 
(Microfiche) 
537. Atayee, M. Ibrahim 
Da Pushtunistan mas'alah da haqq khwudisadiyat pah rana. Kabul: Da 
Pohanay Matba'ah; 1348.348 p. 
In Pushto. 
On Pushtunistan issue in the light of the principle of self determination. 
(Microfiche) 
538. Atayee, M. Ibrahim 
Khel aw wesh da khel par qabilvi sazman aw da wesh par iqtisadi sistarn 
yaway itnolojihi sezanah. Kabul: Da Ijtimai Ulumo Ilmi aw Tahqiqi Markaz 
da Afghanistan da Ulumo Akadmi; 1981.61 p. 
In Pushto. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Gens and land distribution: an ethnological study 
an the tribal structure of gens and the economic system of land distribution. 
(Microfiche) 
539. Azam, Ghulam Farouq 
Da Afghanistan mujahidin wali bayitifaqah day? Peshawar, Pakistan: Da 
Afghanistan Milli Islarni Mahaz; 1985. 104 p. 
In Pushto. 
540. Badal, Mohammed 
Afghan Oral History Project; University of Nebraska at Omaha University 
Library. Interview with Mohammed Badal on January 17,1985. Omaha: 
University Library, University of Nebraska a t  Omaha; 1985. 1 sound 
cassette (ca. 31 min. 1. 
Mohammed Badal is a Mujahid commander from Northern Afghanistan 
near the Soviet border. Interview conducted in Persian. 
(sound recording). 
541. Barclay, Isabel 
Da iktishafato land tarikh. Mutarjim Habibullah Tzhay Kabul: Pushto 
Tolanah; 1341. 
In  Pushto. 
Cover title in English: A short history of exploration. 
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542. Bartold, Vasilii Vladimirovich 
Tarikh siyasi va ijtimaayi Asyay Markazi ta qarn duvazdah. Mutarjim 
Mohammad Ali Zahma. Kabul: Pohanzay Adabiyat, Pohantun Kabul; 1344. 
270 p. 
In Persian. 
The political and social history of Central Asia up to the twelfth centurn 
543. Bashar, Muhammad Ghilab 
Da Afghanistan masalah aw da musulmanano masuliyat. Pakistan? 
publisher not known; 1362. 
3, 69 p. 
In Pushto. 
544. Bashar, Muhammad Ghilab 
Da Afghanistan da musulman ghwashtani: ittihad, jihad, Islami hukumat. 
Pakistan? 1401. 3, 108 p. 
In Pushto. 
545. Bashar, Muhammad Ghilab 
Jihad dm Islam. Pakistan? publisher not known; 1361. 3, 123 p. 
In Persian. 
546. Bashar, Muhammad Ghilab 
Qaziyahi Afghanistan va wajib al muslimin. Pakistan: publisher not known; 
1361. 3, 3, 52 p. 
In Arabic. 
547. Bashar, Muhammad Ghilab 
Tolotah ghazh. Muhammad Ghilab Bashar; Nuruddin Hunaryar, khatat. 
Publisher not known; 1403.9 p. 
In Pushto. 
548. Bayhaqi, Abu al-Fazl Muhammad ibn Husayn 
Tarikh Bayhaqi: matn musahah va kamil ba havashi va taliqat va fihrista. 
Tehran: Bank Milli Iran; 1324. 16, 764 p. 
In Persian. 
History of Afghanistan during the reign of Sultan Masoud Ghaznavi. 
549. Bayhaqi, Abu al-Fazl Muhammad ibn Husayn 
The tarikh Baihaki. Osnabruck: Biblio Verlag; 1981. 2 v. (Bibliotheca 
Indica). 
In Arabic. 
Reprint. Originally published: Calcutta : Asiatic Society of Bengal, 
1861-1862. Vol. 2 includes facsimile of original t. p., with title: The Tarikhi 
Baihaki, containing the life of Masoud, son of Sultan Mahmud of Ghaznin: 
being the 7th, 8th, 9th and part of the 6th and 10th vols, of the Tarikhi al-i 
Saboktakeen by Abu '1 Fazl al Baihaqi ; edited by W H. Morley 
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550. Binava, Abdul Raouf 
Hotaki ha. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh Afghanistan; 1335. 177 p. 
In Persian. 
Describes the history of Hotaki dynasty in detail, beginning with Hotak 
Baba, the founder of the dynasty and covers events up to the time of Shah 
Husayn. 
551. Binava, Abdul Raouf 
Mir Wais nikah. Kabul: Da Pushto Tolanah; 1325. 114, 10 p. 
In Pushto. 
In 1324 [I9451 won the Aryana second prize. 
History of Afghanistan during the Hotakis dynasty, including political life 
and activities of Mirwais Khan Hotak. 
552. Binava, Abdul Raouf 
Nit;ahlik yadashtunah: Da Afghanistan tarikhi peshe lumray tok. Kabul: Da 
Adabiyato aw Bashari Ulumo Pohanzay; 1354. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title in English: Chronological notes on Afghanistan. 
A chronological history of Afghanistan since 200 B. C. 
Library has v. 1. 
b 553. Binava. Abdul Raouf A ~ushtunistan: Kabul: Da Matbuato Mustaqil Riyasat; 1330. 5, 480 p. In Pushto. 
Provides general information on Pushtunistan. 
554. Charmoy, Francois Bernard 
Expedition de Timour-i-lenk (Tarnerlan) contre Toqtarniche, Khan de 
l'Oulous de Djoutchy en 793 H., 1391 de J. C. : textes arabes, persans et  
turks. Amsterdam: Philo Press; 1975. p. 90-505. 
Original Arabic, Persian, and Turkish texts with translation and 
commentary in French. 
Reprint; originally published: Memoires de I'Academie imperiale des 
sciences de St-Petersbourg. 6e serie, Sciences politiques, histoire et 
philologie ; t. I11 (1836), 5 (1835). 
555. Collis, Maurice 
Marco Polo; translated by S. Shafi Rahil, M. Ismail Rahil. Kabul: da Kitab 
Chapawulo Muassisah; 1345. 165 p. 
In Persian. 
556. Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-aligned 
Countries, 1st Belgrade, 1961. Kanfarans kishvarhayi bitaraf dar Bilgrad 
September 1961 (Sumbula-i 1340 sh). Kabul: Mudiriyat Umumi Ravabit 
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557. Da Afghanistan Dimokratik Jarnhuriyat, da Jamhuriyat da Aabayilo 
da Ali Jirgah 
Da Afghanistan Damokratik Jamhuriyat da Qabayilo da Ali Jirgo asnad aw 
bayani, Kabul da Sunbuli, 23-24, 1364. Kabul: Gundi Matbah; 1985.202 p. 
In Pushto. 
Title in English: Speeches delivered at the grand assembly of the Tribal 
peoples of Afghanistan, supporting the April 1979 revolution in 
Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
558. Da Afghanistan da Khalk Dimokratik Gund da faalino rahnuma 
sawalunah aw zawabunah. Kabul: publisher not known; 1982. 159 p. 
Title in English: Activities of the Afghanistan Democratic Republic Party. 
In Pushto. 
(Microfiche) 
559. Da Pushtunistan wraz. Kabul: Da Kabul Sharwali, da Tablighato Loe 
Mudiriyat, 1335 [19561. 54 p., [lo] leaves of plates. 
In Pushto. 
"Da Pushtunistan da wraze pah munasibat." 
On the theme of an independent homeland for Pushtuns (Pushtunistan); 
collection of articles and poems. 
(Microfiche) 
560. Da Qawmuno aw Qabayilo da Charo Vizarat da Nasharato aw 
Tabligato Riyasat. 
Jirga. Kabul: Da Qawmuno aw Qabayilo da Charo Vizarat; [1982]- 
In Pushto. 
On the role of Afghan tribal assemblies (jirga) includes current political 
news of Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
561. Da Taraki dawlat da wulusuno pah mahasirah kishay: lumray 
barkhah. Kabul: publisher not known; 1358. 79 p. 
In Pushto. 
This is a reproduction from calligraphy 
562. Danishjuyan Musalman Payraw Khatti Imam 
Asnad lanah jasusi. Tehran: Danishjuyan Musalman Payraw Khatt Imam; 
1989. In English and Persian. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Documents from the U. S, espionage den. 
Library has v. 27, 29 & 30. 
563. Devbandi, Gul Rahman 
Hidayat al-mujahidin; zhbarah aw ta'yp Ahmad Zia Asad. Publisher not 
known; 1983-? 
In Pushto. 
Library has v. 1. 
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564. Difa az vatan va inqilab vazifah muqaddas tu. Kabul: Komitah 
Markaz Hizb Democratic Khalq Afghanistan; 1359 [19801. 
59 D.. [81 leaves of plates. 
- , - -  
In Persian. 
"Ba istitndah az haqiqat-i sarbaz", Argan Markazi Vizarat Difa Milli." 
On the role played by the Afghan Army in bringing Babrak Karmal to 
power in 1979; includes extracts from his speeches. 
(Microfiche) 
565. Dusti khalal napazir Afghanistan va Ittihadi Jarnahiri Shuravi. 
Kabul: Shubah Tabligh, Tarvij va Amuzish, Karnitah Markazi, H. D. Kh. A, 
1981. 
135 p., [I91 p. of plates. 
In Persian. 
On the Afghan-Soviet relations; historical study 
(Microfiche) 
566. Faisalahi nahai va tasmim qati Jamiyat Islami Afghanistan. 
Publisher not known; 1978? 36 p. 
In Persian. 
567. Faqiri, Muhammad Nasim 
Inailab dar inqilab. Pakistan? Komitah Farhangi Ittihad Islam Mujahidin 
lnPersian. 
This book is a collection of articles published in "Misaq-i Khun" and 
"Qiyam-i Haqq" magazines. 
I 
568. Farhang, Muhammad Siddiq 
Afghanistan dar panj qarn akhir. Alexandria, VA: Markaz Farhang Sanayi; 
1988. 7, 621 p., [4] leaves of plates. 
In Persian. 
A history of Afghanistan in the last five centuries. 
569. Farivar, Faridun 
Barkhi rahnamud ha barayi karmandan idealuzkik Jabhah Milli Pidar 
Vatan. Kabul; 1980? 23 p. 
In Persian. 
"Bih pishvaz panjumin salgird tasis Jabhah Milli Pidar Vatan". 
Guidelines for members of the Jabhah Milli Pidar Vatan, an organization 
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570. Farivar, Faridun 
Rahnarnudhayi maytudk bih shurahayi Jabha Milli Pidar Vatan barayi 
sazmandahi faaliyathayi tablighi, tarviji. Kabul; Nashriyah Shurayi 
Markazi Jabhahi Milli Pidar Vatan J. D. A [198-1. 3, 61 p. 
In Persian. 
"Bih pishvaz panjumin salgird Jabhah Milli Pidar Vatan J. D. A." 
On the methodology for spreading the political ideology of the communist 
Government among the people of Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
571. Gharjistani, Muhammad Isa 
Kalah munarha dar Afghanistan. Quetta? Shuray Farhang Mujahidin 
Afghanistan; 1360. 4, 199 p. 
In Persian. 
Note written in front of book, "Date of Publication 1363" [1984]. 
572. Gharzai, Mohammad Safar Wakil 
Nuristan. Kabul: Anis Publications; 1960. 88 p. 
In Persian. 
A general information on Nuristan. 
573. Ghubar, Ghulam Muhammad 
Afghanistan dar masir tarikh. Kabul: Muassasah chap Kutab; 1346. 843 p. 
In Persian. 
History of Afghanistan with an emphasis on the Mohammadzai's era. 
574. Ghubar, Ghulam Muhammad 
Az zuhur Islam ta sugut Taheriyan. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh; 1326.6, 146 p. 
In Persian. 
575. Godaid, Andre 
Asar atiqah buda'yi Bamiyan. Tarjumah Ahmad Ali Khan. Kabul: Anjuman 
Adabyi Kabul; 1315. 
In Persian. 
Buddhist historical remains of Barniyan. 
Library has v. 2. 
576. Habibi, -Abdul Nayy 
Junbish mashrutiyat dar Afghanistan. Kabul: Kamitah Dawlati Taba va 
Nashr, J. D. A; 1984. 178 p. 
In Persian. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Constitutional movement in Afghanistan. 
History of Afghanistan, early 20th century. 
(Microfiche) 
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577. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Tarikll Afghanistan bad az Islam: mushta i l  bar awza' siyasi, idari, fikri, 
ijtimai, iqtisadi dar du qarn a n a l  hijri ta hudud 200 h. Kabul: Anjuman 
Tarikh Afghanistan; 1345. 
In Persian. 
Cover title: Afghanistan bad az Islam. 
Political, administrative, social and economic affairs in the first two 
centuries after Islam. 
Library has v. 1. 
578. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Tarikh Afghanistan dm asri Gurgani Hind. Kabul: Da Afghanistan da 
Tarikh Tolanah; 1341. 12,400 p. 
In Persian. 
A military, political and cultural history of Afghanistan. The work consists 
of three parts. The first part is devoted to military and political history; 
part two contains the administrative history of Afghanistan; part three 
includes biographies of prominent military figures, politicians and scholars 
of that period. The history covers a period of two hundred and forty years, 
from the regime of Babar (1526-1530) to the conquest of Nadir Afshar 
(1736-1741). 
(Microfiche) 1 579. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
W- Tarikh Afghanistan bad az Islam: mushtarnil bar awza' siyasi, idari, fikri, 
ijtimai, iqtisadi dar du qarn awal hijri ta hudud 200 h. 2nd ed. 
Tehran: Dunyay Kitab; 1363.12,1058 p. 
In Persian. 
580. Hakam, Abdul Shakur 
Nazari mukhtasar bih dawrah qabl az Hotakiha va yak nazar intiqadi 
bihdawrah Shah Husayn Hotaki. Kabul: Pohmzay Adabiyat va Ulum Bashari, 
Pohantun Kabul. Thesis (B. A. )-Kabul University, 1976; 1355.44 p. 
In Persian. 
A history of Hotakis dynasty, including Shah Husayn Hotaki. 
581. Halif, M. 
Jihad, shahadat, pirozi. Pakistan? Ittihad Mujahidin Afghanistan; 1979. 
2, 128 p. 
In Persian. 
582. Hamid Kashmiri, Hamidullah 
Akbar'nama: asar manzum Hamid Kashmiri. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh; 
1330. 

















































583. Hammond, Thomas Taylor 
Red flag over Afghanistan = Bairaq surkh bar faraz Afghanistan: kuditay 
Communisti, tajaviz shuravi va awaqib an. By Thomas Taylor Hammond; 
translated in to Dari by Ruqia Habib. San Diego, Calif : Westview Press; 
1989.341 p. 
In Persian. 
584. Hasan Rumlu 
Ahsan al-tavarikh. Hasan Rumlu; revisor: Abdul Husayn Navai. Tehran: 
Intisharat Babak, 1357. 807 p. 
In Persian. 
The history of Iran, Afghanistan, the Ottoman Empire, India, and 
Transoxiana between 1494 to 1577 A. D. 
585. Hashimi, Sayyid Saddin 
Afghanistan maasir. Kabul: Pohantun Kabul; 1354. 
In Persian. 
Handwritten notes on pages 3 and 9; also 3 hand written pages believed to 
have been written by the author have been stapled to page 97. 
Covers information on historical, political and social conditions of 
Afghanistan from 18th to 20th century. 
586. Hashimi, Sayyid Saddin 
Junbish mashrutah khvahi dar Afghanistan: aghaz junbish mutalibah azadi 
hayi asasi dar Afghanistan dar rubi awal qarn bistum. Kabul: Pohantun 
Kabul; 1975. 6, 216, 10 p. 
In Persian. 
Type script. 
587. Hashimi, Sayyid Saddin 
Tarikh Afghanistan bastan. Kabul: Pohantun Kabul; 1352. 2 v. 
In Persian. 
Title on v. 2 reads: "Tarikh Afghanistan." 
Volume one includes history of Afghanistan up to the beginning of Islamic 
period; volume two covers from the beginning of Islam until the rule of 
Ahmad Shah Durrani. 
588. Hasrat, Amanullah 
Da Milgaro Millato pah muasissah kishay da Afghanistan mauqif Kabul: 
Da Matbuato Mustaqil Riyasat; 1340. 2, 199 p. 
In Pushto. 
Covers Afghanistan's stand on issues discussed in the United Nations. 
90 History and Political Science 
589. Haywadmal 
Da Muhammad Hotak zhwand aw mazar, ya, Da Muhammad Hotak ahwal 
aw asar. Kabul: Da Bayazid Roshan Pohantun, da Showanay aw Rozanay 
Pohanzi: 1362.132 P. 
In pushto. 
"Da Amir Kror Suri dwalas sawah pinzosam tlin 154-1404 H. Q." 
On the life and works of Pushto poet and litterateur Muhammad Hotak, 
18th century. 
(Microfiche) 
590. Hizb Dimokratik Khalq Afghanistan 
Barnamah amal Hizb Dimokratik Khalq Afghanistan. Kabul: Matbaah 
Hizbi; 1360. 37 p. 
In Persian. 
On the activities of the Hizb Dimokratik Khalq Afghanistan (People's 
Democratic Party of Afghanistan), The ruling party of the country. 
(Microfiche) 
591. Hizb Dimokratik Khalq Afghanistan 
Zindagi hizbi: Kabul: Matbaah-i Hizbi, 1987- Majallah Kumitah Markazi 
Hibzi Dimokratik Khalq Afghanistan. 
In Persian. 
Shubah'i Tabligh va Farhang, Kumitah Markazi Hizb Dimokratik Khalq 
Afghanistan, Kabul. 
On the activities of the People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan (ruling 
Party of the country). 
592. Hudud al-alarn: min al-mashriq al-maghrib. Mutarjim Mir Husayn 
Shah; muqadamah'i Bartold. Kabul: Pohanzay Adabiyat, Pohantun Kabul; 
1342.597 p. 
In Persian. 
The author of this work is unknown. Geographical study of the East and 
the West including Afghanistan. Includes Persian translation of explanatory 
notes (338 p. ) by Vladimir Minorsky, 1877-1966. 
593. Hurtistat (Mistress) 
Sarguzasht khanum Englisi. Bombay: Matba Muzaffari; 1325. 173 p. 
In Persian. 
594. b n  Huqal 
Surat al-arz. Translated by Jafar Shaar. Tehran: Bunyad Farhangi Iran; 
1345. 12,369 p. 
In Persian. 
Geography in the 10th century of the general area which constitutes 
modern Iran, Afghanistan and Transoxiana. 
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595. Ibn Shihab Yazdi, Taj al-Din Hasan 
Jami al-tavarikh-i Hasani: bakhsh Tayrnuriyan pas az Taymur. Talif 
Tajuddin Hasan ibn Shihab Yazdi, bih kushishi Husayn Mudarrisi 
Tabatabai va Iraj Afshar. Karachi, Pakistan: Muassasah Tahqiqat Ulum 
Asiyayi Miyanah va Gharbi Danishgah Karachi; 1987. 18, 218, 4, 2 p. 
In Persian, introduction also in English. 
Title on added t. p.: Jamif-al-tawarikh Hasani. 
596. Inqilab Sawr va Islam majmuahyi asnad hazbi va dawlati dar maurid 
himayat az din muqaddas Islam. Kabul: Matbaah Dawlati; 1362. 
3, 142 p., [51 p. of plates. 
In Persian. 
Islam in Afghanistan after the Sawr Revolution, 1979. 
(Microfiche) 
597. Inqilab Sawr va rushanfikran. Kabul: Shubah Tablighi Tarvij va 
Amuzish Kamitah Maskazi, H. D. Kh. A., 1360 [1981.1. 47 p. 
In Persian. 
Speeches by Afghan officials using educators to support the goals of the 
April 1979 revolution in Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
598. Inqilab va qavayi musallah. Kabul: Da Milli Difa Matbaah; 1861. 
423 p. 
In Persian. 
On the 1979 coup in Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
599. Itimadi, Sarwar Guya 
Abidat nafisah Herat. Kabul: Anjumm Tarikh Afghanistan; 1316. 
36 p. 
In Persian. 
On the architectural masterpieces of Herat, Afghanistan. 
600. Jabhah Milli Pidar Vatan 
Asnad va mavad somin Plenum Shurayi Markazi Jabhahi Milli Pidar 
Vatan, J. D. A., Kabul 25 Juzay 1362. Kabul: Markazi Jabhah Milli Pidar 
Vatan; [1984]. 120 p., [4] leaves of plates. 
In Persian. 
Report of the third plenary session of the National Council of Afghanistan, 
supporting the Karmal regime. 
(Microfiche) 
601. Jabhahi Mubarizin Mujahid Afghanistan 
K. G. B. va junbish muqavamat Afghanistan. Pakistan? Jabhah Mubarizin 
Mujahid Afghanistan; 1364. 5, 137 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title in English: K. G. B. and the resistance war of Afghanistan. 
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602. Jalsahi Faalini Sazman Hizbi Shahr Kabul az Jalsahi Faalin Sazman 
Hizbi Shahr Kabul. Kabul: Matba'ah Dawlati; 1362. 2, 56 p. 
I n  Persian. 
On the development of the city of Kabul; collection of speeches read a t  the 
conference. 
(Microfiche) 
603. Jamiyat Islami Afghanistan 
Mujahid, jawanan musulman dar barabar istimar. Pakistan? Jarniyat Islami 
Afghanistan; 1978? 54 p. 
I n  Persian and Pushto. 
604. Jirgahi ulama va ruhaniyun Jamhuri Dimukratik Afghanistan 
payam jirgah ulama va ruhaniyuni Jamhuri Dimukratik Afghanistan bih 
Musalmanan Jahan. Kabul: Matbaahi Dawlati; 1362. 15 p. 
A message from Afghan Muslim religious scholars and pirs addressed to the 
Islamic world asking them to support the April 1978 revolution in 
Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
605. Kabuli, Khan Ghazi 
Delhi da Pushtano pah wakhto kshe. Translated by Azizulrahman Sayfi. 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1338. 79 p. I In pushto. 
History of Delhi during the Pashtun rule. Translated from Urdu by Aziz 
al-Rahman Sayfi. 
606. Karmal, Babrak 
Bar digar dar'barah'i khaslat milli dimokratik; Inqilab Sawr va vazayif 
takhir napazir an dar sharayiti kununi bayaniyah dar ijlasi fawq al-adah va 
vasi Shurayi Inqilabi J. D. A. Shorayi Inqilabi J. D. A: [Matba'ah Hizbil, 
1364 [19851; 30 p. 
In Persian. 
Address to the parliament by a former head of state of Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
607. Katib, Fayz Muhammad 
Siraj al-tavarikh. Kabul: Matbaah Hurufi Dar al-Saltanah; 1331. 2 v. in 1. 
In Persian. 
History of Afghan rulers since Ahmad Shah Durrani (1741) until the end of 
the rule of Amir Abdul Rahman in 1901. 
608. Kaviyani, Najmuddin 
Asasat sakhtar Hizb Demokratik Khalq Afghanistan. Kabul: Institut Ulum 
Ijtimai, Komitah Markazi H. D. Kh. A; 1361. 4, 246 p. 
In  Persian. 
On the activities of Hizb Democratic Khalq, ruling party of Afghanistan; 
Includes its manifesto. (Microfiche) 
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609. Kaviyani, Najmuddin 
Nikati chand darbarah taqviyah kar inqilabi dar miyan javanan. Kabul: 
Matbaah Dawlati; 1360. 35 p. 
In Persian. 
On the role played by the youth of the Khalq Party during the April 1978 
revolution in Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
610. Khadim, Qiyamuddin 
Pushtunwali. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1331. 204 p. 
In Pushto. 
History of Pashtuns and their way of life. 
611. Khalil, Muhammad Ibrahim 
Mazarat shahr Kabul. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh Afghanistan; 1339. 
268, 17 p., 8 leaves of plates. 
In Persian. 
Shrines of Kabul city 
612. Khalili, Khalilullah 
Ayari az Khurasan: Amir Habib Allah khadim din Rasul Allah. Publisher 
not known; 1403. 176 p. 
In Persian. 
613. Khalili, Khalilullah 
Masjid Jami Herat. Islamabad: publisher not known; 1404.14 p. 
Cover title in English: The Great Mosque of Herat. 
614. Khalili, Khalilullah 
Nukhustin tajavuz Rusiyah dar Afghanistan, 1308 H. Sh. rnutabiq 1929. 
Safiullah Sabat, Muhammad Harun Durzadah, compiler and calligrapher. 
Islamabad; 1363. 42 p. 
In Persian 
Cover title. Added cover title in English: The first Russian invasion in 
Afghanistan. 
615. Khan, Abdul Ghaffar 
Da Khan Abd al-Ghaffar Khan wayna, da 1345 kal da Sunbal-i pah 
nahumah. Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; 1346. 16 p. 
In Pushto. 
"Da Pushtunistan da wraze pah munasibat.". 
On the causes of the backwardness of the Pushtuns; a speech. 
(Microfiche) 
616. Khan, Shir Muhammad 
Tavarikh khvurshid jahan, sannah 1311 H. Edited by Karambakhsh. 
Lahore: Matba Islarniyah Lahore; 1273. 319, 7 p. 
In Persian. 
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617. Khanuf, L. Taymur 
Hazarah ha. Kabul: Pohantun Kabul; 1366. 221 p. 
In Persian. 
Translated from Russian, ori~nally published: Moscow 1972. 
- 
$story of Hazara, Afghanist&. 
(Microfiche) 
618. Khaybaray, Ghularn Ghaws 
Da or lambe. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah, 1335. 58 p. 
In Pushto. 
An account of the first hglo-Afghan War. 
619. Khulasah akhbar vatan aziz. Washington, D. C. : Embassy of the 
Re~ublic of Afnhanistan, 1354 [19751. 13 p. 
- 
In ~ers ian .  
News surnmam includes President Daoud's address to the nation on the 
occasion of thegnniversary of the second year of the Afghan Republic. 
620. Kuhzad, Ahmad Ali 
Afghanistan dar partaw tarikh; mushtamil bar 114 guftar tarikhi az 
sukhan paragani hayi Radio Afghanistan. [Kabul]: Dawlati Matbaah; 1346. 
284 p. 
In Persian. 
Historical study of ancient Afghanistan, based on the author's discourses 
Broadcast by Radio Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
621. Kuhzad, Ahmad Ali 
Balahisar Kabul va pishamadhayi tarikhi. Kabul: Anjurnan Tarikh 
Afghanistan; 1336. 2 v. 
In Persian. 
History of Bala Hisar (high citadel) of Kabul. 
622. Kuhzad, Ahmad Ali 
Da Afghanistan pakhwanay tarikh. Translated by Muhammad Yunus 
Murad. Kabul: h jurnan  Tarikh Afghanistan; 1334. 
In Pushto. 
Palst 1 of chapter 5 has been written by Muhammad Usman Sidqi. 
Translated from the original Persian by Muhammad Yunus Murad and 
others. 
History of Afghanistan from ancient times up to the Islamic period. The 
first volume covers ancient Afghanistan up to the rule of the Muriyan 
dynasty. Volume two includes from Muriyan dynasty to the Islamic period 
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623. Kuhzad, Ahmad Ali 
Lashkargah: matalaat tarikhi, adabi, hunari, bastan shinasi. Kabul: 
Anjuman Tarikh; 1332.152 p. 
In Persian. 
This is an account of excavations by a joint French and Afghan 
archaeological team, of which the author was a member. An important 
account of the Ghaznavid dynasty especially Mahmoud; with particular 
reference to their impact of southern Afghanistan. 
624. Kuhzad, Ahmad Ali 
Rahnamayi Bamiyan. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh Afghanistan; 1334. 50 p, 
In Persian. 
A guide to historical sites of Bamiyan. 
625. Kuhzad, Ahmad Ali 
Tarikh Afghanistan. Kabul: Anjurnan Tarikh; 1325. 3 v. 
In Persian. 
Part first of chapter 5, in Vol. 1, has been written by Muhammad Usman 
Sidqi. Authors contributed to v. 3: M. Ghubar; Ali Ahmad Naimi; Mir 
Muhammad Siddiq Farhang; Ali Ahmad Muhibi; and Khalil Allah Khalili. 
History of Afghanistan from the pre-historic period to the Ghaznavids 
period. 
626. Kuhzad, Ahmad Ali 
Zaman Shah va faaliyati dastgah istmari. Kabul: Intisharat Marbut bih 
Pustunistan; [19741. 28 p., [31 p. of plates. 
In Persian. 
"Intisharati Marbut bih Pushtunistan, 20." 
On the reign of Shah Zaman, King of Afghanistan, 1772-1844. 
(Microfiche) 
627. Kuhzad, Ahmad Ali 
Surkh Kutal: atishkadahi Surkh Kutal dar Kushanshahr. Ahmad Ali Kuhzad 
and Daniel Schlumberger. Kabul: Anjumani Tarikh Afghanistan; 1333. 
21 p., [6] p. of plates. 
In Persian. 
Examines the historical value of the Surkh Kotal temple in Kushanshahr. 
The first article is written by Ahmad Ali Khuzad; the second article, by 
Daniel Schlumberger, was most likely translated into Persian from the 
original French. 
628. Kushkaki, Burhanuddin Khan 
Nadir Afghan. Kabul? publisher and date of publication not known. 
In Persian. 
Library copy lacks title page and pages 1-8. 
Contains the political life and activities of Mohammad Nadir, first as a 
military officer and later as king of Afghanistan 
Library has v. 1. 
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629. Kushkaki, Burhanuddin Khan 
Rahnamayi Qataghan va Badakhshan Qataghan et  Badakhshan: 
description du pays d'apres l'inspection d'un ministre afghan en 1922. By 
Burhanuddin Khan Kushkaki, and Marguerite Reut. Paris: Editions du 
Centre national de la recherche scientifique; 1979. 3 v. 
(Travaux de l'lnstitut d'etudes iraniennes de llUniversite de la Sorbonne 
nouvelle ; 10 Publications de l'UR,A no 10; v. memoire no 3). 
Translation of: Rahnarnayi Qataghan va Badakhshan. 
In French and Persian. 
630. Latifi, Abdul Baqi 
Afghanistan va yak nigah ijmali bih awza va shuun mukhtalifah va halati 
umumiyati mamlakati mazkur. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1326. 136 p. 
In Persian. 
A general information of Afghanistan. 
631. Loyah Jirgahi Jumhuri Dimukratik Afghanistan asnad, faysalahha, 
bayaniyahha. Kabul: Matbaah Hizbi; 1364. 259 p., [5] p. of plates. 
In persian. 
On the activities of the Loyah Jirgah (grand assembly) of speeches 
delivered by selected members. 
(Microfiche) 
632. M. L. A. R. U. 
Kuditahayi Kummunisti dar Afghanistan. Publisher not known; 1980? 91 p. 
In Persian. 
(Microfiche) 
633. Mahdi, Muhammad 
Tarikh Jahankushayi Nadiri (1309). Edited Abdul Kar im Qazi; 
Rharnatullah Qazi. Bombay: Matbaah Shakh Fath al-Karim; 1309.468 p. 
In Persian. 
History of Nadiri's world conquest. 
634. Mamuzai, Abdul Muhammad 
Namah man bih khvaharan va biradaran mubariz va qahramani 
Afghanistan. Peshawar? Da Afghan Milli Islami Pasawun Ghayrgundi 
Nashrati Muassasah; 1980. 38 p. 
In Persian. 
(Microfiche) 
635. Mmuzai, Abdul Muhammad 
Singah kawulay shu chih Islarni aw milli ittihad taqwiyah aw Afghanistan 
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636. Mazdak, Farid 
Javanan va jamiah. Kabul: Matbaah Difa Milli; 1358. 
In Persian. 
On the activities of Afghan university students. 
(Microfiche) 
637. Mazlum, Nisar 
Milli hailai av artiyaway ya Afghan tolanpalah wuluswakay Peshawar: Da 
Manzur Aam; date of publication not known. 3, 134 p. 
In Pushto. 
638. Minhaj Siraj Juzjani 
Tabaqat Nasiri. Minhaj Siraj Juzjani; editor Abdul Hayy Habibi, 2nd ed. 
Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh Afghanistan; 1342. 2 v. 
In Persian. 
Originally written in 1279 A. D. in Delhi (India); first published, v. 1 in 
1949, and v, 2 in 1954. 
639. Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Afghanistan dar dawrayi hukumat intiqali (hut 1341 - mizan 1344): 
krunology waqiyi muhimmah-i dunim sala va mutun-i mufidah. Talif va 
gird avari yak haiyat az azayi Mudiryat Umumi Siyasi Vizarat Umur 
Kharija. 1st ed. 
Kabul: Matba'a Dawlati; 1344. 340 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title: L'Afghanistan sous Ie Gouvernemente de Transition. 
Afghanistan during the transitional government (March 1962 - October 
1965). Contains information on a period which, following a long period of 
autocratic rule, promised participatory democracy and the rule of law. It is 
an important historical source for research on a transitional period. 
640. Ministry of Information and Culture 
Ay Khanum: zmunzh da hivad yaw larghune shar. Kabul: da Ittilaat aw 
Kultur Vizarat; 1354. 60 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
641. Ministry of Planning 
Afghanistan, ancient land with modern ways. Kabul: Ministry of Planning; 
1961. 199 p. 
In Persian and English. 
Afghanistan's present and past history and progress. 
642. Mir Husayn Shah 
Afghanha dar Hind. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh Afghanistan; 1345.150 p. 
In Persian. 
History of Afghans in India. 
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643. Mohammad Daoud, President 
Da Afghanistan khalku tah khitab, da dawlat rais shaghale Muhammad 
Daud radiyuay wayna. 4th ed. Kabul: Da Ittlaato aw kultur Vizarat; 1353. 
143 p. 
Cover title. Speech delivered August 23, 1973. Pages 1-74 in Pushto, and 
75-143 in Dari. 
Persian title in the back cover page. 
In  Pushto and Persian. 
644. Mohammad Daoud, President 
Da milli larshud aw da jamhuriyat da mu'assis waynawe, payghamunah aw 
matbu'ati marake, 26 saratan 1352 to 26 saratan 1353 = Da Dawlat da 
shaghale Rais aw sadr-i Azarn waynawe, payghamunah aw matbuati 
marake, da 1353 da changash 26 - da 1354 da changash 26. Kabul: da 
Ittilaato aw Kultur Vizarat; C19751. 2 v. (various paging). 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Collected speeches, messages and press conferences of Mohammad Daoud, 
President and Premier of Afghanistan. Volume one covers form July 17, 
1973 to July 16, 1974. Volume two covers from July 17, 1974 to July 17, 
1975. 
645. Mohammad Daoud, President 
Da Dawlat aw Sadr Azarn shaghale Muhammad Daud payam da shuwunke 
da wuraze pa munasabat, 1353 da ghuyi 31. Kabul: da Ittilaat aw Kultur 
Vizarat; 1353. C111 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
I Text of Moharnmad Daoud's speech on the occasion of teacher's day. 
646. Mohammad Daoud, President 
Da Dawlat da shaghale Rais aw Sadr Azam wayna da jamhuriyat da milli 
bayragh da purtah gawulo pah marasimo kishe, da 1353 da ghuyi 19. 
Kabul: da Ittilaat aw Kultur Vizarat; 11353, 19741. 9 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
647. Mohammad Daoud, President 
Khitab shaghale rais dawlat va sadr azarn bih farighani Pohanzay 
Politikhnic, 8 hut 1352. Kabul: Vizarat Ittilaat va Kultur; 1352. 7 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Text of address by Mohammad Daoud to the graduates of Polytechnique, 
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648. Mohammad Daoud, President 
Marakah: da dawlat da rais aw sadr-i azam shaghale Mohammad Daoud 
marakah da Alman da Democratic Jamhuriyat da Huri Sawnt da jaride lih 
narnayindah sarah 1353 da Ghbargule 7. Kabul: da Ittilaat aw Kultur 
Vizarat; 1353. 12 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Text of a June 1974 interview, by a correspondent of the weekly, Huri 
Sawnt of East Germany, with Mohammad Daoud. 
649. Mohammad Daoud, President 
Marakah: da dawlat da shaghale ra'is aw sadr azam maraka da Finlandi 
journalist sarah, da 1354 kal da wure 18. Kabul: Vizarat Ittilaat va Kultur; 
1354.19 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
The text of an April 7, 1975, interview by a Finnish correspondent with 
President Daoud. 
650. Mohammad Daoud, President 
Matn musahabah shaghale raJis dawlat va sadr azam ba narnayindah 
Radiyu-Television milliyi Iran. Kabul: Vizarat Ittilaat va Kultur ; 1354. 
8 P. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Text of President Daoud's interview with the Iranian National 
Radio-Television on April 16, 1975. 
651. Mohammad Daoud, President 
Wayna, gadah ilamiyah: da dawlat da shaghale ra'is aw sadr azam rasmi 
aw dustanah safar Shurawi Ittihad tah - 1353 da Ghbar Gule 14-18. Kabul: 
da Ittilaat aw Kultur Vizarat; 1353. 34 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
President Daoud's address in connection with his June 4,1974, official visit 
to the Soviet Union, and the joint communique issued on the occasion. 
652. Mubariz shahid Aziz al-Rahman UIfat. Pakistan? Da Afghan Mujahid 
Ittilaati Markaz; 1362. 151 p. 
In Pushto. 
653. Muhammad, Mirza Ata 
Navayi maarik: nuskhahi khattiyi Muzahi Kabul mushtarnil bar vaqiat Asri 
Saduzai va Barakzai. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh; 1331.6, 229 p. 
In Persian. 
Covers historical events of the Sadozai and Barakzai periods in Afghanistan. 
654. Muhibi, Ahmad Ali 
Samaniyan. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh Afghanistan; 1334. 114 p. 
In Persian. 
Political and cultural history of the Samanid dynasty. 
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655. Mujaddidi, Shah Agha 
Amir Habib Allah khadim din Rasul Allah. Lahore: publisher not known; 
198-? 119 p. 
In Persian. 
656. Naimi, Ata Muhammad 
Tar so chah muhagir shum. Publisher not known; 1978? 24 p. 
In  Pushto. 
657. Nangyday, Shuhrat 
Pah Afghanistan kay da kummunistano da qudrat tah asiydulo pah 
hakalah. Publisher not known; 1359.64 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title in English: The pawer riceuing cammunism [sic] in Afghanistan. 
658. Navabi, Ghulam Habib 
Salang. Ghulam Habib Navadi; Sayyed Mahmud Farani, editor. Kabul: 
Dawlati Matbaah; 1343. 5, 56 p. 
In Persian. 
An account of the construction of the strategic Salang Highway, built with 
the Soviet assistance. 
1 659. Nawri. Nur Muhammad 
GuIshani nm'arat. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh; 1335.4, 188 p. 
In Persian. 
Date of publication (1956) has been taken from introduction. 
Covers political activities and a few years of the rule of Amir Sher Ali 
Khan, a 19th century Afghan ruler. 
660. Nayil, Husayn 
Sayahi rushanhayi az vazi jarniahi Hazarah. Kabul 1985: Matbaah Dawlati. 
IA ~e r i i an .  
Title on p. [4:] of cover: A vague picture of the Hazara society "Nashrat-i 
mustaail, shumarah-i 3 - p. [3] of cover.". 
~thnolbscal  study of t h e ~ a z a r a  community in Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
661. Nimatullah 
Tarikh Khan Jahani wa mnkhzan Afghani. S. M. Imarnuddin, editor. Dacca 
(Pakistan): Asiatic Society of Pakistan; [1960-621. 2 v. 
(Asiatic Society of Pakistan; v. no. 4,lO). 
In Persian. 
The editor's thesis, Calcutta University, Introduction in English. 
Added title page i i  English: Tarikh I(han Jahani wa ~ a k h k i n  Afghani, a 
complete history of the Afghans in Indo-Pak subcontinent before the rule of  
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662. Noor. Wasil 
Khatarat a&hghal Wakhan. Publisher not known; 1363 [1984]. 
217 p. 
663. Omar, Muhammad 
Bih shuma ay farzandani mihan. Pakistan? Hizbi Islami Afghanistan; 1356. 
145 p. 
In Persian. 
664. Payish, Nur Akbar 
Darbarah'i ittihad nirnha dar sufuf Jabhah Milli Pidar Vatan-i J. D. A. 
[Kabul]: Matbaah Dawlati; 198-? 82 p. 
In Persian. 
"Bih pishvaz panjumin salgard Jabhah Milli Pidar Vatani J. D. A. 
On the need for solidarity within the ranks of Jabhah-i Milli Pidar Vat;an; a 
pro-Russian organization in Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
665. Peers, Ellis Edward 
Uruj Barakzai. Edward Illis Peers; translated by Abdul Rahman Pazhwak 
and Muhammad Usman Sidqi. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh Afghanistan; 1333. 
183 p. 
In Persian. 
Translation from English work "Afghanistan in the Nineteenth century." 
666. People's Democratic Party of Afghanistan 
Musabaqah taslihati istiratizhi impiriyalizm. Kabul: Shubah Tabligh, Tarvij 
va Arnuzish, Kumitah Markazi H. D. Kh. A; 1363 [1984]. 3, 38 p. 
In Persian. 
Criticism of the American policy of strategic preparedness. 
(Microfiche) 
667. Program mazmun sakhtman Sazman Dimukratik Javanan 
Afghanistan. Kabul: Institut Kadarhayi Javan, Kumitahi Markazi Sazman 
Dimukratik Javanan Afghanistan; 1362. 33 p. 
In Persian. 
On the organization and reformation of the youth of Afghanistan; a 
proposal. (Microfiche) 
668. Pul dusti majmuiah'i bayanat, ashar va maqalat. Kabul: Sazman 
Sulh, Hambastagi va Dusti, J. D. A, 1361. 101 p. 
Persian and Pushto. 
On Afghan-Soviet relations; collection of articles, poems, and speeches. 
(Microfiche) 
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669. Qahistani, Muhammad Hisamuddin 
Khavarnamah. Publisher not known; 1270. 88 p. 
In Persian. 
670. Rafi, Habibullah 
Shah Shuja aw Babrak da tarikh pah tilah kay: jalibah muqayasah aw ajib 
mushabahat. Peshawar: Aman Kitab; 1985. 64 p. 
In Pushto. 
Calligraphy by Shah Mahmud Patang. 
671. Rahi ha1 masalat Afghanistan. Publisher not known; 1982. 19 p. 
In Persian. 
"A publication of voice of Mujahideen." 
672. Rashad, Abdul Shakur 
Lodi Pushtanah. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1336. 7,425, 14 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: Ludi Pustane. 
History of Lodi Pashtuns who ruled India. 
673. Rasul, Sayyed 
Rishahhay kummunizum dar Afghanistan. Publisher not known; 197-? 
55 p. I In Persian. 
674. Rishtin, Siddiqullah 
Da Hind safar. b b u l :  Pushto Tolanah; 1334. 2, 172 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: Da Hindsafar. 
An account of the author's trip to Iran, the Gulf states and Mia. 
675. Rishtin, Siddiqullah 
Sher Shah Suri. Translated by Azizulrahrnam Sayfi. Kabul: Pushto 
Tolanah; 1334. 56 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: Shair Shah Suq 
A brief biography of Sher Shah, a mid-18th century Afghan ruler of India. 
676. Rishtiya, Sayyid Qasim 
Afghanistan dar qarn nuzdah. 2nd ed. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh 
Afghanistan; 1336. 10, 263,4 p. 
In Persian. 
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' India. 
677. Sad, Khayr Muhammad 
Larghuni Aryayan. Kabul: Da Afghanistan da Ulum Akadmi da Pushto 
Serano Bayn al-Millali Markaz; 1985. 104 p. 
In  Pushto. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: The ancient Aryans. 
Social, cultural and political history of the ancient Aryans. 
(Microfiche) 
678. Sahibzada, Muhammad Karim 
Yadashhayi Moharnmad Karirn Sahibzada. Kabul? 196-? 106 leaves. 
In Persian. 
Library's copy is a machine copied from the issues of Caravan (newspaper) 
1968? Memoirs of Mohammad Karim Sahibzada, head of the secret police 
during the Saqao period in Afghanistan. 
679. Saidi, Aminuddin 
Javasis afsha mikunand. Kabul: publisher not known; 1363. 3, 107 p. 
In Persian. 
On alleged subversive activities against the present Afghan government; 
collection of interviews by suspected spies. 
(Microfiche) 
680. Saif ibn Muhammad ibn Yakub, a1 Haravi 
Tarikh namah Herat. Edited by Muhammad Zubair Siddiqi. Cdcutta: 
Matbai Baptist Mishan Calcutta; 1322. 23, 821, 26 p. 
In Persian. 
Added title page in English: the history of Herat. 
681. Sale, Florentia (Wynch), Lady 
Shabkhun Afghan. Translated by Mir Abdul Rashid Bigham. Kabul: 
Riyasat Darultalif, Vizarat Maarif; 1329. 248 p. 
In Persian. 
Afghan war. 
682. Saljuqi, Fikri 
Bakhshi az tarikh Herat bastan. Kabul: Matbaah Dawlati; 1362. 
4, 4, 154 p. [lo] leaves of plates. 
In Persian. 
Title on p. 4 of cover : Part of the history of ancient Herat. 
(Microfiche) 
683. Saljuqi, Fikri 
Gazargah qismati az tarikh Herat bastan. Kabul: Da Matbuato Mustaqil 
Riyasat, da Korinayo Khparawano Loy Mudiriyat; 1341. 4, 91 p. 
I n  Persian. 
Historical description of the burial ground of Afghan religious leader Abd 
Allah ibn Muhammad Ansari al-Haravi, 1006-1089, and other Afghan elite 
buried in its vicinity. 
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684. Saljuqi, Fikri 
Khiyaban. Kabul: Anjuman Jami, Vizarat Matbuat; 1343. 2, 110,4 p. 
In Persian. 
History of Herat. 
685. Saray, Mehmet 
Afghanistan ve Turlder, Istanbul: Edebiyat Fakultesi Basmevi; 1987 
xv,-186 p., [I] leaf of plates. 
In Turkish. 
Enlarged edition of: Dunden bugune Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
686. Shah, Sayyid Habib 
Tahlil mukhtasar peramun hal siyasi masalah Afghanistan. Publisher not 
known; 1362.4, 26 p. 
In Persian. 
687. Shah Shuja, King of Afghanistan 
Waqiat Shah Shyja. Daftar awal wa duvurn az Shah Shuja; daftar suvum 
as Muhammad Husayn Herati. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh Afghanistan; 1333. 
4, 162 p. 
In Persian. 
The book describes events of Shah Shuja's life who rule Afghanistan twice. 
688. Shah Wali Khan 
Yad dashthayi man. 5th ed. Kabul: Da Matbuato Mustaqil Riyaasat; 1919. 
5, 96 p. 
In Persian. 
Memoirs of Shah Wali Khan, covering the contemporary history of 
Afghanistan. 
689. Shipun, Saduddin 
Da Afghanistan da jihad lar da baray tar parawah. Pakistan? publisher not 
known; 1360.99 p. 
In Pushto. 
690. Shura Milli 
Ruydad muzakarat alaniyah Shurayi Milli Afghanistm. Kabul: Milli Shura; 
1343.54 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Proceedings of 1964 session of Parliament as they appeared in "Da Milli 
Shura Mujillah", the Parliaments magazine. Lumray ganah - da yawlasume 
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691. Shurishgari va ziddi shurishgari. Iran? Nahzat Azadi Iran; 1978. 
[el, 178 p. 
In Persian. 
First published in 1974. 
At the end of text date reads: "Cambridge-Mass. Oct. 1963." 
Cover title: Amuzishhayi jang-i gurilayi: Shurishgari va ziddi shurishgari. 
Cover portrait: Shahid Zabih Allah, a martyred Afghan Commander from 
Balkh. Some pages bound in upside down. 
692. Siddiq, Muhammad Zahir 
Az ashghal Chakosalvakiya ta tajavuz bar Afghanistan. Peshawar: Ittihadi 
Islami Mujahidin Afghanistan; 1363. 6, 168 p. 
In Persian. 
693. Siddiq, Muhammad Zahir 
Hal siyasi masalah'i Afghanistan. Peshawar: .Ittihad Islami Mujahidin 
Afghanistan; 1363. 50 p. 
In Persian. 
694. Siddiqi, Jalaluddin 
Ba sarzamin Nuristan ashna shavid. Kabul: da Kitab Chapawulo 
Muassisah; [19-?I. 42 p. 
In Persian. 
History of Nuristan. 
695. Sidqi, Muhammad Osman 
Yaftaliyan. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1326. 3, 40 p. 
In Persian. 
Political history of Afghanistan in the late fourth century B. C. and the rise 
of the Yaftali dynasty. 
696. Ssuma Chien 
Tayan. Nigarish Ssuma Chien; tarjumahJi Ahmad Ali Khuzad. Kabul: 
Anjuman Tarikh; 1327. 24,20 p. 
In Persian and English. 
Cover title in English: Tayuan, Shih Chi historical records, chapter 123. 
This is a travel account of Chang Chien, a Chinese historian who reached 
the Arnu Darya (Oxus River) over two thousand years ago, during the reign 
of the Huns in China. Chang Chien's travel experiences were published in 
"Shih Chi, Historical Records," chapter 123 - Tayuan. Ahrnad Ali Kuhzad 
translated into Dari due to its historical significance to Afghanistan history. 
697. Sutudah, Muhammad Ibrahim 
Afghanistan - Indian relations through the ages. Compiled by M. Ibrahim 
Stwodah with Abdul Rahman, M. Hakim Yoya and A. Ahmad Mahmood. 
Kabul: Kabul University Library; 1354. 30, 23 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
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698. Tabari 
Tarjamah'i tarikh Tabari: havadis salhayi 15 ta 132 Hijri. Bih inshayi Abu 
Ali Muhammad Balarni; aksi nuskhah'i mahfuz da astani Quds. Tehran: 
Bunyad Farhang Iran; 1345.490 p. 
In Persian. 
This Persian translation of Arabic history beginning in 963 A. D. is 
considered one of the oldest existing titles in Persian literature. 
699. Tabibi, Abdul Hakim 
Duvrand va Gandumak maahidat ghayr huquqi mibashand. Kabul: 
Ruznamah Milli Anis; 1332. 11 p. 
In Persian. 
Durand and Gandumak were two treaties which were signed in 1879 and 
1893 respectively, between Afghanistan and Great Britain. This publication 
argues that they were illegally imposed on Afghanistan. 
700. Taftishat vilayat Qanddar. Kabul: Matbaah Shirkat Rafiq; 1304. 
5, 297 p. 
In Persian. 
Inspections of Qandahar province, includes methods of inspections. 
701. Taraki, Muhammad Qadir 
Mafhum dawlat: az nazari huquq, ijtimaiyat va falsafah. Kabul: Ruznamah 
Islnh; 1326. 66 p. 
In Persian. 
The concept and responsibilities of state from the point of view of law, 
sociology and philosophy. The work received the Ibn-i Sina award. 
702. Tarikh Sistan: ta'lif dar hudud 445-725; bih tas'hih Malik al-Shuam 
Bahar. Tehran: Khawar; 1314.36,486 
In Persian. 
History of Sistan. 
703. Tarzi, Mahmud 
Siahatnamahi sih qitahi ruyi zamin dar 29 ruz: asiya, arupa, afriqa. Kabul: 
Matbaah Inayat; 1308.3 v. in 1. 
In Persian. 
Author travel accounts to Asia, Europe and Africa. 
704. Tarzi, Mahmud, tr. 
Tarikh maharibah'i Rus va Japan 1904- 1905. Kabul: Matbaah Inayat; 
1335. 
In Persian. 
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705. Tavakuli, Ahmad 
Afghanistan: ravabit siyasi Iran va Afghanistan. 1st ed. Tehran: 
Etabkhanahi Sugrat; 1327. 6, 135 p. 
In Persian. 
A description of diplomatic relations of Afghanistan and Iran. 
706. Tawfiq, Muhammad Jafar 
Da rawano halato sirmah. Publisher not known: Distributed by Jabhahi 
Jihad Islami Nuristan; 1360. 32 p. 
In Pushto. 
707. Ulfat, Azizulrahman 
Siyasi lubay Peshawar: Da Islami Intiqam Duvalasuma Khabaronah; 1361. 
3, 11,343 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
708. Vakili, Azizuddin 
Durrat al-Zaman: tarikh Shah Zaman. Kabul: Anjuman Tarild7 
Afghanistan; 1337. 470 p. 
In Persian. 
A detailed account of Shah Zaman's rule. 
709. Vakili, Azizuddin 
Tarikh khirqah sharifahi Qandahar. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh Afghanistan; 
1346. 89 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title: A short history of Khirqa-Sharifa. 
A history of the major shrine of Qandahar which is believed to contain a 
garment of prophet Mohammad. The garment is known to have been 
transferred from Arabia to Baghdad, then to Samarkand, and utlimately to 
Qandahar. 
710. Vakili, Azizuddin 
Timur Shah Durrani. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh Afghanistan; 1333. 
2, 10,257 p. 
In Persian. 
711. Vakili, Azizuddin 
Timur Shah Durrani: ba sharhi tarnam guzarishi zindagani siyasi,idari, 
irfani, imrani, adabi va ijtima. 2nd ed. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh 
Afghanistan; 1346. 2 v. 
In Persian. 
This is mainly a social, administrative and court history of the Durrani 
Empire during the late 19th century. This edition is more elaborated than 
the first edition. 
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712. Vizarat Ittilaat v a  Kultur, Radio Afghanistan 
Dar partaw jamhuriyat. Kabul: Radio Afghanistan; 1353. 
1 Umumi nambar 98; khususi narnbar 2. In Persian. 
713. Walunan, Muhammad Amin 
Suciyal democracy Social democracy. Delhi: Urdu Litho Printing works; 
1356.168 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title in English: Social democracy. 
714. Yaqub Ali Khafi 
Padshahan mut;aakhkhir Afghanistnn. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh 
Afghanistan; 1334. 2 v. 
In Persian. 
This is an account of conquests and defeats of rulers during a period of 
Extended civil wars, written by an author who took part in some of them. 
715. Zadran, Gulzarak 
Da tarikh lah khatirunah darsunah, ibratunah. Calligrapher Sanai. 
Publisher not known; 1362.3,10,13, 619 p. 
In  Pushto. 
Cover title in English: From the memories of history: lessons and warnings. 
Calligraphy by Sanai. 
716. Zadran, Gulzarak 
Dar al-jihad Afghanistan: Paktiya da pasun jihad pah sapukay. Calligrapher 
Sanai. Publisher not known; 1362. 
In Pushto. 
At the end of J? 1 text is table of contents for V 2. 
Calligraphy by Sanai. 
Cover title in English: Afghanistan the land ojihad: Paktia in uprising 
waves. 
717. Zalmay, Muhammad Wali 
Da Ghazni tarikhi jughrafiya. Kabul: Da Afghanistan da Dimokratik 




"Da Hudud al-dam da ta'lif da zaram tlin pah munasibat." 
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718. Abdul Hayy, Muhammad 
Saysilay zhwand; lilrwal Muhammad Abdul Hayy; zhbaran, Muhammad 
Haqpal. Peshawar? Afghanistan da Mujahidino Islami Ittihad; 1362. [8], 
327 p. 
In Pushto. 
719. Abdul Raziq Khan 
Sir4 arkan al-Islam. 1st ed. Kabul: Matbai Mashinkhanah; 1344. 142, 4, 2 
P . 
In Persian. 
Fundamentals of Islam. 
720. Abu Rayyah, Mahmud 
Nidayi Sayyed Jamduddin Afghani. Bashar, M. G., translator. Kabul: 
Muassisah Intisharati Bihaqi; 1355. 
13, 240 p. 
In Persian. 
On the occasion of the 80th anniversary of Sayyed Jamaluddin Afghani's 
demise. Added title page in English: Sayyed Jamal-ud din a1 Afghani 
1838-97 and his appeal. 
Philosophy and ideas of Sayyed Jamaluddin Afghani. 
721. Ansari, Khvajah Abdullah 
Manazil d-sayirin Khvajah Abdullah Ansari Haravi (396-481 H): matn 
Arabi ba muqayisah bih matn ilal al-maqamat va sad maydan. Translated 
by Ravan Farhadi. Kabul: Bihaqi Kitab Khparawulo Muassisah; 1355. 
554 p. 
In Persian and Arabic. 
Published on the occasion of the celebration of the millennium of the birth I I 
of Ansari. 
Added title page in English: Book of the stages of those journeying towards 
God. 
722. Ansari, Khvajah Abdullah 
Sad maidan: az amali shaykh al-Islam Khvajah Abdullah Ansari Haravi. 
Tartib va muqaddama va havashi va tashih Abdul Hayy Habibi. 2nd ed. 
Kabul: da Jawaizo aw Kitabo Chapawulo Sangah, da Matbuato Mustaqil 
Riyasat; 1341 [1962]. 
14, 216 p. 
In Persian. 
Ansari's description of Islamic mysticism. 
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723. Ansari, Khvajah Abdullah 
Tabaqat al-sufiyah, amali shaykh al-Islam Abu Ismail Abulllah Harnvi 
Ansari; talif bad za sal481 h. az ruyi nuskhah khatti'i Istanbul va Calcutta 
ba nuskhah badal va tashih va havashi va ta'liqat va faharis va farhang va 
fava'id dasturi; tartib va navishta Abdul Hayy Habibi. Kabul: Anjuman 
Tarikh, Vizarat Ma'arif Afghanistan; 1341. 738 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title: Tabaqat-us-Sufiyah. 
724. Aziz, Muhammad 
Tnqvim al-Din. Bih husni intizm Mir Muhammad Azim Khan, va bih 
ihtimam Abdul Razaq al-Dihlavi. 7th ed. Kabul: Matba Darulsaltanahi 
Kabul; 1268. 212 p. 
In Persian. 
Discusses holy war in Islam. 
725. Bashir, Ali Asghar 
Barkhi az andishahhayi irfani Khvajah Abdullah Ansari Harnvi. Kabul: 
Bihaqi Kitab Khparawulo Muassisah; 1355. 
4, 98 p. 
In Persian. 
Published on the occasion of the celebration of the millennium of the birth 
of Ansari. 
I Added title page in English: The thinking of Khwaja Abdullah Ansari. 
726. Bayazid Ansari, Pir Roshan 
Khayr al-bayan, sarizah, Abdul Hayy Habibi; da Bayazid Roshan 
yadawunah, Abdul Rauf Benava; da khayr al-bayan lik dod aw 
lughatnamah, Abdul Shakur Rashad. Kabul: Da Adabiyato aw Bashari 
Ulumo Pohanzay; 1353. 
Various paging. 
In Pushto. 
Published on the occasion of the International Seminar on Bayazid Roshan. 
Cover title: Khair-ul Bayan. 
727. Beaurecueil, Serge de 
Sarguzasht Pir Herat Khvajah Abdullah Ansari Haravi (936-481 Hijri), 
tarjumah'i Ravan Farhadi. Kabul: Bihaqi Kitab Khparawulo Muassisah; 
1355. 256 p. 
In Persian. 
Published on the occasion of the celebration of the millennium of the birth 
of Ansari. 
Added title page in English: Khwaja Abdullah Ansari of Herat (1006-1089) 
a biography. 
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728. Bih munasibati buzurgdashti milad payambar Islam. Kabul: 
Komitahi Farhang Jarniyat Talabah Harakat Inqilab Islami Afghanistan; 
197-? 10 p. 
In  Persian. 
729. Biruni va Hind: majmuah'i maqalat. Kabul: Anjuman Tarikh va 
Adab, Afghanistan Academy; 1973. 176 p. 
In  Persian. 
Title on p. [41 of cover: Al-Biruni and India. 
"The millennium of al-Biruni" - p. [41 of cover. 
Memorial volume on the life and works of Muhammed ibn Ahmad a1 
Biruni, 973?-1048, historian and astronomer, with emphasis on his works 
on India. 
(Microfiche) 
730. Burhani, Muinuddin 
Akhlaq Muhammad, muhtamim Ghulam Husayn F'al. Kabul: Dawlati 
Matbaah; 1345. 43 p. 
In  Persian. 
The life and character of Moharnmad the Prophet. 
731. Faqiri, Muhammad Nasim 
Rah itidal dar masail akhlaqi. Pakistan? Ittihad Islami Mujahidin 
Afghanistan; 1363. 236 p. 
In Persian. 
732. Fikrat, Muhammad Asif 
Munajat va guftar pir Herat Khvajah Abd Allah Ansari (396-481 H. ). 
Kabul: Bihaqi Kitab Khparawulo Muassisah; 1355. 7, 215 p. 
In  Persian. 
Published on the occasion of the celebration of the millennium of the birth 
of Ansari. 
Added title page in English: Prayers and sayings. 
Collected prayers and mottos of Khvajah Abdullah Ansari. 
733. Furqani, Abdul Salim 
Ijtihad dar fiqh Islarni. Kabul: Da Ittilaato aw Kultur Vizarat, Muassassah 
Tabi Kutub Bayhaqi; 1356. 
8, 343, 2, 2, p. 
In  Persian. 
On the different aspects of ijtihad (theological decision ) under Islamic law. 
(Microfiche) 
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734. Ghazzali 
Akhlaq az nazar Ghazzali. Mu'alif Imam Ghazzalli; mutarjim Fazl Min 
Allah Fazli. Edited by Ghulam Husayn Faal. Kabul: Vizarat Ittlaat va 
Kultur, Mudiriyat Umum Tabliqhat; 19-? 112 p. 
In Persian. 
Published on the occasion of Muhammad the prophet's birthday, by Vizarat 
Ittilaat va Kultur, Mudiryat Umumi Tablighat. 
Ethics from Ghazzali point of view. 
735. Habibi, Abdul Hayy 
Nasab va zadgahi Sayyed Jamaluddin al-Afghani. Kabul: Muassisah 
Intisharat Bihaqi; 1355. 83 p. 
In Persian. 
On the occasion of the 80th anniversary of Sayyed Jarnaluddin Afghani's 
demise. Added title page in English: Sayyed Jarnaluddin al-Afghani 
1838-97, his birthplace and parentage. Well documented work, dispels 
many doubts about Afghani's genealogy and place of birth. 
736. Hikmatyar 
I Haqiqat nifaq az didgahi Quran. Pakistan? Distributed by Hizb Islam Afghanistan; 1400. 10, 292 p. EP*. In Persian. 
737. Hiran, Muhammad Yunus 
Nazari bih Quran Majid. Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; 1345. 
1 v. (various paging). 
In Persian. 
Published on the occasion of fourteen hundredth year of descending of 
Quran. 
Fundamentals of Islam. 
738. Ibrahimi, Muhammad Ishaq 
Marakiz muhimm ayin budayi dar Afghanistan. Kabul: Komitah Dawlati 
Tab va Nashr J. D. A., 1363 [19841. 
3, 121 p., [25] leaves of plates. 
In Persian. 
On Buddhism, with special references to Buddhist monuments and temples 
in Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
739. Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir 
Pah Islam kishay da mazhabi afkaro nuway tashkil; mutarjim Sayyid 
al-Abrar. Peshawar? Pushto Academy, Peshawar University; 197-? 12, 17, 
294 p. 
In Pushto. 
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740. Irshad, Muhammad Shah 
Dimokrasi Islam. Kabul: Dawlati Matbaah; 1343. 2, 66 p. 
In Persian. 
Democracy in Islam. 
741. Istakhri, Ihsanullah Ali 
Usul tasawuf. Tehran: Kanun Marafat; 1338. 755 p. 
In Persian. 
742. Jadir, Habiburahman 
Risalahha va maqalat dar barah Sayyid Jamal al-Din Afghani. Kabul: 
Muassisah Intisharat Bihaqi; 1355.332 p. 
In Persian. 
On the occasion of the 80th anniversary of Sayyid Jamal al-Din Afghani's 
demise. Added title page in English: Pamphlets and articles on Sayyid 
Jamduddin al-Afghani, 1838-97. 
743. Jamali Asadabadi, Sifatullah 
Asnad va madarik dar barah'i Irani al-as1 budan Sayyid Jamaluddin 
Asadabadi, va chand narnah'i muhimm bi-qdam khud Sayyid, va maqalat 
va navishtahhai az muhaqqqin va danishmandan raji bi-sharh-i ahval va 
mubarazat vay. Tehran: Ibn Sina; [1956?]. 202 p. 
In Persian. 
744. Jami 
Lavayih. Lawaih: a treatise on Sufism, translation by E. H. Whinfield & 
Muhammad Kazvini, preface by Shaheedullah Faridi. Lahore: Islamic Book 
Foundation: sole agents, al-Maarif; 1978. 7, 61, 55 p. 
(IBF publication; v. no. 13). 
In English and Persian. 
Added t. p. : Lavaih. 
745. Jami 
Maqamat shykh al-Islam Hazrat Khvajah Abd Allah Ansari Haravi. Saljuqi, 
Fikri. Kabul: Anjuman Jami, Riyasat Tanvir Afkar, Vizarat Matbuat; 1343. 
5,45 p., [21 leaves of plates. 
In Persian. 
"Bi-munasibat Mawlana Nur &Din Abd al-Rahman Jami Haravi." 
On the life and religious teachings of Abd Alla ibn Muhammad Ansari, 
1006-1089, Muslim pir of Herat, Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche) 
746. Kakar, Sharnsuddin 
Khulasah al-muridin. Shamsddin Kakar and Mir Husayn Shah. [Kabul]: 
Kabul Pohantun; 1344. 19, 108,3, 10 p. 
In Pushto; introduction in English. 
On Islamic mysticism; a study. 
(Microfiche) 
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747. Kashshaf, Qiyamuddin 
Khwozhah kisah. Kabul: Bayhaqi Kitab Khparawalo Muassasah; 197-? 
69 p. 
In Pushto. 
The story of Joseph, the patriarch, as narrated in the Koran. 
(Microfiche) 
748. Khalili, Khalilullah 
Ayaz az nigah sahibdilan. New Jersey; 1362 [19831. 
40 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title in English: Ayaz from view of Sufis. 
749. Khugiyani, Muhammad Amin 
Hayat Sayyid Jamaluddin Afghan. Kabul: Matbaah Umumi Kabul; 1318. 
6, 208 p. 
In  Persian. 
750. Laugier de Beaurecueil, Serge de 
Sarguzash Fir Herat Khvajah Abdullah Ansari Haravi (936-481 Hijri); 
J tarjumai Ravan Farhadi. Kabul: Bayhaqi Kitab Khparawulo Muassisah; 1355 [1976]. 
256 p. 
In Persian. 
Life and time of Khvajah Abdullah Ansari and his contemporaries. 
751. Laugier de Beaurecueil, Serge de 
Zendagi Khvajah Abdullah Ansari Haravi; translated by Abdul Ghafur 
Ravan Farhadi. Kabul: Ministry of Press and Information; 1341 C19621. 
196 p. 
In Persian. 
Detailed biography of Khvajah Abdullah Ansari. 
752. Mahdavi, Asghar, editor 
Majmuah'i asnad va rnadarik chap nashudah dar barah Sayeed Jamaluddin 
mashur bi Afghani; jamavari va tanzim, Asghar Mahdavi, Iraj Afshar. 
Tehran: Chapkhanah'i Danishgah Tehran; 1342 [1963]. 9, 154 p. 
In Persian. 
Collection of unpublished documents relating to Sayyed Jarnaluddin 
Afghani. 
753. Maududi, Sayyed Abdul Ali 
Da Islami inqilab hindarah. Sayyid Abdul Ali Maududi, zhbarah 
Muhammad Nasim Stanizay Afghanistan? da Afghanistan da Mujahidino 
Tslami Ittihad, da Frahmg-i Kamitah lih khparawuno sikhah; 198-? 
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754. Haravi, MayilRasalah sayr nafs Fak.hruddin Razi va sayr al ibad I1 
al-Maad Hakim Sanai Ghaznavi. Kabul: da Kitab Chapawulo Mudiriyat, da 
Matbuato Wizarat; 1344. 71 p. 
In Persian. 
755. Ministry of Information and Culture 
Nuhsadumin sal vafat Khvajah Abdullah Ansari Haravi; mushtamil bar 
bayaniyahha va maqalat mustasl~riqin va barkhi as navisindaqani kishwar 
va mukhtasari as jiryan salgirah. Kabul: da Jawaizo aw Kitabo da 
Khparawulo Mudiriyat, da Matbuato Vizarat; 1342 [1963]. 2, 213 p. 
In Persian. 
Collection of articles by authoritative scholars on Khvajah Abdullah Ansari. 
756. Ministry of Information and Culture 
Tajlil ruz nuzul Qur'an: majmuai khatabah hayi kay darin ruzi mubarak 
dar talar radio Afghanistan irad shudah ast. Kabul: Matbaah Dawlati; 
1345. 148 p. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Collection of papers presented at the Radio Afghanistan auditorium on the 
occasion of fourteenth hundred year of descending of Quran. 
757. Muballigh, Muhammad Ismail 
Naqd falsafah az nigah Jami. Kabul: Anjuman Jami, Riyasati Tanvir Afkar; 
Vizarat Matbuat; 1343. 
50, 3 p., [21 leaves of plates. 
In Persian. 
"Bihmunasibat-i ihtifal-i panjsad va panjahum-in sal-i viladat-i Mawlana 
Nur al-Din Abd al-R.ahman Jam-i Harav-i. 
On Jam-i's (1414-1492) views on philosophy and sufism. 
(Microfiche) I 
758. Muhammad Hyat Khan I 
Hayat Afghani. Tasnif Muhammad Hayat Khan; bih ihtimam Munshi v 
Payarilal Parantar. Lahore: Matba Kuh Nur; 1246? C18671.22, 12, 696, p. 
In Persian. 
Includes detailed contents in English (p. 5-19) at back. 
759. Muhammad, the Prophet 
Ahadis Hazrat Muhammad Rasul Allah. Kabul: Dawlati Matbayah; 1346. 
In Persian and Pushto. 
Calligraphy by Faqir Muhammad Hasrat. Errata page included at the 
beginning of text. 
Translation of Arabic verses by Muhammad the Prophet into Pashto and 
Dari, by Ministry of Information and Culture 
Library has part one. 
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760. Muhiq, Muhammad Ishaq 
Dini ra'na: lumray barkhah. Afghanistan? Da  Afghanistan da Islami Hizb 
da Talim aw Tarbiyah khparaunah; 1360. 4, 5, 55 p. 
In Pushto. 
This is a reproduction from calligraphy 
761. Musa, Muhammad Yusuf 
Zarurat bih Islam, mutarjim Shahrani. Edited by Haqpal, Muhammad 
Ajan. : Publisher not known; 1363. 12, iii, 330 p. 
I In Persian. 
762. Panjshiri, Ghulclm Safdar 
Burhan vujudi va sih mushkil Inhut. Abdullah Amiri, editor. Kabul: 
Pohanzay Abadiyat va Ulum Bashari; 1351. 132 p. 
In Persian. 
In effort to prove the existence of God. 
763. Qndiriyah, Faqir Muhammad Abbas 
Tarikh Islam. Peshawar: Pushto Academy, Peshawar University; 1981. 55 p. 
764. Qutb, Sayyed 
Islam va adalat ijtimai. Edited by Muhammad Yunus Khalis. Kabul: 
Anjuman ~ a r b i ~ a h  &ar; 1338.2,326 p. 
In Persian. 
765. Rahpu, Siddiq, editor 
Sayyed Jamaluddin dar matbu'at Afghanistan. Kabul: Muassisah Intisharat 
Bihaai: 1355. 266 a. 
In ~ & i i a n .  
On the occasion of the 80th anniversary of Sawed Jamaluddin Afghani's 
demise. Added title page in English: ~a;.yid ~ imal -ud  in al-Afghani 
1838-97 in the Afghani Press. 
Selected addresses, articles and poems on Sayyed Jarnmaluddin Afghani, a 
revolutionary thinker. 
766. Rawshaniyan, Karim 
Islam dar Shuravi. Karachi? Nashr Nazir; 197-? 96 p. 
In Persian 
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767. Rishtiya, Sayyid Qasim 
Sayyed Jarnaluddin Afghani va Afghanistan. Kabul: Muassisah Intisharat 
Bihaqi; 1355. 4, 129 p. 
In Persian. 
Added title page in English: Sayyid Jamal-ud din al-Afghan 1838-97 and 
Afghanistan. 
On the occasion of the 80th anniversary of Sayyid Jarnal-al-Din Afghani's 
demise. 
768. Saljuqi, Salahuddin 
Tajalli Khuda dar afaq va anfus, muhtamim Abd Allah Raufi. Kabul: da 
Matbuato Vizarat; 1344. 7, 323, 4 p. 
In Persian. 
Discusses the existence of God. 
769. Saljuqi, Salahuddin 
Tajalli Khuda dar afaq va anfus; nashir va muhtarnim Humayra Malikyar 
Saljuqi. 2nd ed. Kabul: Humayra Malikyar Saljuqi; 1345.6, 378,6 p. 
In Persian. 
On the Islamic concept of the existence of God; philosophical work. 
770. Sarnuwishti mazhab dar Ittihadi Shuravi. Peshawar? Anjuman 
Navisandgan Mujahid Afghanistan; 1982. 4, 51 p. 
Cover title in English: Religion in the USSR. 
In Persian. 1 
771. Shahrani, Nimatullah 
Quran shinasi. Kabul: Kabul Pohantun; 1352. 2, 161 p. L.s 
In Persian. 
"Az nasharat-i Puhanzi Shariyat." 
On the revelation, compilation; and notable early commentators of the 
Koran. 
(Microfiche) 
772. Shaltut, Mahmud 
Islam aqidah aw shariat day; by Mahmud Shaltut; translated by 
Muhammad Shah Irshad. Kabul: Da Afkaro da Tanwir Riyasat, da 
Matbuato Vizarat; 1343. 16, 400 p. 
In Pushto. 
Published on the occasion of the birthday of the Prophet Muhammad. 
Basic tenets of Islamic faith, worship and social responsibilities are 
portrayed. 
773. Shariqi, Muhammad Kazim I 
Arzishi Khun dar kummunizum va Islam. Pakistan? Kamitah Farhang 
Jamiyat Islami Afghanistan; 1361. 8,38 p. 
In Persian. 
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774. Shibli Nurnani, Muhammad 
Sirat al-Nabi; muallif, Shibli Numani; mutarjim, Azizulrahman Sayfi. 
Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1346. 6 v. 
In Pushto. 
v. 3-6 authored by Syed Sulaiman Nadvi. 
Detailed account and analysis of Mohammad the Prophet. 
Library has Vol. 1-2,4-6. 
775. Shibli Numani, Muhammad 
Sirat al-Nabi: Da pak zhuwand halat. Tasnifi Shibli Numani, Mawlana 
Sayyid Sulaiman Nadvi; tarjumah Mawlavi Muhammad Israil. Peshawar: 
Pushto Academy Peshawar University; 1979. 
In Pushto and Arabic. 
776. Sidqi, Muhammad Osman 
Sayyed Jarnaluddin Afghani: pishvayi inqilab sahrq. Muhammad Usman 
Sidqi; translated by Muhammad Aslam Adilyar. Kabul: Muassisah 
Intisharat Bihaqi; 1355. 158 p. 
In Persian. 
Added title page in English: Sayyid Jamal-ud-din al-Afghani 1838 97 
Revolutionary leader of the East. 1 777. Sutudah, Mohammad Ibrahim 
Allamah Sayyid Jamaluddin Afghani dar ayinahi matbuat: Bibliography 
tawsifi shamil kutub, risalat, ruznamahha, jarayid va mujallat. Tahiya, 
tanzim va tawsnif tawasut Muhammad Ibrahim Sutudah va Abdul 
Rahman Pahval. Kabul: Kitabkhanah Pohantun Kabul; 1356? 
In Persian and Pushto; also 50 pages of text in English. 
Added title page in English: Sayyid Jamaluddin Afghani. 
An annotated bibliography of Sayyed Jamaludding Afghani. 
Library has v. 1. 
778. Sutudah, Moharnmad Ibrahim 
Guzarish intiqal tabut allamah Sayyid Jarnaluddin Afghani az Istanbul ta 
Kabul. Tadwin kunindagan: Muhammad brahim Sutudah; Abdul Rahman 
Pahval. Kabul: Kitabkhanah Pohantun; 1335. 3, 6, 54 p. 
In Persian. 
The processing of transferring the coffin of Sayyed Jamaluddin Afghani 
from Istanbul to Kabul. 
779. Tabibi, Abdul Hakim 
Talashhayi siyasi Sayyed Jamaluddin Afghani: ya mubariz buzurg siyasi 
sharq dar qarn 19. Kabul: Muassisah Intisharat Bihaqi; 1355. 160 p. 
In Persian and English. 
On the occasion of the 80th anniversary of Sayyed Jamaluddin Afghani's 
demise. In Persian script, with added title page and summary in English. 
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780. Tarzi, Mahmud 
Majmuah akhlaq; asari Mahmud Baig Afghan. Kabul: da kitab Chapawulo 
Muassisah, 197-? 
In Persian. 
Original manuscript was completed in 1305, 119261. 
Library has part one. 
78 1. Ulfat, Azizulrahman 
Islami intiqam. Publisher not known; 198-? 56 p. 
In Pushto. 
782. Ulfat, Gul Pacha 
Mantiq; likunke: Gul Pacha Ulfat; musahhih aw muhtarnim: Raz 
Muhammad Waysh. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1335. 53 p. 
In  Pushto. 
Logic. 
783. Wasiq, Walajan 
Jihad av mujahid. Muallif Mawlawi WaIajan Wasiq, Vazinval Khogiyani. 
Publisher unknown; 197-? 
In  Pushto. 
General 
784. Amir Zarrah, Sayyid 
I Azhans Ittilaati Bakhtar, sayr va inkishaf. Kabul: Azhans Ittilaati Bakhtar; 
1362.96 p. 
In  Persian. 
An introduction to western news agencies in Afghanistan. 
(Microfiche). 
785. Da shize drez: da shize bayn al-milali kal, 1975. Kabul: da Ittilaato 
aw Kultur Vizarat; [1954,19751. 
23 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
786. Da shize huquq aw maqam = sal bayn al-millali zan. Kabul: da 
Ittilaato aw Kultur Vizarat; 1354. 33 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
Nambar umumi 47, nambar khususi 4. 
787. Fazil, Mohammed 
Rushd inkishaf zihni atfal Afghanistan bar asas nazariyah Jean Piaget = 
mental development of Afghan children [sic] based on Jean Piaget's theory; 
tahqiq tahlil Muhammad Fazil. Kabul: Shubah Talim va Tarbiyah Maslaki; 
1354. 227 p. 
In  Persian. 
Mimeographed copy. 
788. Jalif 
Asashayi zhurnalizam. Kabul: da Javaizo aw da Kitabo da Khparawulo 
Mudiriyat; 1339. 338 p. 
In Persian. 
789. Kamal Shinwari, Sayyid Hakim 
Da fardi aw ijtimai zhwand lar shawunki. Kabul: Dawlati Matba'ah; 1352. 
138 p. 
In Pushto. 
Title on p. [4] of cover: Guide to individual and social life. (Microfiche) 
790. Khadim, Qiyamuddin 












791. Khwushhal Khan 
Tibnamah. Edited by Rishtin. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1345. 
57 p. 
In Pushto. 
Published on the occasion of 286th anniversary of Khatak's demise. Cover 
title: Tibnama by Khoshal Khatak. 
792. Kushan, Ghulam Hazrat 
Rahnamayi Jamiyat Srahmiyasht Khurd salan barayi mutaallimin va tulab. 
Kabul: Mudiriyat Umumi Tablighat Afghani Srah Miyasht; 1336? [19571. 3, 
137 p. 
In Persian. 
Cover title in English: Guide t o  the Junior Red CrescenC. 
793. Ministry of Health, Management Team 
Tahlil ibtidai va plan kar Tim Management. Kabul: Vizarat Sihhiyah; 1353. 
1 v. various paging. 
In Persian. 
794. Parker, Bertha Morris 
Da Insan badan. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1337. 50 p. 
In Pushto and Persian. 
795. Parker, Bertha Morris 
Da jazibe quvah. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1338.47 p. 
In Pushto. 
796 Parker, Bertha Morris 
Haghah hayvanat chih pezhanu ye. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1338.49 p. 
In Pushto. 
797. Parker, Bertha Morris 
Lnrghune zhuwe. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1337. 39 p. 
In Pushto. 
798. Parker, Bertha Morris 
Rana. Kabul: Pushto Tolanah; 1339.44 p. 
In Pushto. 
799. Sadid, Abdd Rahman 
Kartugrafi: qismati awal. Kabul: Pohanzay Adabiyat va Ulum Bashari, 




800. Sami, A1 Sayyid Mahmud, translator 
Tablj T a m  barayi Maktab Fununi Harbiyah. Kabul: Matbaah Maktab 
Funun Harbiyah; 1337.539 p. 
In Persian. 
801. Sattar, Abdul 
Tashrih va fizuyuluji. Kabul: Riyasat Darulta, Vizarat Maarif; 1315. 142 p. 
In Persian. 
802. Shacter, Helen (Seidman) 
Shakhsiyat singah wadah kawi. Translated by Abdul Khaliq Wasii. Kabul: 
Pushto Tolanah; 1340.256, 8 p. 
In Pushto. 
Cover title: How personality grow [sic]. 
803. Taraki, Muhammad Qadir 
Fazilat. Kabul: Anjuman Adabi; 1315. 116 p. 
In Persian. 
Index 
10000 Pushto lughatunah, 61 
Abavi, Yahya Amir, 123 
Abbas Khan Sarvani, 512 
Abdul Ghani, 215 
Abdul Hayy, Muhammad, 718 
Abdul Rahim, 5 13 
Abdul Rahman Khan, Amir, 514, 515 
Abdul Raziq Khan, 719 
Abidat nafisah Herat, 599 
Abidin, Mahrnoud, 216 
Abqariyan va afsanahhayi digar, 423 
Abu Rayyah, Mahmud, 720 
Adab, 1 
Adab va adabiyat, 3 14 
Adabi funun, 240 
Adabi ushkay, 257 
Adabiyat, 217 
Adam Durkhanay, 334 
Adarniyat, Muhammad Husayn 
Ruknzada, 2 18 
Afghan, 516 
Afghan Bimah Sahami Shirkat, 124 
Afghan, Khalili, 5 17 
Afghan namah, 5 18 
Afghan Oral History Project, 540 
Afghan qamus, Farsi pah Pushto, 54 
Afghanha dar Hind, 642 
Afghani Nivis, Abdullah, 54, 55 
Afghani notunah, 472 
Afghanistan, 490-505, 526 
Afghanistan, ancient land with modem 
ways, 640 
Afghanistan Amy, 506 
Afghanistan Bank, 507 
Afghanistan dar dawrah hukumat intigali, 
639 
Afghanistan dar masir tarikh, 573 
Afghanistan dar panj qam akhir, 568 
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